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FIRSTWORI

U
niversities throughout the nation are

under attack for the quality of under-

graduate education and the popular

notion that research activities undermine

the academic mission of higher educa-

tion. Shouldn't teachers spend more time

in the classroom? Aren't contracts and

grants more often than not self-serving

career boosters? Doesn't the dependency

on governmental and industry funding

distort the direction of scientific inquiry?

The University of Maryland at College Park is not beyond scrutiny

in these areas. As the state's flagship institution, our major mission is

research, and especially research that will enhance the economic devel-

opment of the state and region. As media and government turn their

microscopes on our faculty, counting classroom hours, adding up sab-

batical leaves, querying travel to symposia and conferences, it is essen-

tial that their findings be weighed against more than statistics and dol-

lar signs.

This issue of College Park looks at university research from several

directions and in ways we hope will clarify for our readers the impor-

tant role research plays in academic excellence as well as in the

advancement of knowledge. We want to provoke and challenge you to

examine the questions raised and to reflect on your own university

experience.

Research, of course, is conducted on every level and in every disci-

pline at College Park, from Asian art to German music, from poultry

viruses to black holes, from kindergarten education to the efficacy of

the death penalty. Though it may seem like the smallest part of an

obscure puzzle, all research is vital. We chose a range of examples

from the most esoteric—chaos theory—to the most hands-on—an

archaeological dig. We demonstrate that research is caring, as in the

case of Bonnie Thornton Dill, as well as the consuming need to know.

Throughout, it is the questions asked that define the process, and the

questions raised that define success.

A new feature, one that we hope will appear regularly in future

issues, is an essay by a faculty member on the topic of the issue. Dr.

Robert Park, professor of physics, has contributed the first essay, "Isn't

Research What We Teach?" guaranteed to stimulate your own

thoughts. Please feel free to share them with us.

This issue also highlights several milestones for College Park. Both

the football program and the alumni association are marking their

100th year in 1992. The University of Maryland Chorus celebrates a

quarter-century of distinguished performance under the direction of

Paul Traver. Reflecting on the history of those years, we are confirmed

in our belief that our university and its alumni can be proud of the long

tradition of strong leadership which has brought College Park to its

present stature.

-Judith Bair, Editor
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PERSPECTIVE

Dear Alumni and Friends:

s the 1992-93 academic year began this September, I

was midway through my third year as president of

the University of Maryland at College Park and

into my 29th year as a faculty member at this great

institution. These past several years have taught

me a great deal about the challenges of leader-

ship—what it means to be a university presi-

dent in the best, and

in the worst, of times.

For the first

two years of my

tenure as president, the university was the for-

tunate beneficiary of a reorganized system of

public higher education and substantially

enhanced state funding. It was a wonderful

time to be leading Maryland's flagship public

university and it was easy to inspire optimism

and enthusiasm in a community poised for a

bigger and better role in higher education.

The past two years, however, have brought

a substantial downturn in Maryland's econo-

my. We have sustained, along with other state

agencies, staggering cuts to our general operat-

ing budget—and our stamina and resilience

have been severely challenged. I am pleased to

report that faculty, students and staff have

united to make some difficult choices in order

to maintain College Park's commitment to excellence. We have elimi-

nated seven academic departments and one college so that we can shift

badly needed resources to our most central programs.

Although it appears that the worst is not yet over, the University of

Maryland at College Park has demonstrated true grit. My colleagues

and I are very proud that we have managed to maintain our sense of

purpose. The essence of what we are about has not changed, nor has

our commitment to the fulfillment of our highest missions—teaching,

research and service.

Throughout all the turmoil of budget cuts and downsizing, our fac-

ulty—the heart of the university—have maintained the integrity of the

university's research role, devoting long hours to their quest for new

knowledge and new solutions to the greatest problems of our age—to

the environment
, to community development and to public policy.

Day after day, irrespective of the constraints imposed, our faculty have

fulfilled their commitment to their mission with professionalism and

dedication.

Universities remain our society's primary source of new knowledge

and the shapers of our most talented intellects. Because of this crucial

role, universities like College Park are the wellspring of our nation's

vitality and the best training ground for leadership in the 21st century.

Our commitment to this important mission gives great purpose and

energy to what we do every day.

If our country is to remain a preeminent source of economic, politi-

cal and social progress, we must continue to provide the best environ-

ment for developing the skills, ingenuity and new ideas of our people.

Innovation, and the innovative application of

Efl knowledge, are vital to future economic

growth for Maryland and for America. At the

heart of innovation is research.

This issue of College Park magazine pre-

sents a small sampling of the exciting and

innovative research underway at the universi-

I ty. You should know that for every research

project described here, there are dozens of

equally impressive undertakings by the peo-

^ pie of College Park: from aerospace to criminal

justice, from astronomy to archaeology, from

computer science to public policy, from the

use of alternative fuels to transportation plan-

ning, our faculty members are among the

_ nation's leaders in developing knowledge,

|
products and policies for a new century.

“ At the same time that they are engaging in

§ cutting edge research, our faculty are also

among the most energetic and dedicated

teachers to be found on any college campus, training young minds to

be tomorrow's leaders in research, in business and in government. As a

community of scholars, we recognize the dynamic relationships

between research and teaching: it is the laboratory that keeps teaching

relevant, and the classroom that stimulates new questions for the

researcher.

I can think of no professional environment more fulfilling or chal-

lenging than that of a vibrant research university. I also can think of no

better way to share with our alumni and friends the essence of what

we, at College Park, do to improve society than to highlight some of

our research efforts. It is our hope that in reading about these amazing

ventures, you will understand why I, and my many colleagues, contin-

ue to devote our lives to the University of Maryland at College Park.

Sincerely yours,

B- (Cu^LK}&AAJ

William E. Kirwan, President
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The American Center for Physics

recently broke ground for its new

headquarters (shown above) in

College Park. The center will

house three national organiza-

tions representing virtually all

professional physicists in the

U.S., as well as a library of one

of the largest collections of

materials on the history of

physics in the world. Chosen

over 40 locations throughout the

U.S. for its proximity to "a well

respected university", the Col-

lege Park facility will provide

many opportunities for interac-

tion among scholars and

researchers. As a first step,

President Kirwan has announced

the creation of the American

Center of Physics/University of

Maryland Fellowships in the

Physical Sciences, designed to

encourage outstanding students

to pursue their graduate studies

at College Park.

Donations Support Chinese Art Exhibitions

T
hree private donations to the College of Arts and Humanities

and the Department of Art History and Archaeology will keep

Jason Kuo, associate professor of Art History and Archaeology,

busy curating art exhibitions through next fall. The donations, totalling

$105,000, will support three separate exhibitions, all of which Kuo is

organizing.

Currently on display now through November 8 at the Baltimore Muse

urn of Art is a 92-piece exhibit of Chinese ceramics from the Scheinman

collection, New York. Most of the ceramics in this collection, spanning

7,000 years—from the Neolithic period to the 18th century—have

never been exhibited before.

In the fall of 1993 Kuo will organize an exhibition of Chinese

ceramics at the university's Art Gallery. Arranged by Dr. T. G.

Ling of Seattle, Washington, shortly before his death, this

exhibition will feature 150 fine ceramic pieces chosen

from the collection of his late wife, Helen D. Ling. The

total collection includes more than 250 fine ceramic

pieces from China and Southeast Asia, dating from

the second millennium B.C. to the 19th century.

Ling also donated $40,000 to fund the exhibition

catalog and related exhibition expenses, and his

family is in the process of establishing the Helen D.

Ling Study Collection, a group of ceramics that will

be given to the Art Gallery so that students will have

direct access to the collection.

Modern Chinese painting will be the focus of the third

exhibition, to be held at the University of Michigan Museum

of Art, Ann Arbor, in the fall of 1993. Approximately 120 pieces

from Tsien-hsiang-chai, a private collection in Michigan, will be displayed.

From the

Scheinman

collection, a

Song Dynasty

vase dating

from the 12th-

13th century
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Three months into fiscal

1993, the state of Mary-

land is facing another

budget deficit that will

inevitably affect funding

for higher education.

Governor Donald Schae-

fer has appointed Uni-

versity of Maryland pro-

fessor of economics

Mahlon R. Straszheim

as a special advisor on

revenue trends. In antic-

ipation of budget reduc-

tions, university presi-

dent William Kirwan has

gathered an ad hoc

committee of faculty,

staff and students to

prepare strategies for

meeting a range of rev-

enue cutbacks.

Conference to Focus on Academic Knowledge and Power

W hat is the proper relationship

between the academy and society?

What actions can be taken to pro-

tect and enhance the university as a center for

critical democratic discourse?

These and other issues dealing with liber-

alizing and conservative trends in higher

education, policy implications, and the educa-

tion of a "public" will be the focus of "Aca-

demic Knowledge and Political Power," an

international symposium to be held at Col-

lege Park November 20-22, 1992.

The symposium is being organized jointly

by the Departments of Sociology, Anthropol-

ogy, Communication Arts, the Program in

Comparative Literature, the College of Jour-

nalism and the Afro-American Studies Pro-

gram. It will be co-sponsored by the Teachers

for a Democratic Culture, Group for Research

into the Institutionalization and Professional-

ization of Knowledge Production, Union of

Democratic Intellectuals, and the Washington

Institute for Social Research.

The conference will bring to campus indi-

viduals from throughout the United States

and abroad, including leading thinkers from

various social science, humanities, and pro-

fessional disciplines, as well as journalists

and members of the Washington political

community. They will analyze relations

between academic knowledge and political

power during a series of alternating plenary

sessions and multiple parallel workshops.

“Hard Choices” Streamline

Academic Programs

Proposals to eliminate the administrative

structure of the College of Human Ecology

and seven academic departments were

approved by the University of Maryland Sys-

tem Board of Regents at its June 5 meeting.

The plan, submitted by the College Park

Campus Senate and endorsed by President

William E. Kirwan, is expected to reallocate

$6.3 million of state appropriations to aca-

demic programs of higher priority.

The action resulted from "Hard Choices:

The Next Step in Preserving Enhancement", a

report submitted to President Kirwan by

Provost J.
Robert Dorfman on the advice of

the campus Academic Planning Advisory

Committee. This strategic planning group,

composed of faculty, students and adminis-

trators, had been charged by the university to

find ways to continue the enhancement pro-

cess-begun in 1989—in the face of severe

budget reductions.

The seven academic departments affected

are Agriculture and Extension Education;

Housing and Design; Radio, Television and

Film; Urban Studies and Planning; Industrial,

Technological and Occupational Education;

Recreation; and Textiles and Consumer Eco-

nomics.

"Although this proposal to eliminate such

a large number of academic units is almost

unprecedented in higher education, the rec-

ommendation is based on a remarkable cam-

pus consensus that such action is necessary in

order to preserve the institution's quality and

its drive toward eminence," President Kir-

wan said.

Tenured faculty in the affected depart-

ments will be reassigned to departments of

higher priority, strengthening programs in

agriculture, business, engineering, and jour-

nalism. Students currently enrolled in degree

programs in the targeted departments will be

given a reasonable opportunity to complete

their degrees.
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Building DedicatedNew Animal and Poultry Science

L
ast spring's annual Agriculture Day cel-

ebration was highlighted by the dedica-

tion of a new Animal and Poultry Sci-

ence Building that is providing faculty and

students vastly improved laboratory and

classroom space. The facility includes two

new classrooms, an elevated lecture hall, a

reading room, two computer classrooms for

graduate students and a large computer class-

room for undergraduates.

In addition the building contains state-of-

the-art laboratories for faculty and students

and a 50,000-square-foot animal support facil-

ity and veterinary clinic. Among the digni-

taries on hand for the dedication ceremony

were Maryland Secretary of Agriculture

Robert Walker and UM Regent Frank Perdue.

"This new facility emphasizes the commit-

ment College Park has made toward ensuring

the future of the College of Agriculture and

agricultural education in the state of Mary-

land," said Paul H. Mazzocchi, acting dean of

the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.

"This is only one step in a comprehensive

program to build and renew our facilities to

keep up with the industry's changing tech-

nologies so that we can provide a first class

education for our students and carry out

innovative research."

The University of Maryland at College Park ranks first in the nation

among predominantly white schools in the number of Blacks who earned

baccalaureate degrees during the 1988-89 academic year and Ph.D.

degrees between 1986- and 1990 according to a special report in Black

Issues in Higher Education

.

Double Victory for Mock
Trial Teams

Two teams from College Park’s

Mock Trial Association took first and

second place in the National Inter-

collegiate Mock Trial Tournament at

Drake University Law School in Des

Moines. The championship round

was held at the Iowa Supreme

Court, with Justices of that court

presiding.

“We are now the dominant mock

trial power in the entire country,"

says Noel Myricks, coach of the Col-

lege Park teams and professor in

the Department of Family and Com-

munity Development.

The awarding of first and second

place to teams from the same

school was unprecedented in the

tournament's history. The associa-

tion's executive board is considering

an amendment that would limit to

one the number of teams each

school can enter in the national com-

petition. The proposed amendment

is being called “the Maryland Rule."

ILLUSTRATION BY JENNIFER GROGAN

College Park to House Reading Research Center

The National Reading Research Center (NRRC) has found a new home at Col-

lege Park. In consortium with the University of Georgia, the university has won a

five-year $7.7 million grant from the U.S. Department of Education following a

national competition with 12 other major universities including the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, where the center had been located for the last 15

years.

“Reading is technology of the mind," says John Guthrie, a professor of human

development in the College of Education and co-director of the center with a coun-

terpart in Georgia. “It is the mind's tool for improving itself. We must insure that

all children learn to be adept in using this tool."

The center will examine instruction in reading that fosters learning and think-

ing in science, literature, and history; influences of motivational and social fac-

tors on the predisposition to read; alternative assessments that support instruc-

tional decision-making and learning, and development of teacher/researcher

communities that promote the professionalism of educators.

Some 41 research projects are expected to be launched during the center's

first two years. Permanent sites in schools will be established to plan, conduct,

interpret and report on the projects. In addition to Maryland and Georgia, NRRC

sites are located in California, Texas, Washington, New Jersey and Virginia.

COLLEGE PARK FALL 1992 7
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NOSH hod a problem. Ihe space agency mas about 18 months amay

from launching the bubble Space Telescope rnhen experts real-

ized that the telescope might be set into a dangerous orbital

environment caused by a nem series of huge sunspots. They

feared that the resulting pares, snapping free from the sun’s

corona, mould send highly energetic particles to the Earth,

heating and expanding the outer layer of the Earth's atmo-

sphere. to the very altitude of Hubble's orbit. If this happened, it

mould be impossible to properly aim the telescope. The morse-

case scenario even suggested that the space

telescope mould encounter

atmospheric drag that

could slom it and

eventually send the

$1.8 billion satellite

spiraling bach to Earth

as aflaming chunh of

0i| Fariss Samarrai molten metal.



MANY ASPECTS OF THE PHYSICAL WORLD NEVER SETTLE DOWN INTfl

THE BILLOWING OF CLOUDS FROM A SUNNY BLUE SHY. THE FLOWING SPREAD OF A COLORFUL DYE 10

B

ut, then again, none of this might

happen. If the sun spot cycle fol-

lowed normal patterns, the Earth's

atmosphere would remain normal,

allowing Hubble to operate at its

ideally-planned orbit. But though

the sun spot cycle is somewhat pre-

dictable, in the long run the peaks

and valleys of sun spot activity appear to be

highly chaotic.

Doug Currie, a physics professor with

College Park's Astro-Meteorology Group,

looked at the situation and realized NASA

needed to make a serious risk assessment

concerning the final altitude for the space

telescope. Currie had helped design the tele-

scope's wide field/planetary camera and was

familiar with the sensitivity of Hubble's many

instruments. He knew that there was some

risk to the shuttle and its astronauts because

more fuel would be needed to carry the tele-

scope to the greater height required for safety.

He also was familiar with chaos theory, a

new science that deals with unpredictability.

Currie realized that NASA was looking at

the sun spot cycle as a linear system that

could be averaged out and predicted. Accord-

ing to the averages, the sun spot cycle might

not be as dramatic as predicted and Hubble

would be safe at its intended orbit. But the

fine details of sun spot activity were so com-

plex, they could not be averaged or predicted.

To demonstrate this Currie used a chaos com-

puter software program developed by Col-

lege Park mathematician James A. Yorke and

graduate student Erik Kostelich. With grow-

ing support from his colleagues, Currie

helped to convince the space administration

to set the telescope at an altitude of 380

miles—10 kilometers higher than originally

planned. It brought the space shuttle to its

highest flight ever. At this new, corrected alti-

tude, the space telescope would be safe from

a bulging atmosphere in the highly possible

event of a dramatic peak in sun spot activity.

Though intuition tells us that the world is

somewhat chaotic, few scientists had been

willing to acknowledge this until relatively

recently. Scientists had traditionally believed

that everything in the universe is quantifiable

and predictable when gauged with precise

instruments. There was also the implication

that all things were, therefore, predetermined,

and the scientist merely had to discover the

elements of a system, make measurements

and then accurately predict the results.

Nearly 300 years ago English mathemati-

cian Sir Isaac Newton developed his laws of

motion and gravity with the idea that all

things in the universe are measurable, and,

with enough information, are as predictable

as clockwork. Since then, scientists have

believed that there are only two types of

motion, steady state and periodic. Steady

state being the paperweight in your office

that hasn't moved since you put it there, and

periodic being best exemplified by the planets

and their periodic orbits.

But it was the French mathematician

Poincare who suggested early this century

that a third state of motion seemed to exist—

a

turbulent unpredictable motion. Through his

equations he found that disorder became evi-

dent in large complex problems that con-

tained several parameters. . . it may happen

that small differences in initial conditions

produce very great ones in the final phenom-

ena," he wrote in 1903. "A small error in the

former will produce an enormous error in the

later. Prediction becomes impossible
"

This is very close to the modern definition of

chaos, which is that small changes in initial

conditions will result in huge changes in the

long run.

Despite Poincare's observations, most sci-

entists continued to emphasize linear analysis

of their problems while ignoring or avoiding

the enigmatic irregularities that regularly

appeared. Often they attributed these unpre-

dictable variations to "noise"—outside influ-

ences on the regularities of their systems of

inquiry. Still, there was the awareness that

many aspects of the physical world never set-

tle down into predictable behavior. The scat-

tering of waves against a rocky shore, the bil-

lowing of clouds from a sunny blue sky, the

seeming randomness of the flowing spread of

a colorful dye in a colorless medium. These

were all examples of "nonlinear" systems

straight from the real world that defied pre-

dictability. They could only be explained by

the formulas called differential equations, and

the calculations showed them to be largely

unpredictable. It was this that fascinated

Poincare, but it took another seven decades

for the idea of inherent unpre-

dictability to be taken seriously by

the scientific community.

In the 1970s, with the develop-

ment of high speed digital comput-

ers, the calculation time of enor-

mously complex equations was

greatly reduced. It was through the

computer and its striking graphics

that visions of chaos began to

emerge in even simple systems, as

well as the most complex. "Com-

puter graphics have allowed every-

body to find chaos in their own

favorite system of equations," says

Yorke, the College Park mathemati-

cian who gave the name "chaos" to

a new kind of science in 1975.



II

PREDICTABLE BEHAVIOR: NAVES AGAINST A ROCHV SABRE.

Til COLORLESS MEDIUM.

Chaos has since become regarded by

many as one of the major discoveries of the

20th century, along with quantum mechanics

and Einstein's theory of relativity.

Yorke had developed an interest in unpre-

dictability during his teens when he discov-

ered the popular writings of Norbert Weiner,

a mathematician at the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology. Weiner studied statistical

mechanics, a science that uses huge numbers

of equations containing elements of unpre-

dictability. These ideas remained with Yorke

as he entered graduate school at College Park

in 1963. He soon joined an organization here

that has since become the Institute of Physical

Science and Technology (IPST)—an interdis-

ciplinary organization made up of some of

College Park's best mathematicians and

physicists.

The stimulating intellectual environment

of IPST allowed Yorke to interact with other

scientists and to look for ways to use mathe-

matics beyond straight theory. It was through

a colleague, fluid dynamicist Alan Faller, that

Yorke discovered a paper in 1972 that

changed the course of his career. The nine-

year-old paper was from a meteorological

journal. It had been written by MIT meteorol-

ogist Edward Lorenz and dealt with the non-

periodic flow of deterministic systems, in this

case, the weather. Lorenz had determined

through the use of the best computers avail-

able at the time that the weather was so com-

plex, with so many unmeasurable variables

entering the data, that it was ultimately

unpredictable in the long-run. This is some-

times described as "the butterfly effect." A

butterfly in China flaps its wings and a few

weeks later there is a major storm in Seattle.

Again, small initial effects that grow exponen-

tially, resulting in large unpredictable differ-

ences over time. The mathematics of all this

fascinated Yorke who was reminded of his

early interest in Weiner's observations with

statistical mechanics.

Yorke attached his name and return

address to a copy of Lorenz's paper and sent

it to a colleague in California who in turn

made hundreds of copies and sent these to

scientists around the country. Yorke's mailing

label had also been copied and Yorke inad-

vertently became known as the man who had

discovered the significance of Lorenz's paper

after almost a decade. Though this was not

entirely true, it did reflect the positive effects

of interdisciplinary study. Unpredictability

had been found by a meteorologist, rediscov-

ered by a fluid dynamicist, and was then

studied by a mathematician who had taken

an interest in the subject. Ultimately the scien-

tific community at large became aware of a

problem that had been ignored all along.

Still, there was no name yet for the develop-

-



WHEN WE SHV OURS LIVES RRE CHAOTIC. WE MERN THAT THOUGH THINGS TEND T

ing science that was gaining credence every

day as other scientists used computers to

investigate the unpredictable aspects of their

systems.

For the next three years, Yorke investigat-

ed the unpredictable nonlinear dynamic sys-

tems that had become his passion. In 1975 he

and graduate student Tien-Yien Li published

a paper in the journal The American Mathemat-

ical Monthly and called it "Period three Implies

Chaos." Though the paper drew the interest

of mathematicians and some physicists, most

found his choice of words indecorous. Chaos.

Nobody liked such a disorderly name for a

science, even if the science was deterministic

disorder—disorder within order.

"It is a name that people love to hate, yet

it is a name for which they find no alterna-

tive," Yorke says from his office, which con-

tains within it a strong element of disorder.

"But I use the word chaos the same way

everybody else does. When we say our lives

are chaotic, we mean that though things tend

to go along in a generally predictable fashion,

there is still an element of disorder. That

doesn't mean we will suddenly get struck by

a meteorite, but we may expect to have some-

thing unexpected happen in our day that

completely changes our original plans. But

generally, the disorder stays within bounds."

Yorke is always eager to show what he

means. He searches his office for a moment
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0 ALONG IN R GENERfILLV PREDICTABLE FASHION.

THERE IS STILL ON ELEMENT OF DISORDER.

and stops with thoughtful concentration. "It's

around here someplace," he says. "My office

was recently cleaned, and I'm not sure where

things are." Then he sees what he's looking

for. He picks up a plastic bag from a corner

and brings it to a desk. "Chaos can be found

in many physical systems," he says. He

begins clamping a pendulum to the edge of

the desk. The pendulum has two parts, a larg-

er heavy metal arm that hangs from a hinge at

the base of the clamp, and a second, smaller

arm made of heavy red plastic that hangs

from the metal one. It is a double pendulum.

"The entire world is a complex dynamical

system," Yorke says in reference to the count-

less components that make up the world. He

takes the red arm of the pendulum and pulls

it up to a 90 degree angle, drawing up the

metal arm as well, and then he gives the

apparatus a slight flip and the pendulums

begin pivoting around their bases. "We begin

by trying to understand the components of

the world which seem simple but can have

incredibly complex behavior," Yorke says.

The pendulum swings in a beautifully

flowing fashion for a while. Then something

surprising happens, something almost comi-

cal. "You see that," Yorke nearly shouts.

Chaos. The pendulum goes nuts. It leaves its

regular flow, a motion that has seemed entire-

ly predictable, completely measurable if you

know the elements—mass, velocity, ener-

gy—and it goes into an erratic crazy motion

that seems to have no order, no predictability,

no reason, no matter how well you know the

elements. "It's in a chaotic state now," Yorke

says casually.

He mentions that a dancer once saw this

demonstration and had commented that the

pendulum looked like it was having fun. It

does look like its having fun. It looks like a

gymnast on a balance beam who delights an

audience with an amazing routine of motion.

But where will it go? Yorke, as a judge, would

like to know. He has developed a whole com-

puter program based on the pendulum in

order to study it in its chaotic state. "There

are strange things out there that we don't

expect;" Yorke says, "they are lurking even in

something as simple as a pendulum."

Yorke's computer program mimics the

actions of his double-hinged pendulum,

though it does so figuratively. The program

contains the elements of motion that are with-

in the pendulum's bounds. These motions are

represented by dots that, in effect, swing for-

ward, backward, in, out, up, down, like the

dancing metal and plastic object attached to

Yorke's table top by a carpenter's clamp.

The computer program is started and the

action takes place. The motions, like the real

pendulum, are normal and predictable for

some time, then, as with the physical counter-

part, a small motion of some type occurs,

something almost immeasurable, and it starts

off a chain reaction of motions that gather in

complexity, and grow exponentially, result-

ing in the unpredictable chaos as defined by

Yorke. Small changes in initial conditions

resulting in huge changes in the long run.

Yorke's program is able to deal with the long

run, unlike the physical pendulum that even-

tually dies down due to friction. When York's

program runs long enough, calculating mil-

lions of numbers and changes in motions, a

pattern of chaos emerges. There is order with-

in disorder. This is illustrated by colorful

computer-generated graphics that are lovely

enough to frame. Yorke has some of them

framed on his office walls. He has assigned

colors to different motions: red, blue, yellow,

green, each representing one of the four pos-

sible movements of the pendulum. The colors

flow together in orderly curves despite the

chaos they come to represent. The graphics

show the strangeness in the midst of normal-

cy that has fascinated the 50-year-old profes-

sor since his youth.

Yorke still studies the pictures with the

intensity of a young man engrossed in a pas-

sion. "Harold Uri, the Nobel laureate, set out

to understand the origins of the moon,"

Yorke says. "His approach was to put a huge

picture of the moon on his wall and he looked

at it daily. The more he looked, the more he

noticed. After a year, he began to see things

no one had seen before. Each day brought

new insight and this led to new ideas about

the origins of the moon."

Yorke is looking for new insights through

his pictures of chaos. He doesn't expect to

find them easily. "It really bugs me the way

people can go to an art museum and look for

10 seconds at a work of art that some incredi-

bly talented person took weeks to make, and

then just walk away from it with whatever

they can get in that time. Pictures don't reveal

their secrets easily. You need a lifetime to

understand them, and then you still may not."

It is also true with chaos. Chaos has been

one of the universe's three motions since the

beginning of motion, but until only recently,

most scientists have been aware of only the

first two motions, steady state and periodic.

"Chaos is such a new science;" Yorke says,

"we are still constantly learning. Some of the

best minds in mathematics and physics are



CHAOS IS MORE TURN A MATHEMATICAL NOVELTY. AS YORAE SAYS. IT’S NOT GOING TO GO

AWAY JUST BECAUSE IT PRESENTS PROBLEMS TO SCIENTISTS.

now working on chaos problems and the field

is wide open. Since Galileo and Newton, most

scientists totally missed chaos, and now in the

past 15 years or so it has become a revolution

in scientific inquiry."

To some scientists, however, chaos pre-

sents some interesting explanations to previ-

ously unsolvable problems, but the science of

chaos has limited applicability to practical,

everyday problems. Even Doug Currie, the

physicist who used chaos theory to determine

the altitude of the Hubble Space Telescope,

says many of the problems physicists and

engineers face can be dealt with in the

absence of chaos theory.

"Though chaos opens up a new area of

mathematics that had been ignored because

the problems were hard," Currie says, "the

fact is, many of the systems that we study

remain in a regime where they behave linear-

ly for as long as we estimate them." He uses

the failure of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in

Washington state as an example of a normally

stable engineering problem whose oscilla-

tions went beyond the linear regime. "Obvi-

ously the construction of most bridges can be

engineered in a linear way, and most of the

time that is perfectly applicable. What we

learn from chaos is that we need to be aware

that it is a physical property that actually

exists and is not merely the result of some

improper calculations or outside noise. By

knowing this we can build bridges that stay

within the linear regime and behave in a dull,

mundane manner through the length of their

lifetime."

Currie adds that most electronics also

behave linearly and can be planned and

designed to behave in a highly predictable

manner. He says it is only when systems are

pushed to extremes, such as with a huge

overloading power surge, that a chaotic ele-

ment enters the equations.

Yorke would argue, however, that all sys-

tems are non-linear in the long run, even the

periodic orbits of planets. He says the orbits

of planets appear to be highly predictable

because they can be measured forward or

backward for thousands of years, perhaps

millions of years. But considering the age of

the universe, billions of years old, measure-

ments in terms of thousands of years are

merely the short run. "Measured over the

length of time that has passed since the big

bang, we would find elements of chaos every-

where," he says. There is evidence of this in

the non-uniform dispersal of galaxies, for

example. Astronomers also have found ele-

ments of chaos in the orbit of Hyperion, a

satellite of Saturn, and there is growing evi-

dence that Pluto may be in a chaotic orbit.

But chaos is more than a mathematical

novelty. As Yorke says, "It's not going to go

away just because it presents problems to sci-

entists. Chaos is here to stay, it’s been here all

along though unrecognized until fairly

recently, and it’s going to play a role in the

course of scientific enquiry until somebody

manages to prove we are completely wrong."

Now that chaos has been recognized,

there is a natural inclination to try to control

it. This is already being done with the

onboard computer sensors of high perfor-

mance military aircraft that make minute

changes to wing shape in response to flying

conditions at high speed.

Some of the world's leaders in efforts to

control chaos are right here at College Park in

the Institute of Physical Sciences and Technol-

ogy, which Yorke joined in 1963 and now

directs. Working with Yorke on these new

theories are professors Edward Ott and Celso

Grebogi.

"Usually people in engineering and sci-

ence say 'why should 1 bother to know about

chaos,"' Grebogi says, "and we say because

when you know about it, you can then avoid

it and build your machine or device in a way

that will not behave chaotically, in such a way

that you so thoroughly understand all the ele-

ments that you can predict exactly what will

happen."

It is through a prodding of the small initial

conditions, the perturbations of a system, that

the College Park chaos researchers are learn-

ing to put a control knob on chaos. "There is

the potential to control complicated motions

through small nudges on the perturbations,"

says Ott.

Yorke likens this to controlling an ele-

phant with a stick. "You're dealing with a

huge, potentially uncontrollable system," he
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says, "but you don't have to pick the ele-

phant up to change its direction. You can

coax it along in one of the directions it finds

acceptable with light taps from the stick."

Researchers at the UCLA Medical Center

have already begun using examples of this

from a paper authored last year by Ott, Gre-

bogi and Yorke to control the chaotic state of

hearts. When a person has a heart attack, the

heart goes into a chaotic flux that loses effi-

ciency in pumping blood. If researchers can

provide small electrical nudges to the heart,

they may be able to prod it back into a linear

state. The research is being conducted on rab-

bit hearts but has implications for a possible

"intelligent" pacemaker design that could

save lives.

Still, Yorke is very interested in the most

basic investigations of even simple systems

such as his pendulum. He looks up at the pic-

tures on his wall of the flowing motions of

chaos. "The question now is what else are we

missing? We need to know the questions

before we can begin to know the answers."

In the meantime, as Yorke and other

chaos researchers learn to ask the right ques-

tions, the Hubble Space Telescope orbits the

Earth safely at an altitude determined by

chaos theory. And from that lofty height

come the beautiful images of space from as

far back as the beginning of time, the Big

Bang, the beginnings of order and chaos.

1



Isn't

Research
What We
Teach?

A t a press conference in Washington last

April, Berkeley physicist George Smoot

announced that a team of scientists using

a sophisticated satellite observatory had discov-

ered 15 billion-year-old wrinkles in the fabric of

space-time. The discovery represented a major

advance in understanding the formation of the

universe. "Are we so fortunate," Smoot mused,

"that we live in a time when we can develop

the theory of creation?" Some scientists are

even beginning to talk quietly of "the theory

of everything." No one could have imag-

ined at the beginning of this century how far

science and technology would advance in a

mere hundred years.

Since World War II, the ever-accelerating

advance of science has been led by the Unit-

ed States, due in large part to a remarkable

partnership between the federal govern-

ment and the nation's research universi-

ties. The outline of that partnership

was contained in The Endless Fron-

tier, a visionary studv prepared in

1945 by Vanevar Bush, head of

the wartime Office of Scientific

Research and Development, at the request of President

Roosevelt. Science had proven to be the decisive advantage in wartime.

To ensure continued American leadership in peacetime, Bush believed,

it was necessary for the federal government to "protect" basic research

and "discover and develop scientific talent in American youth.
"

The federal government, Bush argued, should be the patron of

basic science, providing funding for research in the expectation of even-

tual benefits to society. But it should be the nation's independent uni-

versities, isolated from the immediate demands of government and

industry, that would be the primary source of long-range basic

research. The university scientists themselves, through a process of

peer review, would set the directions for that research. It would not be

enough for universities to convey to each generation the accumulated

knowledge of earlier generations; universities were to be given primary

responsibility for the creation of new knowledge. Today, more than

80% of all basic scientific research in the United States is conducted on

university campuses.

This marriage of education and research is a uniquely American

invention—and it has kept the United States at the forefront of every

major field of research for half a century. It recognizes that great

researchers cannot be developed by working textbook examples; only

by confronting real problems at the limits of human understanding can

students of science be transformed into scientists. And in the process,

graduate students provide us with the most highly motivated,

creative and inexpensive scientific work force in the

// world. They bring fresh insights to scientific questions,

while faculty contribute seasoned judgment. When the

system works best, professor and student become col-

leagues in the quest

for new knowledge.

But the system

doesn't always work as it

should. The nation's 60 or so

r/ top research universities today

find themselves on the defen-

sive. How should faculty and stu-

dents divide their time between for-

mal classroom instruction and work in

the laboratory? How should the govern-

ment balance its support between the

intellectual interests of the scientists and

national goals? How much science is

enough? Critics contend the system is seri-

ously out of balance.

It is hardly surprising that after 47 years

strains have developed in the partnership

between government and academy. The Presi-

dent's Council of Advisors on Research and Tech-

nology has recently undertaken a major review of

the problems facing research universities today.

They must confront problems Vanevar Bush

never anticipated, problems ranging from poor-

ly prepared students to research ethics.

Whose Scientists Are We Training?

It is an uncomfortable reality that Ameri-

ca's youth seems less willing today to endure

the rigors of a science education. They dabble in new-age mysticism,

while their places in the science classroom are filled by dedicated

young scholars from elsewhere in the world. In manv fields of science,

American graduate students are now a minority.

On the one hand, foreign graduate students represent a vital

resource for the United States. They make an important contribution to

our basic research effort, and the best of them often

remain in the U.S., eventual-

ly becoming citizens. We
(continued on page 18)

By Robert L. Park
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Good

M ost people think that college faculty choose their profession

because they enjoy the classroom and like to teach. And

opinion polls suggest the classroom is precisely where the

general public wants its professors to be. But in academia, a rather iron-

ic system of performance rewards has, for some faculty, made class-

room expertise not only financially unrewarding, but professionally

damaging as well. Denied promotion because the quality or quantity of

their research is considered lacking, good teachers either spend less

time on teaching to increase their research, or accept their lack of

advancement as a price to I

ticing their

craft.

In theory,

tenure—the award-

ing of permanent

employment to faculty

deemed distinguished in

their field—is awarded

based on an evaluation of

research, teaching and service.

But in practice, research has usu-

ally been the key to winning

tenure; teaching doesn't bring in

the money or prestige that

comes with hefty research

grants, and service is often seen

as either too difficult to evaluate

or unimportant.

But what happens to students in

the classroom? Proponents of a strong

research emphasis in faculty evaluation

argue that ultimately new knowledge

gets passed on to students, thus improv-

ing their education. Critics say that fac-

ulty who feel pressured to "publish or

perish" may not have the time or incen-

tive to teach as well as they can.

While there are no easy solutions,

the ways in which teaching and

research do or do not complement each

other has led to a reform movement in evaluating and rewarding facul-

ty performance. In his book, Scholarship Reconsidered (1990), Ernest L.

Boyer, president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching, calls for a broader definition of scholarship. Instead of a nar-

row emphasis on research (or "discovery," as he calls it), Boyer sug-

gests that scholarship should be expanded to include teaching, service

(or "application"), and a fourth category, "integration," that empha-

sizes the scholar's ability to discover and illustrate connections between

disciplines.

Boyer traces how schol-

arship in American higher

education evolved from a

By John Fritz

Teaching Can
Be Its Own

Reward

colonial period emphasis on character development

of ministerial students (teaching), to 19th century

agricultural extension work (service), to post-war

cooperation between government and university sci-

entists (research). The results of his survey of faculty

attitudes about their profession have helped

Boyer's book focus national attention on the

teaching vs. research debate.

For example, while 70 percent of all faculty,

from community colleges to research universities,

said they were interested primarily in teaching, 66

percent said they were currently engaged in schol-

arly work they expected would lead to a publica-

tion, an exhibit or a performance. This reflects the

general assumption of many facultv that it is diffi-

cult for a person to achieve tenure without pub-

lishing. Boyer finds a group of professionals

being squeezed between a performance stan-

dard fewer can or want to achieve and their

original reasons for choosing their profes-

sion. Indeed, 68 percent feel there needs

to be another wav besides publications

to measure faculty performance; 64

percent feel it should be teaching.

The Chronicle of Higher Educa-

tion frequently reports on the efforts more institutions are making to

support quality teaching. Here at College Park two professors with

excellent reputations as teachers, but with average publishing records,

were awarded tenure last year, according to Jacob Goldhaber, acting

vice president for academic affairs. Some mav question whether this

constitutes a fundamental shift in rewarding excellent teaching, but bv

most accounts, research alone no longer dominates tenure decisions.

"Over the last several years, the importance of teaching in the deliber-

ations of the campus promotion committee has increased substantially,"

says Goldhaber. "The presentation of data on teaching is more uniform

from colleges and departments, all of which is very seriously considered."

Though not yet university policy, an increasing number of colleges

and departments now rely on a variety of supporting materials for evi-

dence of good teaching, including teaching portfolios. These portfolios

(continued on page 19)
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could not maintain our techno-

logical superiority without

them. Indeed, we have always

depended on importing foreign scientists. It is perhaps what we do

best. They are attracted here by the openness of American science and a

system that accepts them as equals. Among American winners of Nobel

Prizes in science, about a third were not born in this country. We have

been enriched by their presence.

It is nevertheless disturbing that we attract so few of our own chil-

dren to science. The problem is particularly acute for female and minor-

ity students. Many American students who do elect to pursue a career

in science arrive at college poorly prepared by comparison with stu-

dents from other countries. Legislation now being considered by

Congress seeks to correct the imbalance between American and foreign

graduate students. The "American Math and Science Student Support

Act" would require universities receiving federal research funds to cer-

tify that no qualified U.S. citizens were available before assistantships

could be given to foreign students. Such a measure would do nothing

to correct the underlying problem of science and math illiteracy in

America. It is not foreign students that are the problem.

Research
What We
Teach?

been jolted out of their complacency. As the growth of science began to

outstrip the growth in federal budgets, intense competition for limited

research funds led to isolated, but highly publicized cases of fabricated

research results. The consequences of such acts go far beyond the dis-

semination of incorrect results. It is not unusual, after all, for capable

and respected scientists to be misled at times by unexpected flaws in

their scientific instruments or procedures. But deliberate fraud, howev-

er rare, erodes the trust that underlies scientific progress.

Revelations of research fraud at major universities, although involv-

ing a minute fraction of the research output of such institutions, have

shaken public trust in academic integrity. Worse, the universities

involved failed to aggressively pursue charges of misconduct. Faculty

review boards, convened to examine such charges, were pushovers;

faculty members were apparently unwilling to believe that a colleague

would deliberately deceive them. It remained for federal agencies, and

in some cases congressional investigations, to uncover the sad truth. It

has been a painful lesson. Universities are now strengthening their

review procedures and integrating programs on scientific integrity into

the curricula.

What Scientist Shortage?

Ironically, even as we debate how to train more sci-

entists, many of the new Ph.D. scientists we have sent

into the world are now encountering difficulty in

finding permanent positions that will use their

knowledge and skills. The prevailing view had

been that technologies spawned by basic

research would sustain the demand for sci-

entifically trained workers. Basic

research, after all, has led to whole new

fields of advanced technology, such as genetic

engineering and optical communications, that did not

exist just a decade ago. To supply enough trained people

for these fields, it was argued, we would have to invest

more in the university research programs that train scien-

tists—thus creating still newer technologies and even greater

demand.

Up until a year ago, predictions of a serious shortage of scientists

were a staple at every congressional hearing on science funding. The

National Science Foundation is now being heavily criticized by

Congress for using the threat of a non-existent scientist shortage to jus-

tify increased appropriations. In the long term, predictions of a scientist

shortage may yet turn out to be correct. In the near term, however,

recession has upset the calculations—and seriously compounded the

problems of universities.

How Do They Learn, If We Don’t Tell Them?

As the base of scientific knowledge necessary to a career in science

grew, it left little room for research ethics in the science curriculum.

Universities apparently assumed that students would acquire the ethi-

cal standards of science just by contact. In the last few years, they have

How Do We Balance the Classroom and the Laboratory?

We are seeing the first stirrings of a major revision of the uni-

versity system in this country. Whatever form the new sys-

tem takes, if the United States is to continue to lead the

world in science, it must still address the concerns

Vanevar Bush raised 47 years ago: basic research

must somehow be assured of continuity

even in times of economic hardship and we

must discover and develop scientific talent in

American youth.

The most troubling complaint about today's uni-

versities is that faculty, who see promotions and prestige

determined primarily by research accomplishments,

neglect teaching. More and more, it is argued, the undergrad-

uate teaching responsibility is being left to inexperienced grad-

uate students and untenured lecturers. This has led to proposals

to divide universities, with one part devoted entirely to undergrad-

uate instruction and another part to full-time research.

Improvement, however, is more likely to be found in the other

direction. Few people would disagree with the need to reinvigorate sci-

ence teaching; but we already have four year colleges devoted entirely

to undergraduate teaching. There are no studies to suggest that stu-

dents graduating from these colleges are better trained or more highly

motivated than their university counterparts. It is not further separa-

tion of research from the classroom that we need. Rather, we need

increased integration: more opportunities for undergraduates to partic-

ipate in research, and more discussion of research issues in the class-

room. Research is not just something faculty do when we aren't teach-

ing; research is an essential part of what we teach. E3JH

Robert L. Park is a professor of physics at the University of Maryland at

College Park and a frequent commentator on science policy.
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Good
Teaching Can

include student evaluations, peer summaries of those evaluations,

course syllabi, and a statement of one's teaching philosophy. In many

cases, colleagues will also review a professor's classroom teaching

effectiveness.

"It's hard to measure everything that a teacher does in a classroom

based on a written document," says Eugene Hammond, acting chair of

the English department. "But we are expecting that faculty prepare

their portfolios seriously and that they understand how much their

teaching affects their chances for advancement."

In physics, one of the first departments to institute student evalua-

tions of faculty, teaching has long been taken seriously. In fact, some

faculty members have been denied tenure because of poor teaching,

according to Angelo Bardasis, associate chair of educational affairs

in physics, who has been at College Park since 1963.

"When I first came, nobody told me I better teach well or

else," he says. "Now it is certainly implicit that good teach-

ing is expected and required for advancement."

While many faculty and students would

still like to see good teaching rewarded

more in tenure and promotion decisions, the

national and campus interest in this issue

has led to an improved attitude toward

and support of teaching. In 1988, the Cam-

pus Senate and Board of Regents endorsed

the Pease Report which called for a renewed

commitment to undergraduate education. As a

result, a new general education program (CORE)

was implemented in 1990 and several innovations in how

teaching is practiced and honored were introduced.

"The climate for teaching has changed dramatically in the last five

years," says Dean for Undergraduate Studies Kathryn Mohrman. "We're

developing a whole array of activities to support good teaching, but to be

frank we're still a long way from where we should be."

One effort that has helped is the Center for Teaching Excellence. Now
in its third year, the center supports the campus-wide effort to enhance

and reform undergraduate education. It also offers tangible assistance to

individual faculty members and teaching assistants as well as to the

departments and colleges in which they work.

Center services include campus-wide teaching workshops, teaching

assistant training, evaluation strategies to improve teaching, consulta-

tion with individuals on particular areas of concern in teaching and

learning, research by faculty from all disciplines into teaching methods,

implementation of innovative teaching-learning strategies, and publica-

tion of a newsletter.

Jim Greenberg, director of the center and a College of Education fac-

ulty member, says the main priority is to "not be a big central agency

telling people how to do their jobs, but to provide support services in

response to people's needs."

One form of support for teaching is the Lilly-CTE Teaching Fellows

program. Now in its fourth year, the program was originally spon-

sored by the Office of the Dean for Undergraduate Studies through a

grant from the Lilly Endowment and allowed junior faculty to work on

Be Its Own
projects for improving

teaching. The program REWARD
was recently opened to

all faculty and is now co-sponsored by Undergraduate Studies and the

Center for Teaching Excellence. The fellowships unite faculty from all

across campus for year-long discussions and projects related to under-

graduate teaching.

One project that has attracted increasing campus interest is Under-

graduate Education Day, an event that for the last three years has

encouraged students and faculty to make undergraduate education at

College Park the focus of classes and special seminars.

Though many recommendations were already receiv-

ing attention by the university, the most important

contribution is an increased awareness of under-

graduate education issues, according to Maynard

Mack, Jr, associate dean for undergraduate studies

and co-sponsor of the Lilly-CTE Fellows program.

"Students and faculty certainly expect Undergradu-

ate Education Day each year now," he says. "That's

an important first step."

One program in particular reflects the

attempt to explore how teaching and research

work together. Modeled after similar programs

at MIT and UCLA, the Undergraduate Research

Assistant Program will allow students in good academ-

ic standing to collaborate with a faculty member's on-

going research. Students will attend a workshop to

prepare for the experience and will agree to volunteer

as research assistants 4 to 6 hours a week for at least one semester.

"Merely xeroxing or running errands will not be acceptable," cau-

tions Dean Mohrman. "But the very process of being involved with a

faculty member on a serious project will be a major part of the experi-

ence for the undergraduate."

Sally Koblinsky, professor in the Department of Family and Com-

munity Development, says the relative inexperience of undergraduate

students actually is a strength.

"They brought new observations and fresh insights to my study of

homeless children's health and behavior," she says. "This is a new pro-

gram that will give talented undergraduates a chance to participate in

the interchange between research and teaching."

While many of the efforts to support good teaching are relatively

new, their initial impact has been dramatic. According to Mack, an

English Department faculty member since 1974, the initiatives resulting

from the Pease Report and the CORE curriculum "simply require more

and better teaching."

"Good teaching certainly implies mastery of material, but it also

means being able to pass on one's enthusiasm for the discipline in

active, engaging ways," he says. "There aren't many large campuses

doing as much as we are to improve teaching and the undergraduate

student's experience." K3^H

Illustrations by Christopher ]. Paul
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SOCIAL

CHANCE

BONNIE THORTON DILL

A RESEARCHER B1
"Research for me is not an ivory tower experience. It's not something that is

purely 'academic.' It is something that's connected to real people and to improv-

ing society in some way/' says Bonnie Thornton Dill, a sociologist and professor

in the university's Women's Studies Program.

During the early 1970s when the world was undergoing radical social change,

Dill was preparing to return to school for her doctoral degree. She wanted to be

a part of that change and wanted to continue her education in hopes of making a

difference.

"I took one sociology course with the idea that if I liked it, I would stick with

it, and if I didn't, I wouldn't," recalls Dill, who had received her bachelor's

degree in English from the University of Rochester and her master's degree in

Human Relations at New York University.

She stuck with it.

"I loved it," says Dill, who went on to receive her doctorate in sociology from

New York University. "It provided me with a way of analyzing and understand-

ing the issues that concerned me, such as poverty, inequality, racism. It helped

me make sense of the world."

More than 20 years later, Dill is a well-known and respected sociologist. She

has presented numerous papers on African-American women and sociological
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methods at such meetings as the American

Sociological Association and the Society for

the Study of Social Problems. She is also a

popular lecturer, speaking at such colleges

and universities as Spelman College, Stanford

University, Barnard College and the Universi-

ty of California at Berkeley on the issues of

gender, race and family.

And Dill, who was formerly a Danforth

Faculty Associate and a trustee of the Schom-

burg Center for Research on Black History,

Literature and Artifacts in New York City, is

also co-authoring a book on "Women of

Color in American Society" with Maxine Baca

Zinn, a sociology professor at Michigan State

University.

Dill's interest in race, gender and family

began early.

In her dissertation research, Dill, whose

own grandmother did some domestic work,

focused on African-American women house-

hold workers. She looked at ways that race

and class interact in African-American

women's lives by consigning them to particu-

lar occupations, incomes and lifestyles.

A sociology professor at Memphis State

University prior to joining the College Park

faculty, Dill founded and directed the Center

for Research on Women at Memphis State

which was established in an effort to conduct,

promote and advance research on Southern

women and women of color nationwide.

She joined the University of Maryland at

College Park as a much-sought-after faculty

member last fall. "We actively recruited her,"

says Evelyn Beck, director of the Women's

Studies Program. "We knew her work. And

she had a reputation of not only being a won-

derful researcher, but a wonderful person

and colleague, as well."

According to Beck, acquiring Dill as a fac-

ulty member is part of an effort by the

Women's Studies Program, which has always

been strong in the area of humanities, to

develop an equally strong social science

component.

"With Bonnie we have a foremost

researcher in the social sciences," says Beck.

"And from the minute she came into the pro-

gram, it felt like she'd always been there. She

understands what we're doing as a program.

Women's studies, which is itself an interdisci-

plinary field, is also connected to individual

fields. She may really be the first to fully

develop theories and research on the intersec-

tion of race and gender."

"I knew I wouldn't have to start all over

with a community of scholars who wouldn't

understand what I was doing and its impor-

tance," says Dill of her move to the universi-

ty's Women's Studies Program.

Dill's current research is a study of single-

mother households in the rural South.

Research she hopes will provide information

that will influence change in public policy.

"Social research ought to strive to

improve someone's life in some way. It's

important for me that my research be part of

the solution and not part of the problem,"

says Dill. "It's important to acknowledge the

connections between the subjects and the

researcher. In other words, not to see the peo-

ple who are being studied as an 'other.'"

Dill was first approached about her cur-

rent research project as a member of the Ford

Foundation/Aspen Institute's Rural Econom-

ic Policy Program Advisory Board. The board

asked Dill if she would be interested in taking

a closer look at female-headed families in

rural communities.

"There was a lot of interest and concern

about urban settings and what was going on

in female-headed families there," recalls Dill.

"Little had been done on rural issues. And I
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was just beginning to learn about them."

Dill did take a closer look and discovered

that poor women of the South, especially

African-American women, had long been

ignored. She decided that she wanted to help

give them a voice. "They (the rural poor) are

out of sight and out of mind," she says.

Although the gap between rural and

urban communities in terms of income was

diminishing during the 1970s, it began to

widen again during the 1980s. And single-

parent families are increasing at a faster rate

in rural areas than urban areas, says Dill,

while in both rural and urban areas almost

half of African-American families are headed

by single women.

Dill, who recently

received a $135,000 grant

from the Ford Foundation to

continue her research project,

says that the "typical" single

mother in the Southern rural

counties she is studying is

African-American and on

welfare. But these women,

says Dill, are eager to trade in

a welfare check for a pay-

check although they are

afforded few work opportu-

nities.

Over the past two years,

Dill and her research team

have conducted more than

200 interviews with low-

income, single mothers, eco-

nomic development officials,

welfare department person-

nel, and political, business

and community leaders in

four rural Tennessee and Mississippi coun-

ties—areas with a high percentage of both

poverty and single mothers.

Within these communities, says Dill, there

is often a lack of support for public schools

and slow economic growth which is exacer-

bated by the reluctance of businesses to move

into predominantly African-American areas.

"What we're trying to do is understand

the women's experience within the context of

the broader political, economic and social

milieu of the counties in which they live, so

that when people talk to us about the hard

time they have in getting jobs or the fact that

they're only eligible for certain kinds of jobs,

we also get some perspective on what the job

prospects are like there—who is hiring and

how employers see the workforce."

Dill found that the women she and her

research team approached were often very

eager to talk about their lives and experi-

ences. Dill understands why.

"Here is a group of people who for the

most part have been ignored and someone

comes and says, T think

there's something about

your life that is significant

and important enough for

other people to know about.

Let me sit and listen to

you.' A lot of them will say

to me, 'this is your job? you

get paid to do this—to sit

here and listen to me talk

about this stuff that's in my
life?"' says Dill.

The women feel, says

Dill, that by telling their

stories they are in fact

"making a contribution

beyond their own limits,

beyond what they do for

themselves and their chil-

dren. They are contributing

in some way to helping

others."

And Dill is a good lis-

tener. She goes into the

homes of these young single mothers and

sees their needs firsthand. Her research deals

with names and faces. She is not only collect-

ing data, but listening to these women's frus-

trations, disappointments, hopes and dreams.

"She has a lot of respect for the people we

interview," says Carol Gothe, a graduate stu-

dent at Memphis State who has worked on

the research project with Dill. "When she
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talks about these women she has a lot of

respect for their survival skills, their strong

family ties. She sees them as survivors."

"I was very interested in the kind of

research that she was doing and the fact that

her research is qualitative rather than quanti-

tative," says Diane Illig, a graduate student in

sociology at the university who is currently

working on the project. "Statistics can give us

only so much. But without the history of the

people involved, the real impact gets lost."

There is 25-year-old Betty (not her real

name), a single mother of two little girls who

lives in a poor community in Mississippi. She

complains bitterly to Dill about the lack of job

opportunities in her community and the fact

that she is unemployed despite her consistent

efforts to find work. Although she did not

complete high school, she did take a

cashier/ clerk course at a junior college in

hopes of getting work. She was particularly

interested in being employed by the newly-

built Wal-Mart. But despite completing the

course, she has never been able to get a job

—

anywhere.

One of eight children, she lives in a house

with her brother and three sisters and their

six children. Her brother is the primary

breadwinner, earning approximately $250 a

month at a seasonal job that lasts only about

three months a year.

The food stamp allotment of about $991 a

month is combined for the entire family of 13

people with the family sometimes running

out of food by the end of the month.

Betty would like to marry the father of her

two little girls once he finds steady employ-

ment. He does seasonal work and offers

financial support when he is able. In the

meantime, she hopes for a better future, if not

for herself, then for her little girls. She says

that she wants things to be better for them.

"Here is a situation that cries out for atten-

tion," says Dill. "My hope is that the kind of

work I do by going into communities, talking

with people, trying to assess what the prob-

lems are, writing them up and bringing them

to people's attention will have positive out-

comes for the people who live there. Howev-

er, you can't promise anybody immediate

results. That's the frustration. This whole pro-

cess takes a long time."

"Bonnie, like myself, is a student of the

'60s," says Bruce Williams, an associate pro-

fessor of sociology at the University of Missis-

sippi and a member of the research team.

"We were both involved in the movement

and made a commitment

to helping others. That's

why many of us went into

sociology. And she has

maintained that sense of

commitment and obliga-

tion to helping others."

Dill, the only child of a

pharmacist father and

school teacher mother,

grew up in Chicago where

she attended private

school. She had her first

taste of social science early

on when her sixth grade

teacher decided to skip

world history and concen-

trate on cultural anthro-

pology instead.



"It was great fun," Dill remembers fondly.

"1 learned a lot about difference among peo-

ple in the world."

Years later when she had achieved success

as a sociologist, she returned to attend a

school reunion where that same sixth grade

teacher teasingly took credit for her career

choice and subsequent success. "He said to

me, 'Ah, you see, I'm so glad you went into

social science. It must have had something to

do with sixth grade,'" she says, laughing.

As a young adult Dill found herself drawn

to helping those less fortunate than herself.

From the mid 1960s to the mid 1970s she

worked in the Federal Office of Economic

Opportunity and community agencies in

New York City. Those early jobs, she says

now, heavily influenced her decision to be a

sociologist.

And as a sociologist, she developed into a

serious and dedicated researcher.

"One doesn't go into the field to do this

kind of research in a haphazard way," she

says. "There's a lot of thought and planning

about who you're going to talk to and what

you're going to try to find out and how you're

going to try to find it out. It's very systematic.

It's not just going and talking to people."

She says that she is constantly surprised at

what she discovers. "Before you go into the

field, you have impressions, you have knowl-

edge based on your own reading and scholar-

ship. You have an informed set of questions,

but you don't really know what the answers

are going to be. You don't really know if what

you think when you first go in is going to be

what you think at the point at which you're

ready to leave. That's kind of exciting."

As a teacher, Dill, whose early career

included teaching stints at New York Univer-

sity and Bernard M. Baruch College in New
York, is eager to pass on what she has discov-

ered through research to her students in

classes such as "Introduction to Women's

Studies," "Women, Work and Family" and

"Race and Gender."

"I think that the two are related," she says.

"My research is on areas that are of interest to

me academically and areas that I teach. And

because I'm doing research and learning new

things, I'm constantly changing my teaching.

I can't teach something the old way if I've

learned something new. I have to change it."

She sees her classroom, as well, as a place

to educate about diversity. "I guess one of the

things I want to do is create an awareness in

my own students about people whose lives

are different from theirs, about conditions

that are different from theirs, about experi-

ences that are different from theirs," she says.

"And I want to not only create an awareness

but a sensitivity to these differences. I want to

expose people to things that they may not be

aware of and lead them to new insights on

old problems."

She is doing just that, say colleagues and

students. "She has increased my awareness of

issues I knew about, but didn't have in-depth

knowledge of," says Illig.

"She's not only a great researcher, but a

great teacher," says Beck. "It's clear that she

already has a constituency. Students flock

to her."

"I am more cautious about what I think

can be accomplished in my lifetime," Dill

says. "But I still find myself engaged in work-

ing toward creating some kind of change that

will have positive outcomes for people who

have been outside, excluded and denied. That

is what most of my work and life have been

about. I still remain hopeful that I can in some

way do something that will contribute to

making a better society."

Photography courtesy of fames Perry Walker
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Archaeology Field School is

a test ofpatience, prudent

judgment, and plenty ofhard

work, driven hy the thrill of

anticipation and the scientist's

need to know.

Photography by John T. Consoli
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The Archaeology Field

School brings together

a diverse group of stu-

dents who learn the

value of teamwork in

scientific investigation

n an Annapolis backyard, two young women in

cutoffs and hard-toed boots are measuring off a

five-foot square, marking the corners with stakes

and the boundaries with string.

Two tanned and sleepy-eyed young men

assemble a tripod and screen nearby. At the tool

shed, there is a scramble for picks, trowels, brush-

es and buckets. Armed with their notebooks, a

dozen or so students listen for their names on the

assignment roster.

It's eight a.m. on a sunny June morning and

the field class is ready to step into a muddy, rub-

ble-strewn fragment of Annapolis history. Inches below a layer of 20th

century top soil (defined by its litter of beer can rings, plastic scraps,

broken pop bottles) lies the early 19th century, ready to be discovered

in sherds and bones, perhaps a few coins, and thousands of pieces of

broken glass.

Archaeology, especially urban archaeology, is the scientific study of

trash, says Mark Leone, director of the Archaeology in Annapolis pro-

ject and professor of anthropology at College Park. What people threw

away, broke, lost or buried 150 years ago is what we have now of how

they lived, the food they ate, their economic and social status. Our own

history will be told in landfills and junk yards, buried basements and

back yards—an unsettling but inevitable projection for us.

Scientific, however, is the operative word. Turning trash into trea-

sure involves a great deal more than a good shovel and a strong back.

Archaeological research, with its scraping, sifting, measuring, record-

ing, numbering and labeling, is the quintessence of orderly scientific

method. Only from a solid base of meticulously compiled data can the

bits and pieces of the past be assembled into a meaningful picture.

Field school is the training ground for undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents in the techniques, the process, and the interpretation of the

buried past.

The University of Maryland at College Park, in collaboration with

the Historic Annapolis Foundation, has been exploring the archaeology

of Annapolis for 11 years, through the field school and through both

undergraduate and graduate research. One of the longest-standing and

highly regarded urban archaeology projects in the country, Archaeolo-

gy in Annapolis is regularly referred to in textbooks and the literature

as a model university/community endeavor.

"Of the many requests and offers we had received over the years at

the Department of Anthropology, this project was the first archaeologi-

cal collaboration that captured my imagination and came closest to

reflecting my own research interests", says Leone. "There was a unique

opportunity to add substantially to the conventional history of

Annapolis by exploring the early lives of Annapolitans, including

African-Americans both in the context of slavery and as pre-emanicpa-

tion free Blacks. Annapolis, indeed Maryland state-wide, had one of the

highest concentration of free Blacks in America between 1820 and 1860,

a fact rarely noted in any history of the region. While this was not our

only research focus, it has proven to be a rich source of data and a

strong link to the present African-American community. We work

closely with Black community leaders, not only to identify sites for

excavation, but to form the research questions which shape the pro-

ject."

At 10:00 a.m. the site is a beehive of concentrated activity. There are

five measured squares, called units, under excavation, and four stu-

dents assigned to a unit. One scrapes or shovels, one sifts, one bags the

artifacts, one takes notes. The early morning hush has given way to

banter, cries of discovery, moans of disbelief as a "feature" (a change in

soil color or composition) evaporates into thin air, or an "artifact" turns

out to be an Esskay hot dog wrapper. Humidity has made an early June

appearance, and the water jug is in great demand as the temperature

climbs to 85 degrees. Two of the site supervisors take a break to talk.

"This property is called the Maynard /Burgess site after the two

Black families who owned and occupied it from 1847 until just about 10

years ago," Mark Warner (M.A.A. '90) explains. "Because the back yard

has been relatively undisturbed, it's a perfect record of use—and

refuse—during that period. Part of the dwelling was added in the

1870s, so the ground underneath that floor has been well-protected and

should be rich in earlier artifacts."
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Paul Mullins (M.A.A. '90), a Ph.D. candidate at the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, is, like Mark, preparing his dissertation on the

basis of this project. "We're interested in looking at how folks of color

were participating in—or resisting—mass consumption patterns of

19th century culture. Are there elements in the material

culture here that are distinctively African-American, as

compared to findings about other groups from the same

period? We focus on the artifacts, any objects that indi-

cate human manufacture or handling. My artifact inter-

est is ceramics and glass; Mark, who is doing his Ph.D.

at the University of Virginia, is concentrating on faunal

remains: bones, pits, seeds, and other evidence of food-

ways."

At each of the units, a paper bag with the unit num-

ber, the date, the level of excavation (A, B, C .... ) is

filled with "artifacts". In the unit numbered N5W12,

miscellaneous metal, nails, sherds of whiteware ceram-

ic, lots of bottle glass, a few pig's teeth, and a broken

clay pipestem with the mark "SCOT—" have been

found in level C. Yesterday, the major find in level B,

the layer just above, was a 1871 Indian Head penny.

"We have to remind ourselves constantly that the

artifacts themselves can't speak of their meaning," says

Mark Warner. "Leaping to assumptions about a con-

centration of old clock parts or a quantity of lead print-

er's type like we've recently uncovered is the antithesis

of our responsibility. While our imaginations want to

put lead type together with printing presses and

the men who operated them, and build a picture of

industry or subversion or abandoned effort, what

these objects mean to us is always defined by our

cultural perspective and education. There is no way

we can replicate the circumstances by which these

fragments came to be here, but we can analyze the

unit and the site as a whole on several bases."

ITW

"We can date the individual layers in a unit by their most recent

artifacts. Plastic scraps or wire nails are sure indications of recent 20th

century activity. Older layers can most accurately be dated by ceramics

or glass, which also often suggest the socioeconomic status of previous

occupants. The number of decorated ceramic or porcelain pieces as

compared to less expensive, undecorated whiteware suggests a

certain lifestyle. We also do a "minimum vessel count"

which indicates how many whole vessels are repre-

sented by the broken sherds. This tells us what types

of vessels were included in the household's furnish-

ings.

"We compare the layers among units on a site by

date and type of artifacts, and can compare soil com-

position to identify trash pits, post holes, rodent

holes or other features that might indicate use or pre-

vious structures. A unit layer is completed at an indi-

cation of soil change or after six inches of excavation

in the same type of soil. Comparison among unit lay-

ers on a site gives us a clue to the occupational use

and topographical contours of the site at a particular

period in time."

At the closing of each layer in a unit, students do

a careful drawing of the features, measure its depth,

and photograph the unit. Their notes and data sheets

will be the lasting record of the dig, so details and

observations are critical. A team will collaborate at

length before recording their interpretation of a unit

layer. There is no detail that is insignificant. While

current research questions might involve only one

aspect of the findings, the archaeologist is

responsible for providing all the data that

could define future or comparative research

in other areas.

in the unit

numbered

N5W12, miscel-

laneous metal

nails, sherds of

whiteware

ceramic, lots of

bottle glass,

and afew pig's

teeth have been

found.

A collection of brown paper bags from yester-

day's dig is clustered on the lab table in the old
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Glass, ceramic, bone

and metal are the

common artifacts of

urban digs

Victualling Warehouse on Market Square. Outside,

tourists and school children are lining the Annapolis

waterfront in anticipation of the arrival of the Nina,

Pinta, and Santa Maria in celebration of Columbus' voy-

age 500 years ago. Four students in the lab are receiving

their first instruction in washing and sorting artifacts.

Each scrap is washed in a plastic dishpan, scrubbed care-

fully with a toothbrush; crevices are cleaned with a den-

tal pick; the smallest pieces require tweezers. The objects

are sorted on a drying screen by material and type: metal,

bone, ceramic, glass, plant remains, shell ... It is always

the anomalies that catch the eye: a clay marble, a bone

button, an incised piece of stoneware. When they're dry,

each class of object is bagged separately in plastic and

labeled with the information about their location on the

site, and returned to the original brown bag.

Two volunteers, retirees Dee Wyatt and Bob Bom-

back, who have been working with Archaeology in

Annapolis for more than four years, work with another

group of bags, classifying and labeling each item. First

the bones are sorted (into large mammal, medium and

small mammal, rodent, bird, fish), lacquered, and labeled

with the unit information and a computer code which

identifies material, type, attributes, and a variety of detailed distinc-

tions. Watching the steady hand of a 70-year-old marking a two-inch

fragment of bone in minute but absolutely clear printing with a steel

quill and India ink is a time-warping experience quite in the spirit of

this entire enterprise.

And still the process inches on. The glass is labeled, the ceramics

classified (on the cataloging list, over 110 variations are described, with

28 additional decoration codes and 12 form codes). Sometime during

the school year, students will complete the entry of each of the coded

artifacts into a computer program that will permit the first real analysis

of the site.
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At 3:30 p.m., the Maynard /Burgess back yard is shady and a breeze

has stirred. Some of the teams are coming to closure, cleaning up a unit
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for photographing, preparing a photo board, completing their notes,

discussing possible dating and interpretation for their reports. Mark

Warner has marked off another unit beneath the floor of the

1870 addition, and a first bucket of rubble is being sifted

Clouds of dust, dirt and disintegrating plaster explode

from the screen as it is shaken vigorously over the dirt

pile. Mark instructs two students to go methodically

through the remaining concrete and mortar rubble, discarding

building materials. His own eyes sift over the

screen, his fingers quick to pull out pieces of bone,

a button. There are scraps of newspaper that are

being carefully sorted into a separate bag. The con-

centration and intensity are the same as the search

for a jigsaw puzzle piece, and the urge to be

involved is irresistible. Look, a plum pit—may I

touch it? And here's a scrap of newspaper not big-

ger than a fingernail. Oh dear, it says "TVs $30". So

much for 1870.

What is it that draws students to this back-

breaking, grubby task eight hours every day for

half a precious summer? The people here come

from around the country, from prestigious pro-

grams at Columbia, Berkeley, Penn State, New

Mexico, but also from lawyer's offices, empty nests,

retirement boredom. Perhaps one-third of the crew

are returning students, like Jason Shapiro, who

after 15 years as a lawyer is pursuing a life-long

interest in human environment in a graduate pro-

gram at Penn State. Carolyn Kibbe is an art history

undergraduate at Smith College, and her work

partner, Kerry Ogata, is studying journalism at

Maryland. Abdul Mustafa is splitting his

major between dance and anthropology,

and John Kieser, retired, is tak-

ing his first college course in 30

years. All agree that "the dig,"

the visceral hands on, the tension

All agree that

"the dig", the

visceral hands

on, the tension

between care

and curiosity,

between fact

and artifact, is

spell-binding

arid satisfying.

between care and curiosity, between fact and artifact, is spell-binding

and satisfying. Everyone is aware that whatever is found will make a

story, and perhaps make a difference in existing stories.

Last summer, for example, a crew was excavating at the Charles

Carroll Mansion, a half-block away from the Maynard /Burgess

house, working in an 18th century room. In a sub-basement crawl

space, a project volunteer uncovered an assortment of polished

stones, rock crystals, disks made from animal bones, a pottery bowl

with a star painted on it and egg shell fragments. The arti-

facts were duly recorded in the notes and bagged. Mark

Leone dropped in at the site later in the day, and in the

course of general conversation learned about this particu-

lar find. "We knew immediately that this cache had signifi-

cance," he said, "and over the next several months were

able to connect these objects with religious rituals common

to West Africa, the origin of many of Carroll's slaves. Then

we knew we had found the first slave quarter remains to

be discovered in the whole city."

The cache represented a major new perspective on

slave culture, contradicting popular belief that Africans

were quick to assimilate and to abandon their traditional

practices. "These artifacts clearly...show that African reli-

gious practices remained alive at least until 1820, despite

efforts by slave owners to suppress them," Leone said.

And so some history is clarified, new questions are

raised, a picture is suggested. A mountain of rubble in

bags and boxes, studiously labeled, is stored for future ref-

erence, and the artifacts have new life as the computer

sorts, groups and compares them. Will 153 buttons and 400

straight pins collaborate to identify a sewing room, or are

those buttons and pins a hint at magic, conjuring, ritual?

As in every science, the science of trash will combine with

the art of interpretation to form a picture

that will only be validated by more

answers—and more questions.
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When Academic Leaders

Listen...

t

The SAMPEX satellite

carries one-of-its-klnd

Instrumentation devel-

oped and built by stu-

dents at College Park.

The LEICA (low energy

ion composition analyz-

er) will measure solar

particles In cosmic rays

that may provide clues

to the origin of our

solar system.

Physics Department Plays Key Role in

U
nder a new initiative to provide fre-

quent flight opportunities for relative-

ly inexpensive—but important—space

missions, the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) will begin launching

a series of several specialized spacecraft mis-

sions. Called the Small Explorer Project, the

first of these missions took off last June at Van-

denberg Air Force Base in California, using a

4-stage Scout expendable launch vehicle.

That launch sent the SAMPEX (Solar

Anomalous-Magnetospheric Particle Explor-

er) into a low Earth orbit to collect data from

unique parts of the Earth's magnetic field in

order to study solar energetic particles,

anomalous cosmic rays, galactic cosmic rays

and magnetospheric electrons. Such informa-

tion could provide valuable clues about the

sun's composition and the origin of our solar

system.

The SAMPEX satellite, which weighs 348

pounds, is designed to carry out its mission

NASA’s Explorer Project

for at least one year, with a mission goal of

three to four years.

On board the SAMPEX spacecraft will be a

one-of-its-kind low energy ion composition

analyzer (LEICA) developed and built by the

Space Physics Group with the Physics Depart-

ment at the University of Maryland at College

Park. More than 20 UMCP undergraduate

students and two graduate students helped

design and build the instrument.

The LEICA and other instruments will

measure the electron and ion composition of

certain particles in the solar system. These

measurements will represent the first direct

measurement of the particle charge state of

these cosmic rays. Dr. Glenn Mason, professor

of physics at the College Park campus, is prin-

cipal investigator for the SAMPEX project. He

noted that "if analysis of these cosmic rays

reveal that they are singly ionized, they could

represent a rare, direct sample of interstellar

medium.”
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Most college presidents provide the

greatest benefits to their institu-

tions at two times in their terms—

when they arrive and when they

leave, says Robert Birnbaum, a pro-

fessor of higher education at the uni-

versity who has just completed a

five-year study of academic leader-

ship. That study is the basis of his

book How Academic Leadership

Works: Understanding Success and

Failure in the College Presidency.

Most presidents have strong facul-

ty support when they take over, but

only 25 percent are supported at the

time they depart, Birnbaum found.

Most new presidents, he adds, go

through a “honeymoon” period in

which they enjoy high support.

“They are very visible on campus,

ask questions, and listen carefully to

others to learn about their institu-

tions and their positions. But things

can change dramatically when the

honeymoon ends.”

After the honeymoon about 25 per-

cent of the presidents in his study

failed, half found their effectiveness

diminished over time, and 25 per-

cent remained effective throughout

their presidency and helped renew

their institutions.

Presidents commonly failed, says

Birnbaum, because they were

authoritarian or because they took

dramatic actions without the consul-

tation that faculty expected.

Half the presidents did not fail, he

says, but their effectiveness dimin-

ished over time as they became

more certain of their own judgments

and listened less to the faculty.

And according to Birnbaum’s

study, a quarter of the presidents

turned out to be exemplary leaders,

maintaining their enthusiasm, insti-

tutional commitment, and desire to

interact with faculty even as they

gained experience in office.



Solar Car II: From the Drawing Board to the Road

Sleeker, faster and less expensive.

Those are the guiding principles driving a

team of 35 College Park engineering students

as they work to perfect the "Pride of Maryland

II,” a solar-powered car that will represent the

university in a 1000-mile national cross-coun-

try road race next summer.

The car's predecessor, "Pride I,” enjoyed

considerable success in national and interna-

tional competitions in 1990, placing third out

of 32 cars in a 1,650-mile race from Orlando

to Detroit and seventh in a race across the

Australian outback. In August, it headed to

Noto, Japan for its final competition.

“Pride II” is one of 36 cars designed, con-

structed and driven by college and

university teams that are expected

to compete next June in General Motor's Sun-

rayce ‘93 on a route between Dallas and Min-

neapolis.

The cars use solar cells mounted on the

body to capture sunlight and turn it into elec-

tricity, which powers a small motor.

The Maryland team’s faculty advisor, profes-

sor of mechanical engineering David Holloway,

says the payoff for the hundreds of hours of

work the students put into the project is sub-

stantial.

“These students come out of here as well-

molded, functional engineers,” he says.

“Their grade point averages may slip a little,”

because of all the time they devote to the pro-

ject, “but they’ll get some opportunities and

open some doors that wouldn't be open to

them without this experience."

“Pride II” project manager Tony Nicoladis,

an electrical engineering major regrets none of

it. “You sort of join the project to see how the

car works, but you stay because you have a

goal: you want to win this race. It’s got all the

aspects of a great project: teamwork, competi-

tion. It's like the real world.”

Turning Russian Nuclear Swords into Plowshares

O
nce they were the brains behind the former Soviet Union's

brawn—the physicists and designers who built the 30,000

atomic and hydrogen bombs that made up that country's nucle-

ar arsenal.

Now, they are Russian scientists eagerly seeking ways to rechannel

the technology of mass destruction into peaceful business ventures.

And these aspiring capitalists came to the University of Maryland at

College Park as a first step toward turning their nuclear swords into

plowshares.

In a first-of-its-kind conference last spring, leading Russian nuclear

weapons scientists met with U.S. corporate and government offi-

cials at the College Park campus to explore ways to convert the

Russian nuclear weapons industry to more peaceful enter-

prises. Sponsored by UMCP's East-West Science and Tech-

nology Center and the independent Center for Post-Sovi-

et Studies in Chevy Chase, Md., the conference saw

the one-time adversaries put aside historical dif-

ferences to form new economic partnerships

between East and West. According to Dr.

Roald Sagdeev, distinguished profes-

sor of physics at Maryland and

former head of the Soviet

space program, the confer-

ence was an important

first step in helping

strengthen the newly formed bonds of friendship between the U.S.

and Russia.

"Only in such frank and open discussions between former adver-

saries can we make sure the past is behind us," he said. "The legacy of

the nuclear race should not keep us hostages to the past."

The new types of products Russia wants to make and sell to the

West encompass a wide range of items, from titanium wheel rims for

cars made by rolling mills once used to fashion bombs to

sophisticated fiber optic cables. Other products include

wood parquet flooring made from wood compressed

by super-high-compression equipment once used to

shape explosives.

To Sagdeev, it seems ironic that the same

technology that once contributed to the enmity

between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. may now be

helping the two nations become economic

allies. "We are witnessing a major drama," he

noted. "These Russian scientists have spent all of

their professional lives making bombs and only

bombs. We can now help them convert their tal-

ents and skills to making products of peace."
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UMCP Scientists Cruise the Sky to Monitor Maryland’s Ozone Levels

While there may be a hole in the ozone

layer over Antarctica, there is no

shortage of the damaging gas hover-

ing above the Baltimore/Washington corri-

dor. In fact, this region is one of 50 through-

out the nation identified by the United States

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as

having severe ozone pollution problems.

To better understand just how much

ozone is blanketing the Baltimore/Washing-

ton area, University of Maryland at College

Park atmospheric scientists Russell Dicker-

son, Robert Hudson, and William Rvan are

flying around Maryland's skies measuring

ozone as part of the Photochemical Air Pollu-

tion in Maryland Project. Funded by the EPA

through the State of Maryland Air Manage-

ment Administration, the project is collecting

data on ozone levels across the state. As the

data are gathered, it will be used to help

design a computer program that simulates

photochemical smog above Maryland and

will permit Maryland scientists to conduct

"what if" analyses of the smog problem.

These types of analyses enable researchers to

determine how air quality potentially could

be improved by changing certain variables,

such as the amount of auto or industrial

emissions, on the computer rather than in

reality. Using this approach, the most effec-

tive and least disruptive steps can be taken to

reduce ozone pollution.

Ozone is a gas produced naturally or

through the action of sunlight on automobile

and truck engine exhausts and some industri-

al processes. Natural ozone is created in the

stratosphere (the middle layer of the earth's

atmosphere) by the action of high-energy

ultraviolet radiation from the sun on atmo-

spheric oxygen. At that height, ozone plays

an important role in filtering out intense

ultraviolet radiation from the sun that could

otherwise harm humans and other organ-

isms. But at lower altitudes, excessive con-

centrations of ozone can harm the lungs as

well as damage crops. At these levels, ozone

BC 1
’

\

is usually associated with the hazy, brownish

smog that blankets cities like Los Angeles

and Houston.

"There is good ozone and bad ozone,"

says Dickerson. "At high levels in the atmo-

sphere where ozone occurs naturally, you

don't breath it. But at lower levels, ozone

causes premature aging of the lungs and bil-

lions of dollars in crop damage nationally."

Surprisingly, the UMCP researchers have

discovered that while most ozone is pro-

duced in cities, the highest levels of the gas

are often found in suburban skys downwind

of the cities. "Most people are unaware that

ozone is a suburban problem more than it is a

city problem," says Ryan. "Typically, the

highest ozone readings in this region are

downwind of Baltimore in places like Fort

Meade."

“Most people

are unaware

that ozone is a

suburban prob-

lem more than

it is a city

problem”
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New Institute Helps Seniors Stay Self-Sufficient

In 1940, only 6.8 percent of the U.S. population was aged 65 or

older. By 1990, that percentage had almost doubled, rising to 12.7 per-

cent. Experts predict that by the year 2090, one in four Americans will

be 65 years old or older.

As the American population ages, more and more older people face

the loss of their independence and self-sufficiency. For many of these

people, growing old means confronting a new set of special needs

while at the same time having fewer places to turn to for help in meet-

ing those needs. Often, to ensure the availability of care, many older

persons will choose to reside in special facilities even though they are

capable of taking care of themselves with minimal assistance. But by

using the services of volunteers, they often can continue to maintain

much of their self-sufficiency and independence.

At the same time, there are countless older, but still vibrant Ameri-

cans who possess a wealth of skills, experience and knowledge. They

represent a vast, relatively untapped source of volunteers—for helping

those of their own generation as well as those in all age groups.

Newly funded at the University of Maryland at College Park's Cen-

ter on Aging, the National Eldercare Institute on Employment and Vol-

unteerism was established in October 1991. Funded by the Administra-

tion on Aging of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

as part of its National Eldercare Campaign, the new institute has

embarked on a variety of initiatives to foster "productive aging"

through increased volunteer and employment opportunities for older

persons, according to Laura Wilson, director of the institute and the

UMCP Center on Aging. "The old adage about being put out to pas-

ture' is no longer valid for today's 65-plus population—they can and do

stay active and seek opportunities."

This October, the institute will host the first national roundtable

conference on volunteerism and aging. More than 30 leading volunteer

organizations will attend to explore issues of volunteerism and to

develop a national agenda on the future on volunteerism and aging.

Criminology Institute Wins High Marks for Research

he Institute of Criminal Justice and Crimi-

nology has been cited by the Journal of

Criminal Justice Education as the high-

est-quaiity research program in the nation. In

an article entitled “Publication Productivity of

Faculty Members in Criminology and Criminal

Justice Doctoral Programs," the institute was

ranked first in the quality of research for crimi-

nal justice doctoral programs and ranked sec-

ond overall, topping

such institutions

as the University

of California-

Berkeley,

Michigan

State Uni-

versity, and

Rutgers.

“The

institute

has a num-

ber of func-

tions,” says Charles Wellford, the institute’s

director, "including an academic function,

which we take very seriously, and a research

function, which is primarily reflected in the

rankings. We also have the function of provid-

ing service to the state as part of a land-grant

university. In order for us to do research and

provide an education to our students, we need

access to state and local agencies. These

rankings are a reflection of that successful

cooperation.”

Recent research projects in the institute

funded by federal agencies have dealt with

such issues as drug testing, violence, and

delinquency prevention. But Wellford points

out that the institute is especially proud of its

research projects involving state and local

agencies, including:

•Crime Survey for Governor's Crime Summit.

Surveys of Maryland residents statewide con-

cerning victimization, including attitudes

towards crime and crime control. 1992 results

were presented during a plenary session of

the summit.

•Drugs in the Workplace Survey 1991. Sur-

vey of businesses in Maryland which was con-

ducted to establish the baseline for the Drugs

in the Workplace initiative of the Governor's

Commission on Drug and Alcohol Abuse.

• Alternatives to Corrections Project. In

cooperation with the Department of Public

Safety and Correction Services, the institute

prepared and submitted a request to the fed-

eral government for $2 million to create a

comprehensive system of alternatives to incar-

ceration for the state.

•Homicide Project. A study of homicides in

Maryland for the period 1980 to 1992 to iden-

tify the role of drugs in homicide, changes in

homicide, and improvements for homicide

data systems.
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For the Love Of It:

25 Seasons of World-Class Music

Being a part of

the University

of Maryland

Chorus is an

unforgettable

and challenging

experience.

A television reporter once asked Antal

Dorati, former music director for the

National Symphony, how he felt

about performing with an amateur group.

The reporter was referring to the University

of Maryland Chorus. Dorati, a long-time

friend of the chorus, replied with a question

of his own. "Do you know what 'amateur'

means?" he asked. When the reporter replied

that he did not, Dorati explained that the

Latin word from which "amateur" derives

means "lover." He went on to explain that the

members of the University of Maryland Cho-

rus love what they do and that he would

rather work with a group that loves what it

does than one that considers the performance

of music to be work.

During its current 1992-1993 season, the

chorus is celebrating its silver anniversary-

25 years of performing world-class music

locally, nationally and internationally. And

although it may technically be classified as

amateur, the group has been called "one of

the leading vocal ensembles of the United

States" and its music hailed by critics as

"stunning," "magnificent" and "exquisite."

The chorus' resume speaks as loudly as these

words of praise. The 100-member group lists

performances with the National, Philadel-

phia, Cleveland, Minnesota, Detroit, Ameri-

can, Baltimore and Richmond symphony

orchestras, as well as Amsterdam's Concert-

gebouw. It has delighted audiences in such

prestigious locations as the Lincoln

Center, Carnegie Hall, Kennedy Center,

Tchaikovsky Hall in Moscow and London's

Royal Albert Hall and Royal Festival Hall.

Also on its resume is a performance during

the 1985 U.S. presidential inaugural cere-

monies and something no other non-British

chorus can boast—performances with the

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra—with whom it

performed in 1976 and 1980.

But ask chorus founder and director Paul

Traver or any one of the singers who have

been with the organization since 1988 what

the highlight of their experience has been,

and they will, without hesitation and with a

sense of awe in their voices, reply "the Con-

cert Tour for Peace."

The Concert Tour for Peace was organized

by the Association of International Physicians

for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)

and Dorati. IPPNW had for years been hold-

ing concerts as a means of promoting peace

throughout the world.

Dorati, who had an almost 20-year per-

forming association with the University of

Maryland Chorus, immediately invited the

chorus to participate in this once in a lifetime

opportunity. The chorus enthusiastically

accepted the invitation, despite the $1,500

each member would have to personally

underwrite. And so it was tk
1
Mie University

of Maryland Chorus, along wi 0 musicians

from 23 countries, traveled to Berlin,

Moscow, Dresden and London in the first

week of July 1988. The four concerts were

attended by a total of 8,500 people, and heard

that week by an additional 200 million
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through radio and television transmissions.

"It was the most memorable experience of

my life," says Maureen Stawick, a 12-year

veteran of the chorus. Stawick, a librarian at a

survey research firm in Rockville, Md., met

her husband, Edmund, in the chorus. They

sang together during the "peace concerts"

and continue to sing together today.

After the concert in Moscow, Stawick

remembers, the audience continued standing

and applauding as the orchestra filed out of

the hall. As the chorus members, standing on

the stage, were basking in the glory of this

overwhelming response, the audience began

waving at them. "It was a closeness from the

audience I had never felt before and probably

never will again," says Stawick.

"They were reacting not just to the music,

but to the concept," says Diane Minear, a reg-

istered nurse working at the Food and Drug

“STUNNING"

"MAGNIFICENT"

"EXQUISITE"

Administration who began her career with

the chorus while a student at College Park.

She rejoined the group 10 years ago, and sang

with her daughter Jennifer during Jennifer's

freshman, sophomore and junior years at the

university. Jennifer, now a senior devoting all

her time to studies, hopes to rejoin the chorus

after graduation.

"The 'Concerts for Peace' are proof that

the people of the world can create miracles

when the purpose for which they unite is

noble, humanitarian, and inspiring," says

Traver.

"Inspiring" is a word often uttered in the

same breath as "Traver." Every member of

the chorus is devoted to him, and would

claim that it is impossible to talk about the

"Maryland Chorus" without also talking

about Traver.

"Traver is the chorus," states Helen Gaul,

who says Traver is the reason so many mem-

bers have stayed with the chorus for so many

years. Gaul, an accountant, has been with the

group for 17 years.

Michael Fallin, a nuclear mechanical engi-

neer, has been singing with the chorus for 25

years, with some time off while he was in the

Navy. He actually began singing with the

Glee Club—the chorus' predecessor—while a

student at College Park. "The fact that so

many of us have stuck around for so long

speaks strongly of him and the respect we

have for him," says Fallin of Traver.

While Gaul, Fallin and numerous others

praise Traver's "genius," "brilliance," "ener-

gy," and "love of music," they also admit that

he can be difficult to work with.

"He's very demanding," says Fallin, who

then concedes that this is why the chorus has

been able to achieve the performance level it

has.

"He yells a lot," says Jill Cameron, a fund-

raiser for Catholic University Law School

who has been with the chorus for three years.

But, she concedes, this is because he has so

much energy and an incredible love of music.

"He makes me look at music like I never have

before," says Cameron. "Because of him, I am

able to really understand what the composer

was trying to do."

More than anything else, Traver sees his

work with the chorus as educational. "I try to

educate the chorus members about each other

and about the music they are performing," he

says. "And sometimes they teach me."

"I also try to educate our audiences about

music, art and the University of Maryland at

College Park."

As for his reputation of being difficult,

Auditions for new members

of the University of Maryland

Chorus are held at the

beginning of each semester

and and are open to every-

one who loves to sing. Cur-

rent members audition every

other year. Hint: Singers

showcase their talent by

singing “My Country ’Tis of

Thee.” Call 405-5568 for

dates and information.

Traver responds that he is "on edge to main-

tain our reputation for excellence." He

believes the chorus members feel the same

way, and that they understand and respect

his being difficult at times. "The people in the

chorus are the best thing about it," he says.

They are a devoted group. Despite giving

up no less than 15 hours a month to rehearse,

and having to pay for music and trips out of

their own pockets, most members cannot

imagine their lives without the chorus.

"I wouldn't think of leaving," says Diane

Minear. Fallin echoes this sentiment by

promising to sing with the chorus as long as it

exists.

But sometimes people do have to leave.

Sandra Peter and her husband Bill recently

moved to California. As thev were preparing

to leave their home, jobs and four-year associ-

ation with the chorus, Sandra reflected that

"the chorus is what I'll miss the most."

By Beth Workman
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ASPIRATIONS

College of Engineering

Celebrates Its Centennial

T
he College of Engineering at

the University of Maryland at

College Park will reach an

important milestone in 1994 when

the nationally-ranked college cele-

brates the 100th anniversary of its

establishment as a formal discipline

on campus.

The Centennial Year of Celebra-

tion will take place during the aca-

demic year beginning in September

1993 and ending in May 1994. The

year will be filled with seminars,

lectures, alumni get-togethers and

outreach programs to state elemen-

tary and secondary-school students.

The plans for this dynamic year of

celebration are already well under

way, thanks to a volunteer commit-

tee of faculty, students, alumni and

staff.

The Year of Celebration will also

kick off a major fund-raising pro-

gram to establish a base of endow-

ment funding to help the college

continue its legacy of excellence into

the next century. Already, two Cen-

tennial Chairs have been estab-

lished: The Ben Dyer Centennial

Chair in Civil Engineering and the

William L. Crentz Centennial Chair

in Energy Research. Additional

funds will be raised to create endow-

ments for fellowships, scholarships,

and faculty support; to support

undergraduate and graduate educa-

tional and research activities; and to

name educational and research labo-

ratories. For more information on

how to get involved in the Centenni-

al Celebration, or to contribute to the

college in honor of the Centennial,

contact Kim Borsavage, director of

the Engineering Centennial, at (301)

405-3861.

Atrium of New Business School Building Site for

Nov. 21 Colonnade Dinner

Members of the Colonnade Society will be among the first to see the

new home of the College of Business and Management/School of Pub-

lic Affairs on Saturday, Nov. 21 at the annual Colonnade Dinner. The

lofty atrium of this new facility will be the site of the formal event, which begins at 7 p.m. with

cocktails, and continues with a sumptuous dinner. Guests will be greeted at the door with a

trumpet fanfare performed by virtuoso Emerson Head. Musical entertainment will feature inter-

nationally renowned tenor Dominic Cossa, accompanied by world-class pianist Robert McCoy,

and jazz greats Ronnie Wells and Ron Elliston.

This year’s dinner will be hosted by outgoing Colonnade

Chair Evelyn Pasteur Valentine, HEC ‘67, EDU ‘86, president

of the Pasteur Center for Strategic Management. Valentine

will be succeeded as national chair by Robert A. Bedingfield,

CBM'70, partner in the accounting firm of Ernst & Young.

Invitations for the 1992 dinner will be in the mail soon to

Colonnade Society members. The number of members far out-

numbers the available seating in the atrium, so be sure to

make your reservations early. For more information, or to

make reservations, contact Sharon Taylor at (301)

405-7734.
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Reagan Endorses Sadat Chair Effort

Former President Ronald Reagan and his wife Nancy were among

over 100 guests attending a June fund-raiser in Los Angeles hosted by

Dr. and Mrs. Frank Agrama to benefit the endowment fund of The Anwar

Sadat Chair for Population, Development, and Peace.

“The establishment of The Anwar Sadat Chair for Population, Devel-

opment and Peace at the University of Maryland was a bold move-

much like President Sadat’s mission to Israel in 1977," Reagan said

during the dinner. “We must keep that drive, that dedication for the

peaceful resolution of conflict, alive in the hearts of world leaders every-

where. The Sadat Chair will bring together political and academic lead-

ers to explore new ways to peacefully resolve the political, ethnic and

religious conflicts of our world. It is a bold step, a new way to look at

age-old problems that cause so much pain and suffering. I applaud

Jehan Sadat, and Maryland President William Kirwan, for undertaking

this noble effort.”

Among the celebrities attending the event were Kathy Bates, Caesar

Romero, Connie Stevens, Carol Lawrence, Loretta Young and movie

mogul Marvin Davis.

A second Sadat benefit was held May 20th in Chicago, organized by

John and Bonnie Swearingen. John Swearingen is former chair and CEO

of Amoco. Some 100 guests attended the Chicago dinner, including Illi-

nois Governor Jim Edgar, Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley Jr., and Pat

Ryan, chairman and CEO of the Aon Insurance Corp.

Recent gifts to the Sadat endowment have totaled $400,000. Some

$1.1 million in gifts and pledges has been raised for the Sadat Chair to

date.

From left: Hosts

Olfet and Frank

Agrama, Jehan

Sedat, Nancy and

Ronald Reagan and

President Kirwan

at the Sadat Chair

fund-raiser

Over $3 Million in Planned Gifts Help College Park Maintain Excellence

lanned gifts are an impor-

tant avenue of support

for the University of

Maryland at College Park. In

recent months, over $3 million in

planned gifts have established or

strengthened important academ-

ic programs at the university.

Jeanette and Nathan Miller

have established an endowment

for what will be known as The

Jeanette and Nathan Miller Cen-

ter for the Study of History in the

Department of History. Nathan

Miller, '50, M.A. '51, is an accom-

plished author of 10 books,

including Spying for America: The

Hidden History of U.S. Intelligence.

His latest book, a biography of

Theodore Roosevelt, will be pub-

lished this year by William Mor-

row & Co. Jeanette Miller, '48, is

a medical social worker.

University of Maryland zoolo-

gy professor Eugenie Clark,

known throughout the world as

"The Shark Lady" for her path-

breaking research on the oft-mis-

understood fish, has established

a major scholarship program in

the Department of Zoology. The

Eugenie Clark Scholarship will

allow students to advance their

careers in zoology and marine

biology through direct research

with College Park faculty.

Clark, who has been diving for

more than 30 years, has discov-

ered 1 1 new species of fish—four

others have been named in her

honor. A prolific writer, she has

contributed more than 100 arti-

cles to scientific journals and

popular magazines, including

National Geographic. She is the

author of such books as The

Desert Beneath the Sea, Lady with a

Spear and The Lady and the Sharks.

Of her more than 20 television

specials, "The Sharks," a 1982

National Geographic Special,

holds PBS's highest-ever Nielson

rating.

A generous endowment has

been established by engineering

alumnus William L. Crentz, A&S
'32, GSC '33, for the William L.

Crentz Centennial Chair in Ener-

gy Research. Crentz, former

assistant director at the U.S.

Bureau of Mines, had responsi-

bility for the energy research

activities of the bureau, includ-

ing seven research centers and

some 1,000 employees. These

research centers worked on coal,

petroleum, natural gas, oil-shale

and biomass as raw materials.

He served on several national

and international energy policy

committees. The Crentz Centen-

nial Chair will allow engineering

faculty to perform in-depth ener-

gy research.

Planned gifts commitments to

College Park provide a signifi-

cant opportunity to maintain

excellence at the university,

while providing the donor with

life income, a charitable income

tax deduction and a bypass of

capital gains taxes.

To learn more about charitable

gift opportunities through

planned giving, please contact

Deborah Read at (301) 405-4681

.
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Cornerstone Club

(Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499)

Mr. Knut Aarsand

Anonymous (6)

Mr. Thomas R. A'Becket

Mr. and Mrs. Elihu Abrahams

Mr. Edwin W. Adams, III

Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Adams
The Hon. and Mrs. Arthur M. Ahalt

Mr. John M. Ahem
Dr. Michael F. A'Heam
Mr. Kenneth L. Alexander

Mr. John M. Alkire

Dr. David Allan

Ms. Josephine T. Allen

Mr. Joseph C. Allio

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Alperstein

Dr. Davinder K. Anand

Dr. and Mrs. C. Raymond Anderson

Mr. Theodore Ankeney

Mr. Terry A. Arenson

Mr. L. Earl Arminger

Mr. Phillip D. Ates

Mr. George F. Atwell

Mr. Leonard Avery

Mr. Chick Baboyian

Dr. Drurv Bagwell

Mr. and Mrs. Brian H. Bailey

Mr. Howard M. Bailey

Mrs. Mary C. Bailey

Mr. Thomas P. Baileys

The Hon. and Mrs. Stewart W. Bainum, Jr.

Mr. Robert P. Baker, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Baldi

Mr. David L. Bamford

Mr. Joseph J. Barbee

Mr. Bernard A. Band

Mr. Jonathan Barnett

Mr. Carroll F. Barrack

Mr. James W. Barrett

Ms. Mary B. Barto

Drs. R. and K. Bartol

Ms. Kathleen Bates

Ms. Virginia Batka

Mrs. Angeline M. Battista

Mr. Robert T. Batwinis

Dr. Brian S. Bayly

Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Beall

Col. Francis X. Beamer

Dr. Robert S. and Dr. Katherine P. Beardsley

Mr. & Mrs. Gerald A. Beatley

Mr. Raymond A. Beaudet

Mr. Kirk D. Bell

Dr. Filmore E. Bender

Mr. & Mrs. Howard M. Bender

Mr. Robert W. Bender

Mr. James G. Bennett

Dr. John E. Bennett

Mr. Ralph D. Bennett

Dr. Ralph G. Bennett

Mr. Ernest Berliner

Mr. and Mrs. Stanford W. Berman

Mr. and Mrs. Jay S. Bernstein

Ms. Pallie M. Berry

Mr. Albert
J. Bidwick, 111

Mr. William
J. Biggins, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. Bjerke

Mr. and Mrs. Terence R. Blackwood

Ms. Doris D. Blazek

Mr. and Mrs. Roy W. Blose

Mr. L. Edward Blumenauer

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald G. Blunck

Mr. Larry D. Boggs

Ms. Ann K. Bolger

Mr. William Kennedy Boone, 111

Ms. Gloria T. Borer

Mr. John B. Bourne

r
he Colonnade Society Roll of Honor

pays tribute to the hundreds of alumni

and friends who help to strengthen the Uni-

versity of Maryland at College Park by con-

tributing significant annual gifts. Their support

makes the critical difference in our ability to achieve pre-

eminent status as a top public university.

As members of the Colonnade Society, these individuals

have taken a leadership role in sustaining educational pro-

grams
,
research activities and scholarships. They are indeed

part of the "inner circle" of our friends and supporters.

Colonnade Society members enjoy a close relationship

with the university and receive special invitations to campus

receptions, sporting events, musical performances and cultural

activities. Membership is renewable each year through an

annual gift of $1,000 or more.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bourne

Mr. Glendon W. Bozman

Mr. & Mrs. Joseph P. Bracco

Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Bradley

Mr. Robert C. Brady, Jr.

Mr. Michael D. Brant

Mr. Neil W. Brayton, D.D.S.

Dr. Charles P. Brenner

Mr. Ryland G. Bristow

Mr. John J. Broderick

Dr. Michael Brody

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brody

Mr. & Mrs. John M. Brophy

Mr. Earle Palmer Brown

Mrs. Helen E. Brown

Mr. and Mrs. John Brown, 111

Mr. and Mrs. Josef B. Brown

Mr. Paul Brown

Mr. George A. Brugger

Mr. David Buchanan

Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Buckley

Mr. Robert J. Bulitt

Ms. Helen Anne Bunn

Mr. Jesse L. Burgess, Jr.

Mr. Allen D. Burns

Dr. Thomas S. Bustard

Mr. Jennings Bynum
Mr. Donald L. Byrd

Mr. and Mrs. Philip T. Calder

Mr. Charles E. Carlson

Mr. William A. Carlson

Mr. Conrad G. Carpenter

Dr. Joel A. Carrington

Mr. Charles D. Carruth

Mr. Jan S. Carter

Mr. and Mrs. Richard V. Caruso

Ms. Janice W. Carver

Dr. Boyd B. Cary, Jr.

Ms. Frances T. Casbarian

Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert W. Castellan

Mr. Charles E. Castle, Jr.

Mr. Patrick
J. Caulfield

Marc L. Chaiken, M.D.

Mr. and Mrs. James W. Chaires, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Chaney

Frank and Adelaide Chapper

Mr. Barry M. and Mrs. Lynn Chasen

Mr. Joseph Chasen

Mr. Allen Chin

Mr. S. Mark Christmas

Ms. Dale P. and Mr. Leslie
J.
Clark, II

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Clark

Mr. and Mrs. John J. Clark

Mr. Robert Clark

Mr. and Mrs. Reese Cleghorn

Mr. Calvin K. Clemons

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Clore

Mr. and Mrs. William W. Cobey

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Cockey

Mr. Frederick N. Coester

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin S. Cohen

Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Cole

Mr. Vaseleos Colevas

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Collinge

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Collins

Dr. William E. Colliver

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Colquitt

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel I. Colton

Mrs. Tippy S. Conrad

Mr. and Mrs. Francis A. Contino

Mr. and Mrs. H. Irvin Cook

Mr. and Mrs. William A. Cooper

Mrs. Esther Coopersmith

Mr. Carlos T. Cordero

Mrs. Kathryn R. Costello

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Coulson

Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Cowell

Mr. Brian L. Cox

Mr. James P. Craig

Mr. Jay H. Creech

Mrs. Doris A. Criswell

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Crosby

Dr. and Mrs.
J. Richard Crouse

Mr. John A. Crowl

Mr. John P. Cullen

Mr. Charles R. Cumming
Mr. Cooper G. Curtice

Mr. Thomas M. Czarnecki

Mr. and Mrs. John J. Daly

Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. Dana

Mr. Sherman S. Dance, 111

Mr. William E. Danielson

Ms. Eva I. Davis

Mr. Harry P. Davis

Mr. Thomas Davis

Mr. Charles H. Day

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Day
Mr. Ardeshir V. Dean

Ms. Danita R. Dehaney

Dr. Anna Lou Dehavenon

Mr. David S. Dejong

Mr. Donald L. Dell

Mr. A. G. Delman

Mr. Martin S. Dembo
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Denkhaus

Dr. and Mrs. John M. Dennis

Mr. Robert L. Depiro

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory 1. DesRoches

Dr. and Mrs. William W. Destler

Mr. Dale L. Dickerhoof

Mr. John B. Dickman, III

Mr. E. L. "Bud" Dieudonne, Jr.

Mrs. Louisa G. Dillard

Mrs. Noel W. Dingman

Mr. J. Douglas Divirgilio

Mr. Michael
J. Donaghue

Mr. Joseph B. Dove

Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Downey
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Dressel

Ms. Lois Duffey

Mr. C. James Duke

Dr. Beverly W. Dunn
Mr. David Dunn, Jr.

Mr. John J. Dunworth

Mr. Gregory Dyer

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Dyer

Mr. Joseph L. Dyson

Mr. James K. Eagen, 111

Mr. Roy S. Eckert

Mr. Bill Edelblut

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Egan

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Eichbaum

Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Eidsness

Ms. Mildred K. Elfman

Mr. Joseph A. Ellis, Esq.

Mr. Jeffrey Engle

Mr. & Mrs. Gerald E. Evans

Mr. Robert E. Everett

Ms. Brooke E. Ewell

Mr. John D. Fadeley

Mr. Gerald S. Farber

Mr. John F. Farley

Mr. and Mrs. James F. Farrell

Mrs. M. Jean Farrell

Dr. Henry Feuer

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Fichtel

Mr. and Mrs. Jon M. Files

Mr. Gregory G. Filipos

Mr. L. Richard Fischer

Mr. Gregory J. Fitzpatrick

Mr. Robert F. Fitzpatrick

Mr. Albert L. Flenner, Jr.

Mr. Gary F. Florence

Mr. Jack Flynn

Mr. Albert A. Folop

Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Ford

Mr. Ronald M. Fornatora, Jr.

Mr. Michael D. Foster

Mr. Rex S. Fox

Mr. and Mrs. M. V. Franciosa

Mr. Samuel
J.
Frank

Mr. Arley F. Franklin

Drs. Bruce and Barbara Fretz
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Mr. Scott W. Frew

Mr. Michael M. Galloway

Mr. I. W. Gebhardt

Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand A, Geiger

Mr. John I. Geiling

Ms. Anita George-Ares

Mr.
J.
Petch Gibbons

Mr. Thomas M. Gill

Mr. James M. Gillis

Mr. and Mrs. John D. Gilmore

Dr. Dennis S. Ginsberg

Dr. and Mrs. Tawik F. Girgis

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Glascock

Parris N. and Frances FI. Glendening

Mr. James C. Godbout

Mr. William D. Godwin

The Flon. and Mrs. Louis L. Goldstein

Mr. Stanley H. Goldstein

Glenn R. Golonka

Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Gonzales

Mr. Richard B. Goodall

Dr. Jayavant Gore

Mr. Barry P. Gossett

Mr. Alex A. Goto

Mr. Kenneth A. Gould, Jr.

Mr. Francis J. Govan

Mr. Lawrence Grabenstein

Mr. David Grainger

Mr. Thomas M. Grantz

Dr. William and Mrs. Lorraine Gray

Mr. Walter L. Green

Mr. and Mrs. Don Greenawalt, Jr.

Mr. Walter M. Gretschel

Mr. Kirk D. Griffith

Dr. Samuel 0. Grim

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Grimberg

Mr. Robert M. Grogan, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. William V. Gross

Mr. Carl H. Grund, Jr.

Mr. Willie E. Gutridge

Mr. Allan Habelson

Dr. William B. Hagan

Mr. Bob Hall

Mr. Gary L. Hall

Dr. Margarete E. Hall

Mr. John Hall

Mr. Carl Hansen

Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. Hanulak

Mr. Norman C. Hardee

Mr. John T. Hardisty

Mr. and Mrs. Emory A. Harman
Mr. Robert Hamer
Mr. David P. Harrington

Ms. Jacqueline V. Harrington

Miss Carole C. Harris

Mrs. Pary A. Harris

Dr. Nancy L. Harrison

Mr. Dan L. Hartle

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hartley

Mr. Norman L. Hatfield

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Healy

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold A. Heft

Ms. Jane N. Henson

Mrs. Naomi P. Hentz

Mr. Paul R. Hepner

Mr. Michael S. Herman
Mr. Edward

J. Herring

Mr. and Mrs. Michael L. Heup
Mr. Coleman S. Hicks

Mr. and Mrs. Buddy S. Hirsch

Mr. Donald B. Hirsch

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Hodges

Mr. C.E. Holland

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Holland

Mr. William E. Holliway

Mr. Richard R. Holter, Sr.

Dr. James F. Hoobler

Mr. Alexander H. Hoon
Mr. David H. Hopkins

Mr. Alan C. Horton

Mr. Raymond J. Hrabec

Mr. Jay Huber

Mr. James J.
Huesman

Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. Hughes

Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd W. Hughes

Mr. John and Ms. Michelle M. Hugue

Mr. Mary S. Humelsine

Miss Barbara Hunter

Mr. John W. Hurt, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Steven Hurtt

Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas V. Hutchinson

Mr. Dan llany

Dr. Barton Ingraham

Mr. William Jaaskelainen

Mr. and Mrs. S. Bruce Jaffe

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R. James

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Janssens, Jr.

Mr. Edgar J. Jenkins

Mr. Arthur Jensen

Mr. Alvin E. Johnson

Mr. Kurt E. Johnson

Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Johnson

Mrs. Sandra K. Johnson

Dr. William T. Johnstone

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jolles

Mr. Robert A. Jones

Ms. Theola L. Jordan

Mr. Gary S. Joyce

Mr. Paul J. Kahla

Mr. Mark Kaiser

Mr. Edward
J.

Kallas, Jr.

Mr. Zev E. Kaplan

Mr. Michael H. Kapland, Esq.

Ms. Gloria L. Kapo

Mr. William P. Karpa

Mr. Franz and Mrs. Christl Kasler

Mr. Daniel Kecman, Jr.

Mr. Joe G. Keen

Mr. John J. Keenan

Mr. Robert W. Keeney

Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Kell

Mr. Melvin C. Keller

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher R. Kelly

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Kelly, Jr.

Mr. George S. Kemp
Mr. David M. Keuch

Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Kim

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Kim

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Kincaid

Mr. and Mrs. Michael R. King

Mr. Timothy A. King

Dr. and Mrs. William E. Kirwan

Mr. Robert L. Klatzkin

Mr. Andrew P. Klein

Mr. Mark S. Klein

Mr. Martin
J.
Kmetz

Dr. Peter M. Kogge

Dr. Stephen N. Kogge

Mrs. Judy C. Kogon

Mr. Daniel W. Konick

Mr. Steven Koogle

Mr. John A. and Dr. Patricia S. Koskinen

Ms. Marcia B. Kraft, M.D.

Dr. Dorothee E. Krahn

Mr. Maurice Kraines

Mr. Arthur Kramer

Dr. George F. Kramer

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kramer

Mr. Richard A. Kravitz

Mrs. David Lloyd Kreeger

Mr. and Mrs. David E. Kreh

Mr. John H. Krisko, III

Ms. Erica L. Krug

Mr. Aiko Kurokawa

Mr. Wilmer L. Kutsch

Mr. Kevin Laake

Dr. and Mrs. Rudolph P. Lamone

Ms. Mary Jane Lanier

Mr. Willis T. Lansford

Mr. John L. Law
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Layman
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Learner, Jr.

Mr. Thomas K. Ledman

Dr. and Mrs. Henry Y. Lee

Dr. Leon R. Levitsky

Mr. Robert A. Lewis

Mr. and Mrs. Roger K. Lewis

Ms. Anne Lewis-Loubignac

Mr. Oscar A. Line

Mr. Donald E. Lippy

Ms. Marion B. Lisehora

Mr. John R. Llewellyn

Mr. Kyle D. Lorton

Mrs. Alice P. Loughry

Mr. Donald C. Loughry

Dr. Timothy J. Low
Mr. Bruce G. Lowman
Mr. Thomas E. Lugenbeel

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C. Lundeen

Mr. H. Robert and Mrs. Sarah J. Lynn

Mr. Wesley G. Lyvers

Mr. Victor MacSorley

Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Maguire

Mr. Dennis G. Maietta

Mr. Howard R. Majev

Mr. Douglas A. Mangum
Mr. John C. Markelonis

Mr. Jerome Marks

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll L. Marriott

Mr. Richard B. Marth

Mr. George L. Marthinuss, Jr.

Mr. Joseph B. Martin

The Honorable Robert H. Mason

Ms. Laura D. Mateo

Mr. Leonard G. Mathias

Ms. Wilma K. Mathews

Mr. Robert J. Matty

Mr. J. Patrick May
Mrs. Edmund Mayberry Geyer

Dr. Marlene
J.
Mayo

Mr. Ben F. McCarter

Mr. Eugene F. McCarthy, 111

Mr. Joseph W. McCartin

Mr. F. Stewart McCaw
Mr. A. Roger McConkey

Ms. Grace McCormack

Mr. Donald K. McDowell

Mr. and Mrs. James F. McEneaney

Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. McFadden

Mr. and Mrs. George V. McGowan
Mr. Kenneth E. McPeek

Mr. Terrence W. McPherson

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert D. Mead
Mr. Arthur S. Mehlman

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey M. Menick

Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Menzer

Mr. and Mrs. Ellis E. Meredith

Mr. Robert Merryman

Mr. and Mrs. William V. Meyers

Ms. Miriam Michelson

Mr. Kenneth Middleton

Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Migliorini

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Miller

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin B. Miller

The Hon. and Mrs. Thomas V. Miller

Mr. Robert A. Mills, Jr.

Mrs. Hazel F. Milroy

Dr. Jack Minker

Mr. and Mrs. Barton S. Mitchell

Mr. Gery F. Mois

Dr. and Mrs. John R. Moore

Mr. William E. Morlev

Mr. Maurice D. Morrison

Ms. Marilou Morton

Mr. Carlos D. Moseley

Mr. Kenneth R. Moss

Mr. and Mrs. F. Allen Mothershead

Mr. Ross S. Mowery
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Moxley, Jr.

Mr. Paul D. Muldowney

Ms. Pamela L. Munson

Mr. Robert
J.
Murchake

Mr. James P. Murphy, Jr.

Dr. Joseph F. Murray

Mr. and Mrs. Mark N. Mutterperl

Mr. Andrew
J.
Myer, Jr.

Mr. Richard C. Myer

Mr. Roland E. Nairn

Mrs. George C. Neal

Mr. Joseph W. Neely

Mr. Keith B. Neff

Mr. Emil J. Nekoranik

Dr. M. Paul Nestor

Mr. John W. Neuenschwander

Mr. Carl W. Neutzel

Mr. John A. Nevros

Mr. Charles C. Newman
The Hon. C. Philip Nichols, Jr.

Ms. Carol L. Nichols

Mr. Edward E. Nielsen

Mr. Matthew L. Noble

Mr. Michael
J.
Norton

Mr. Robert D. Novak

Mr. Kevin O'Brien

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Ochsenreiter, Jr.

Dr. Judy D. Olian and Mr. Peter Liberti

Mr. James A. Oliff

Mr. Takaaki Omoto
Mr. Kurt B. O'Neill

Col. Richard J. O'Neill

Miss Dorothy L. Ordwein

Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Orem
Mr. Norman L. Oremland

Ms. Maryann D. Orgler

Mr. Kenneth P. Ortman

Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Owen, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Luster Oxley

Adrian W. Palazzi

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony R. Paladino

Dr. and Mrs. Vincent D. Palumbo

Dr. Jay N. Parran

Dr. Joel L. Parran

Mr. Meredith I. Pattie, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Patz

Mr. Charles Payne

Mr. Richard F. Payne

Mr. James S. Peacock

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Pear

Dr. Michael G. Pecht

Mr. Leroy Peddv



Mr. James R. Perrin

Ms. Karel C. Petraitis

Mr. Robert E. Phillips

Mr. Wilson H. Phipps

Mr. Louis N. Phipps, Jr.

Dr. Jerry C. Pickrel

Mr. Robert F. Pierce

Mr. Robert P. Pincus

Mr. David
J. Piper

Rev. Elizabeth A. Platz-Smith

Frederick W. Plugge, IV, M.D.

Miss Gertrude Poe

Dr. Murray E. Polakoff

Mr. Raymond J. Poppelman

Mr. Mark A. Powers

Dr. Stanley Presser

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Prier

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip A. Proger

Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Prosterman

Dr. and Mrs. Gary Pushkin

Mr. Frank Raab

Mr. David E. Raderman

Dr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Raneri

Mrs. Eva Rapke

Mr. Robert W. Rausch

Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Reed

Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Reed, Jr.

Mr. Edward L. Reeder

Mr. Jack H. Remsberg, Jr.

Ms. Juliet R. Rennell

Mr. Glenn Ricart

Mrs. Jessie M. Richardson

Mr. C. Mackall Ricketts

Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Ridgway

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A. Righter

Mr. and Mrs. Harry K. Rinker

Mr. Martin J. Riskam

Dr. William M. Rivera

Mr. Kenneth H. Roberts

Mr. and Mrs. Lee R. Rock

Mr. Philip W. Rogers

Mr. Bruce Rome
Mr. Robert Rosenbaum

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Rosenthal

Dr. Michael B. Rosenzweig

Mr. John W. Ross

Mr. Robert F. Rossomondo

Mr. Ellsworth R. Roston

Mr. Richard J. Royer

Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Ruffino

Mr. Joseph S. Russell, Jr.

Ms. Gwendolyn C. Russell

Mr. Aaron S. Sabghir

Mr. Andrew N. Safran

Mr. Nicholas A. Samios

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Sampson, Jr.

Ms. Carmen S. Sasmore

Dr. and Mrs. David Satinsky

Mr. David
J. Satterfield

Mr. Robert W. Saum, Sr.

Mr. William J.Sbarra

Mr. John C. Scarbath

Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Scarbath

Charles and Mary Katherine Scheeler

Mr. David B. Scherr

Mr. and Mrs. Edward N. Schinner

Mr. Victor 0. Schinnerer

Mr. Ralph P. Schlenker

Mr. Thomas F. Schmelzer

Mr. Randall C. Schmidt

Logan and Louise Schutz

Mr. Jim C. Scott

Dr. Ronald J. Seibel

Dr. John C. Sewell

Ms. Janet Sexton

Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Shaffer

Mr. William L. Shaw

Dr. Emma Shelton

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse W. Shelton

Mr. John W. Sheppard

Mr. Paul Shiffman

Mr. and Mrs. L. Parks Shipley

Mr. Harry S. Shipp, Jr.

Ms. Dinah Shore

Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. Shreeve, Jr.

Mr. Daniel J.
Shulimson

Mr. and Mrs. Frank T. Shull, III

Mr. Frank T. Shull, IV

Mr. Raymond C. Shull, Jr.

Mr. Roland N. Shumate

Mr. Michael Shure

Drs. George M. and Virginia D. Sidwell

Mr. Edward Sienkilewski

Mr. Leslie C. Sigmon

Mr. Jeffrey J. Silver, Esq.

Mrs. Mary Jo Simons

Mr. Jay J. Sims

Mr. and Mrs. Orville M. Slye, Jr.

Dr. Bettv F. Smith

Mr. Charles R. Smith

Mr. D. Thomas Smith

Mr. Donald K. Smith

Mr. Douglas R. Smith

Mrs. Virginia B. Smith

Miss Kira Smeets

Mr. William A. Snowden

Mr. and Mrs. Larry S. Snowhite

Mr. and Mrs. Cavet C. Snyder

Mr. and Mrs. Harry N. Snyder

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Snyder

Dr. Mark Sobel

Mr. Joseph J.
Sokol, Jr.

Mr. Norwood S. Sothoron

Mr. Kenneth E. Spencer

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Sperling

Mr. Benjamin H. Spotts, Jr.

Mr. Donald B. Springer

Mr. James D. Stallings

Mr. John P. Stainback

Maj. Chester J. Steckel, Jr.

Mr. Donald C. Stauffer

Mr. Joseph J. Steckel, Jr.

Mr. David M. Steele, II

Mr. Howard F. Steinhardt

Mr. and Mrs. R. Glen Stephens

Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Stem

Mr. Saul I. Stern

Mr. and Mrs. R. Calvert Steuart

Dr. and Mrs. Peter B. Stifel

Mr. Larry Stone

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Stoner

Mr. T. Allan Stradley

Dr. Charles D. Striffler

Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Stull

Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Sturtz

Dr. and Mrs. Herbert P. Stutts

Mr. Michael
J.
Sullivan

Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Sullivan

Mr. Walter C. Summer
Mr. Carl M. Summerfield

Mr. Kent P. Swanson

Mr. David A. Sweeney

Mr. and Mrs. Louis D. Tacchetti

Mr. and Mrs. Worthington H. Talcott

Mr. Gregory S. Taylor

Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey L. Taylor

Mr. Robert E. Taylor

Mr. James R. Thein

Dr. William L. Thomas, Jr.

Mr. Durke G. Thompson

Mr. Richard P. Thornberry

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Tokarski

Dr. and Mrs. John S. Toll

Mr. Michael G. Trainer

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Travers

Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Turner

Admiral Stansfield and Mrs. Karin Turner

Mr. John K. Turpin

Mr. Michael B. Twigg

Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon C. Tyrrell

Dr. Evelyn Pasteur Valentine

Mr. and Mrs. William L. Van Arnam, III

Mr. and Mrs. Milton H. Van Den Berg

Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Van Dyke

Dr. William
J.
Venuti

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Vona

Mr. Joseph H. Vona, Jr.

Kurt and Kathleen Wagner

Mr. Aubrey R. Walker, Jr.

Mr. Sean D. Wallace

Mr. Clune J. Walsh

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard P. Walter, Jr.

Mr. William B. Walters

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Ward

Mr. and Mrs. William L. Warfield

Mr. William Warshauer, Jr.

Mr. David E. Waters

CDR Dick Watkins

Mr. Laurence D. Watrous

Dr. James D. Weaver

Mr. Gerald R. Weeks

Mr. S. Nelson Weeks

Mr. Robert E. Weiss

Mr. Frederick R. Weisman

Dr. Charles F. Wellford

Mr. Stephen E. Wells

Mr. George B. Werk

Dr. Loretta C. Wertheimer

Mr. Michael P. Whalen

Mr. John W. Wharton

Mr. J.
Wayne Wheeler

Mr. James L. Whitehead

Dr. and Mrs. Joseph M Wiesenbaugh, Jr.

Mr. Robert L. Wilcox

Mr. Gary B. Williams

Mr. James Dale Williams

Mr. Randall F. Williams, Jr.

Mr. Ronald H. Williamson

Mr. Stephen R. Winn

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Wilson

Mr. and Mrs. Seymour D. Wolf

Princess Lana Wolkonsky

Mr. Howard Wood
Ms. Lisa G. Wood
Dr. James B. Wooddell

Mr. Harold L. Worman
Mr. Alonzo G. Wren
Dr. Frederick Wright

Dr. Manfred R. Wuttig

Ms. Susan H. Yang

Mr. Stuart Yarbrough

Mr. and Mrs. Martin
J.

Yellin

Mr. Jeffry S. and Mrs. Sandra S. Young

Mr. John W. Zane

Mr. Robert Zarnegin

Mr. Thomas L. Zehmer

Mr. and Mrs. Sigi Ziering

Pedestal Club

(Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999)

Mr. Thomas K. Alburn

Mr. and Mrs. Hotsy I. Alperstein

Mr. Jeremy Altman

Mr. and Mrs. William N. Apollony

Mr. John J. Benish

Mr. Henry N. Betzer

Ms. Jacqueline J. Biess

Mr. and Mrs. Lance W. Billingsley

Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Blair

Mr. and Mrs. Harrison E. Bordner

Mr. and Mrs. John D. Brasted

Mr. and Mrs. Espey T. Browning, Jr.

Ms. Elizabeth 0. Buck

Ms. Nancy C. Cates

Ms. Patricia Chin

Mr. James A. Cole

Mr. William E. Cole, Jr.

Dr. Michael J. Collins

Mr. Robert N. Colombo

Ms. Monique C. Coustry

Mr. M. D. Coutts

Mr. David A Covington

Mr. L. S. Crouch

Ms. Mary Levin Cutler

Mr. Louis M. Damiano

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dragoumis

Mr. Tom Drew
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Emerson

Mr. Charles R. Engle, III

Mr. Nick Fairbanks

Mr. Jon M. Files

John and Belinda Finn

Mr. A. Thomas Finnell, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Flick, Jr.

Mr. John C. Ford

Dr. and Mrs. William L. Foumey
Mr. Thomas M. Frantz

Mr. Norman Frohlich

Mr. William E. Gallagher, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert], Gipe

Mr. James C. Godbout

Mr. and Mrs. John M. Haas

Ms. Myra Jean Hahn
Mr. Roger W. Hale

Mr. Richard L. Hemp
Mr. Bruce S. Hoffberger

Ms. Lillian
J.
Hoffman

Mr. C. Wayne Houlihan

Mr. Charles
J.

Hull, II

Mr. and Mrs. C. Brooks Hubbert

Mr. Theo Ivanovic

Mr. Robert
J. Jansen

Mr. William L. Johnson, Jr.

Ms. Tiffany S. Joyce

Mr. Isaac Kaufman

Mr. John Keehner

Mr. Robert M. Kleinknecht

Ms. Judith F. Knudsen

Mr. Jay B. Laskin

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Wayne Lee

Dr. and Mrs. Peter P. Lejins

Mr. and Mrs. Hervey G. Machen

Mr. Earl M. MacKintosh, Jr.

Mr. Paul W. Madigan

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Magee, 111

Mr. Frank
J.
Majewski

Ms. Tyi E. Mar

Ms. Julia Marsden

Mr. Luckett G. Maynard

Mr. Robert S. McCoy
Dr. Richard McCuen

Mr. John W. McCullough

The Hon. and Mrs. Samuel W. Meloy

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Miller

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. Miller
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Mr. Jonathan E. Mitchell

Ms. Maya Moltzer

Dr. and Mrs. H. Gerthon Morgan

Ms. Jane M. Mueller

Mr. David F. Murray

Mr. David Neylan

Mr. and Mrs. A. Eli Nisenfeld

Mr. Alexander N. Panhans

Mr. and Mrs. G. Clifton Patterson

Mr. Leroy Peddy

Dr. L. H. Pendergrass

Ms. Ruth W. Petzold

Ms. Gertrude P. Phillips

Mr. James W. Pinholster

Mrs. Anne R. Prange

Dr. Rudolph E. Pugliese

Mr. and Mrs. Conlyn W. Regester, Jr.

Ms. Leonore Reich

Mr. Charles W. Rider

Mr. Norman N. Rips

Mr. Samuel H. Rogers, Jr.

Dr. Carl L. Rollinson

Dr. Nicholas J. and Ms. Lois Santaniello

Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Schaftel

David B. and Adele C. Schwartz

Mrs. Joan T. Secrest

Mr. Lawrence W. Secrest

Ms. Judith W. Shanks

Mr. Robert S. Siegel

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Sims, Jr.

Mr. Jeffrey T. Simms

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H. Smith, Jr.

Mr, and Mrs. Baxter 0. Smith

Mr. and Mrs. Mark L. Smotkin

Mr. Anthony Sommer
Mrs. Mary Jane Stoll

Mr. Robert J. Sullivan

Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Sweeney

Mr. Christopher Taylor

Ms. Edith S. Taylor

Dr. Leonard S. Taylor

Mr. John E. Thomson

Mr. Robert L. Tregoning

Mr. John A. Tuell

Mr. Mark G. Turner

Dr. Rachel Wade
Ms. Barbara Walters

Mr. Chi Chuan Wang
Mr. William D. Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Walter

J. Whalen

Mr. Clarence L. White

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Willich

Mr. Donald W. Wilson

Ms. Mary Jane Wilson

Mr. Myron M. Withka

Mr. Lewis E. Worms
Mr. Laurence Woulfe

Portico Club

(Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999)

Mr. Khidr Al—Sharif

Mr. Robert P. Baker, Jr.

Mr. Wilson T. Ballard, Jr.

Mr. Bernard P. Bayline

Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Bedingfield

Mr. Harold Beral

Mr. and Mrs. Stuart E. Bernsen

Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Byrd

Mr. And Mrs. A. James Clark

Mr. Alan D. Cornfield

Dr. and Mrs. Vincent E. DiFabio

Mr. Lee Eckard

Dr. and Mrs. Melvin Feiler

Mr. Nick Fairbanks

Ms. Carol A. Foppiano

Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Ford, Jr.

Mr. William G. Franey

Miss Winifred Gahan

Ms. Helen C. Gergen

The Hon. and Mrs. Joseph B. Gildenhom

Mr. John Glad

Mr. and Mrs. Guilford Glazer

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Goldman

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Grant

Ms. Martha A. Healy

Mr. and Mrs. John I. Heise, Jr., Esq.

Mr. Le Roy J. Herbert

Ms. Claire
J.
Hinckley

Mr. George Hyman
Mr. Kenneth S. Jennings

Mr. Raymond E. Jones

Dr. Benjamin H. Kendall

Mr. E. Robert Kent

Mr. Elias N. Kulukundis

Mrs. Frances Landsberg

Mr. John Lapides

Dr. Bernard A. Levy

Mr. John W. Lightner

Mrs. Helen W. Mathews

Mr. and Mrs. John W. McCracken

Mr. and Mrs. Pat McCuan
Mr. Jonathan E. Mitchell

Robert L. and Marlene C. Mitchell

Mr. Joseph D. Montedonico

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew 0. Mothershead

Mr. Edward Murphy
Mr. William

J.
Nicholson, Jr.

Jane C. and Ralph A. Pfeiffer

Mr. Robert A. Pinkner

Mr. and Mrs. Erwin S. Raffel, D.D.S.

Mr. j. R. Ramsburg

Mr. Jan G. Reese

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Rips

Dr. George K. Roderick

Mr. Henry and Mrs. Ruth Blaustein

Rosenberg

Mr. Frank Sinatra

Mr. and Mrs. Haskell W. Smith

Mrs. Charlotte R. Stombler

Mr. E. Esty Stowell

Mrs. Martha R. Symington

Mr. George G. and Mrs. Ruth Tretter

Mr. Mark G. Turner

Dr. Donat G. Wentzel

Dr. James A. Yorke

Dr. and Mrs. Erik B. Young

Ms. Marelynn W. Zipser

Pillar Club

(Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999)

Mrs. Annie H. Adler

Dr. Malvina S. Balogh

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bernsen

Ms. Lenora Brown

Mr. and Mrs. B. Gary Dando

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Dukes

Mr. James B. Gahan

Dr. Constance H. Gordon

Mr. and Mrs. Rolf H. Jensen

Mr. Victor Levy

Mrs. Cynthia D. Perkins

Mr. and Mrs. John Petrou

Mr. and Mrs. George M. Phillips

Mr. Martin R. Resnick

Dr. Rebecca E. Rieger

Ms. Lois Rosen

Mr. and Mrs. John L. Rymer

The Hon. Mae Sue Talley

Mrs. Maria A. Walsh

Mr. Nile J. Webb
Mrs. Barbara K. Zain

Steeple Club

(Gifts of $25,000 or more)

Dr. and Mrs. Frank Agrama

Mr. and Mrs. Waldo H. Burnside

Mr. James E. Cushing

Dr. Shelley G. Davis

Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Dingman

Mr. and Mrs. Allen J. Krowe

Ms. Kathleen Lynn

Mr. and Mrs. William E. Mayer

Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Miller

Dr. and Mrs. Michael Naida

Ms. Farah Pahlavi

Ltc. and Mrs. John F. Pohle

Mr. Lloyd and Mrs. Jeanne Raport

Gene and Young R. Rhee

Mr. Peter W. Scheinman

Dr. Julian L. Simon

Dr. Harry R. Snyder

Mrs. Sonya Thorbecke

Mr. E. G. Watkins

Mr. and Mrs. Gene T. West

Dr. Clyde Wu

In Memoriam

Mr. James R. Brown

Mr. Marion F. Davis

Dr. T. G. Ling

Mr. Daniel B. Rosenbloom

Mr. Ralph Tyser

Mrs. Anna L. Wentzel

Mr. A. V. Williams

This listing is intended strictly for the pur-

pose of recognizing and acknowledging mem-
bers of the Colonnade Society. It includes

those whose gifts were received between

July 1, 1991 and June 30. 1992. Although

every effort has been made to ensure accura-

cy and completeness, please accept our

apologies for any errors that may occur.

Ifyou wish to report an error or omission,

or would like to receive information about

joining the Colonnade Society, please con-

tact the Colonnade Society, 3126 Lee Build-

ing, University of Maryland, College Park, MD
20742: or call (301) 405-7734.



100 Years: A Look Back at Football at College Park

O
ne hundred years is a long time.

Between 1892 and 1992 America has

admitted six states to the union,

fought two world wars and elected 17 presi-

dents.

One hundred years is also how long the

game of football has been played at the Uni-

versity of Maryland at College Park.

Much has changed since junior Sothoron

Key organized the first official team at what

was then the Maryland Agricultural College.

The institution has grown far beyond its

agrarian roots to become one of the nation's

premier public research universities. The

football team has become a powerhouse in

the Atlantic Coast Conference, having won

the national championship in 1953.

The team that Head Coach Mark Duffner

leads on the field this fall reflects major

changes from the early days of football at Col-

lege Park. A quick look at the last 100 years

shows a patchwork of school names, school

nicknames, school colors, coaches, players

and All Americans.

From 1892 to 1916 the campus at College

Park was a military school called Maryland

Agricultural College. In 1895, Lieutenant

Clough Overton, commandant of cadets, sus-

pended football because he insisted that

every student be bathed, shaved and in uni-

form by the 6 o'clock dinner hour. The play-

ers wanted supper delayed because they

would have been able to practice for only 45

minutes.

In 1896, team captain Grenville Lewis

banned pie-eating, smoking and drinking

during the season. The team's volunteer

coach in 1899 was former player Sam Hard-

ing, who commuted to College Park in the

afternoons from his federal government job in

Washington.

After the tiny campus's main administra-

tion building burned down in 1912, the state

reorganized the campus as Maryland State

College from 1916 to 1920.

The early years of the 20th century were

filled with nicknames—the Aggies, Farmers,

State, and Old Liners. The school colors were

pearl gray and maroon, then cherry and

white, then black and gold (still later red and

white, then black and gold, then red and

white again and now black, gold, red, and

white).

The University of Maryland at Baltimore,

Johns Hopkins, Washington College and

Western Maryland provided early rivalry

freely given later to Mountaineers and Tar

Heels. St. John's College in Annapolis was

also a major opponent. All of Maryland's

schools competed beneath the shadow of

another school in the state, however. The

Naval Academy was a national powerhouse

competing against its powerhouse peers.

Army-Navy was the college rivalry. Navy

outscored M.A.C. 98-0, in games played from

1905 to 1908.

All that changed forever when Harry

Clifton "Curley" Byrd, of Crisfield, Md.,

enrolled at College Park as a 16-year-old in

1905. Byrd was a very good football player,

who quarterbacked at Georgetown when his

College Park eligibility was done. When he

arrived, College Park was a tiny campus and

its football team had no status outside of

Maryland. By the time he left five decades

later, Maryland was among the nation's

largest universities, and it had won the

national football championship. Byrd was

the head coach from 1911 to 1934, and univer-

sity president from 1936 to 1954.

The only two football stadiums built at the

University of Maryland at College Park were

named for the man who raised the money to

build them: Curley Byrd. The first Byrd Stadi-

um, completed in 1923, covered

seven acres, seated 5,000 and cost

$69,500 to build. The University

of Maryland (the name given the
’

*M

College Park campus in 1920)

won its opening game at Byrd

Stadium, a shutout victory over

Randolph Macon.

The 1930s saw two important changes for

Maryland football. The year 1933 saw the first

coed cheerleaders wearing the Maryland col-

ors. It was also the year that the school

changed its mascot to the Maryland diamond-

back terrapin, at the suggestion of Coach

Byrd. Newspaper editors, always struggling

to save space in a headline, shortened "Ter-

rapins" to "Terps".

College Football Hall of Fame member

Bear Bryant awoke Maryland football from a

slumbering state at the end of World War II

becoming the all-time leader in college foot-

ball victories. The '40s also witnessed College

Park's first-ever night game—a victory over

Hampden-Sydney on September 29, 1944.

It was the 1950s, however, that saw Mary-

land build its reputation as a football jugger-

naut.

The construction of the new (and present)

Byrd Stadium kicked off the decade. The $1

million facility was completed in 1950. A

Maryland's first official

football team took the

field in 1892

Curley Byrd

enrolled as a

16-year-old in

1905
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home-field record 43,836 fans witnessed a vic-

tory over traditional rival Navy in the open-

ing game, September 30, 1950.

Hall of Fame member Jim Tatum followed

in the Bear's footsteps as head coach from

1947 to 1955, producing a national champi-

onship in 1953. Tatum's presence (five bowl

games, two ACC championships) forever sig-

naled the end to Maryland's image as sleepy

Southern Conference competitor. Tatum won

the Atlantic Coast Conference's first football

championship in 1953, and as a charter mem-

ber of the new conference Maryland was

equipped to rise through the second half of

the century to the upper reaches of the

NCAA's Division I.

Tatum's teams produced consensus All-

Americans Bob Ward and Jack Scarbath, and

Outland Trophy winner Dick Modzewleski.

There have been six First Team Associated

Press All-Americans in school history; five of

them played between 1950 and 1955 for Tatum.

Though the 1960s were quiet years, the

decade witnessed an historic event. Head

Coach Tom Nugent may have fathered the "I

formation" at Maryland and later at Florida

State, but he is best remembered in College

Park for producing a victory over Penn State,

21-17, in 1961. No other Maryland coach has

accomplished this feat.

Maryland again returned to prominence

in the 1970s and 1980s. Jerry Claiborne

(1972-1981, seven bowl games, three ACC
championships) and Bobby Ross (1982-1986,

four bowl games, three ACC championships)

eclipsed even Tatum's production of league

championships, and continued his effective-

ness at earning bowl berths. Claiborne pro-

duced one of the great linemen in history,

Randy White; Ross produced one of the great

quarterbacks in history, Boomer Esiason.

And now Coach Mark Duffner takes his

place in Maryland history, bringing with him

a "run-and-shoot" offense and a 92 percent

collegiate winning record from Holy Cross. If

the past 100 years has taught us anything, it is

that the real excitement has just begun.

By Tim McDonough

Great Moments in

Maryland Football Video

Just produced, “Great Moments in

Maryland Football” is a video that

tells the story of Maryland’s first cen-

tury of competition and glory through

exclusive game footage, historic film

and interviews. The video was created

to celebrate this 100th anniversary

year, and a portion of the proceeds

will fund athletic scholarships at Col-

lege Park. The video can be ordered

by sending this coupon with $19.95

plus $3.00 shipping and handling

(Maryland residents add 5% sales tax)

to: Great Moments in Maryland Foot-

ball, 348 Washington Street, Leonard-

town, MD 20650.

I 1

[

My check is enclosed for $ .

|
Charge my Visa Master Card

#

Signature

Name

Address_

l
City State Zip

(

l l

Bear Bryant led

the Terps from

1934 to 1947
Quarterback Boomer Esiason

Coach Mark

Duffner

takes his

place in

Maryland

football

history



UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
AT COLLEGE PARK

Virginia

Norton

Becomes

Fourth

President

ofCPAA

The Rossborough Inn,

home of the College Park

Alumni Association.

At the Board of

Governors meeting on

Sept. 12, 1992, Virginia

Parrish Norton, Ph.D.,

74, assumed the lead-

ership of the College

Park Alumni Associa-

tion for 1992-93. She

succeeds Will Godwin as the fourth president

of the organization founded in 1989. Her

presidential term covers the period July 1,

1992, to June 30,1993.

Norton's association with the university

as a faculty member and active alumna

brings a unique perspective to her new

duties. Loren Taylor, executive director of the

Alumni Association, lauds her "deep com-

mitment to the university and her enthusi-

asm for the goals of the Alumni Association

Strategic Plan." Among the challenges Nor-

ton faces this year are expansion of the alum-

ni clubs network, building positive relation-

ships with constituent organizations, and

strengthening the overall organization. She

sees her tenure as president as being one of

"building bridges" of communication and

interaction between the CPAA and its con-

stituent groups.

Norton's career spans 30 years in the

fields of nutrition, dietetics, and food service

management, as teacher, consultant, author

and lecturer. She earned her bachelor's

degree in 1958 at the University of Colorado,

and an M.Ed. at the University of North Car-

olina, Greensboro in 1971.

Not long after receiving her doctorate in

nutrition from College Park in 1974, Norton

became a faculty lecturer in Food Service

Administration. She has been active in effect-

ing the transition to an independent alumni

association for College Park, and served as

CPAA Vice President for Awards and

Reunions from 1989-90. Last year, while

serving as the association's president-elect,

she also chaired the Bylaws Task Force,

which reviewed and rewrote portions of the

organization's governing document. K32H



Memorial

A Friend in Deed

R
alph J. Tyser, Class of

1940, was more than a

friend to the University

of Maryland at College

Park. Tyser, who died of

cancer July 29 , was a

leader, adviser, and

benefactor whose ties to

the university were strong and many-faceted.

"One is never prepared for the loss of a

dear, dear friend—a family member," said

university president William E. Kirwan at an

August 2 memorial service. "For so many of

us, Ralph has always been there. In the good

times and in the bad, we could all count on

his support, friendship and love."

For 52 years, Tyser volunteered his time

and generosity on behalf of College Park. His

leadership advanced the Alumni Association

International, the College of Business and

Management, the President's Club, Colon-

nade Society, Terrapin Club, Chancellor's

Advisory Council and the University of

Maryland Foundation Board of Directors.

His gifts created scholarships, endowed

fellowships, established a faculty fund. Both

the Tyser Auditorium in the new College of

Business and Management building, and the

Tyser Tower Welcome Center and Press Box

at Byrd Stadium are testament to the million-

dollar gifts he gave.

President Kirwan acknowledged the

extent and importance of Tyser's philan-

thropy this way: "In struggling to come to

grips with his passing, I have been comforted

by the thought of the legacy he leaves us and

the thousands of people who will be enriched

by his generosity in the years to come. For as

long as there is a University of Maryland, stu-

dents, faculty, alumni—people who didn't

even know Ralph Tyser—will benefit from

the endowments he established to help them."

Tyser started his active career with the

university as a champion tennis player and

accounting major in the College of Business

and Management. He was circulation manag-

er at the student newspaper, The Diamondback,

and rose to the rank of second lieutenant in

the university's ROTC program. After an acci-

dent ended his tennis career in 1938, he went

on to letter in fencing. He was a member of

the Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity.

World War II took the recent college grad-

uate to London in 1942 as part of the top

secret Advance Planning Section (ADSEC) for

the invasion of Europe. He returned to the

States for additional training, and arrived

back in Europe shortly before V-E Day.

When Lieutenant Colonel Tyser turned to

civilian life, he put his business education to

work at the Globe Distribution Company, a

beer, wine and liquor wholesaler operating in

northern Virginia. He eventually purchased

the firm, and as president and CEO was fre-

quently recognized for his leadership and

business accomplishments. Among his many

honors was his selection by Life magazine as

Wholesaler of the Year in the Wine and Spirit

Industry.

Tyser sold his firm in 1989, but retirement

was not his goal. He continued to serve the

community and the university in numerous

ways. He was director of the Hebrew Home

of Greater Washington in Rockville, and was

a strong supporter of programs to aid

Alzheimer patients. With his sister Selma he

supported nearly 100 charities through the

Edlavitch and Tyser Foundation. In an inter-

view shortly before his death, Tyser said,

"You have to like people in this world. People

are interesting. Not only is there a variety in

life, but a variety in people."

On May 22 of this year nearly 200 stu-

dents, faculty, friends and alumni honored

Tyser's lifetime of service to the university at

a formal dinner held on the lawn at President

and Mrs. Kirwan's home. The highlight of the

dinner was the inauguration of the Ralph
J.

Tyser Medallion, an award established by the

College Park Alumni Association that will

henceforth recognize exemplary volunteer

service to the University of Maryland at Col-

lege Park. On October 30 this year, the first

medallion will be received bv Selma Edlavitch

in honor and memory of her brother Ralph.

"There is a lesson in Ralph's life for all of

us," Dr. Kirwan said in his eulogy. "Here was

a man who made great success of his life but

who gave generously and selflessly of himself

and of his wealth to improve the life of oth-

ers. The magnanimity of his spirit, the kind-

ness of his heart, the compassion in every

fiber of his being has deeply, deeply touched

all of us just as it will continue to touch the

lives of people yet unborn.

"Truly, this was a wondrous and wonder-

ful man."
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Up From

The Ashes:

100 Years

Of Alumni

Involvement

letcher Veitch's sisters woke

him near midnight. Outside, he

could hear people shouting. Night

had long since descended on the

open fields of College Park, on the

houses that dotted it here and there,

and on the small agricultural college on

the hill. But now the countryside glowed

with a flickering light.

Four-year-old Fletcher climbed to the win-

dow of his sisters' bedroom. Two blocks

away, he could see the Maryland Agricultural

College, ablaze against the blackened sky.

It was the night before Thanksgiving,

1912. Fletcher's father, Fletcher P. Veitch, an

1891 graduate of the college, stood with a

group of students and faculty on the hill,

watching as flames curled around the stones of

the old barracks and the main administration

building. As the buildings disintegrated into

stone shells, he saw the college's future disin-

tegrating with them.

In the days that followed, the college

seemed doomed. Students lodged at private

homes in the neighborhood, attending class-

es in the barns that remained on the hill. The

president, Richard Silvester, resigned in despair.

But the senior Veitch, a founding member

of the campus alumni association in 1892,

refused to let the college die.

Veitch and a few others had founded the

College Park Alumni Association shortly after

their graduation, out of fondness for the old

school. The association bonded the small

group of boys who graduated from the Agri-

cultural College in the Nth century; they kept

in touch through letters and returned occa-

sionally for sports events or commencement

on the hill.

According to Maryland historian George

Callcott, the Agricultural College's alumni

association typified one strain of the alumni

movement at the time—sentiment drawing

old friends together. The other strain, a hard-

nosed political one, was exemplified by the

alumni who organized at the Baltimore pro-

fessional schools. There, graduates "came

together to create an alumni association for

the purpose of protecting the value of their

degrees," said Callcott. "For the purpose of

preventing their once grand institution from

being diluted by the competition" coming

from the many private doctors who were

starting their own amateur schools to chal-

lenge the established institutions.

The Baltimore alumni, separate from Col-

lege Park, spent their time lobbying for

accreditation of schools, which was achieved

between 1890 and 1920. But the College Park

alumni had no such political experience when

the fire hit in 1912, and they realized that to

save their school, they would have to change

their focus.

In the year that followed the fire, Veitch

and his fellow alumni first set out to find a

new president for the struggling college.

Veitch frequently wrote the trustees, offering

opinions and soliciting support.

"It seems to be the practically unanimous

opinion that this is a crucial time in the histo-

ry of the college," Veitch wrote in 1913. "With

the chief buildings burned and the president

retired, there is an opportunity to reorganize

the college in such a way that it will take the

position it should occupy in the educational

system of the state . .

."

The alumni promoted H. J. Patterson for

president, and, after Patterson was chosen,

lobbied the state to take over administration

of the college and rebuild it. Veitch urged the

trustees to hand their stock in the school to

the state.

By 1916, the state takeover was complete,

and the campus, renamed the Maryland State

College of Agriculture, had several modern

new buildings. But that was just the begin-

ning. The alumni call had made the college a

public cause. Politicians and newspapers took

interest in its direction, and its mission to

serve the state. The rebuilt school offered a

liberal public education, and in 1916, opened

its doors to women.

In 1920, the Baltimore schools joined Col-

lege Park to become the University of Mary-
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land, but the alumni continued to work sepa-

rately. Then, with the end of World War II

and an explosion of new students, the associ-

ations merged to promote university unity.

In 1948, College Park and the professional

schools formed an alumni council, of which

David Brigham, class of 1938, was director.

H.C. "Curley" Byrd now headed the school,

and was wildly popular. Formerly the foot-

ball coach, Byrd had been a contemporary of

Brigham's father. And as an alumnus himself,

Byrd appreciated the powerful voice of his

fellow graduates.

During the late 1940s, much of the alumni

l!

focus was on the football program, and Byrd

supported that interest with a new coach and

heavy player recruitment.

The school "began placing greater empha-

I sis on football," said Brigham. "The athletics

were a great factor in helping to build alumni

interest and support."

When Byrd left in 1954 to run for gover-

nor, he was replaced by Wilson Homer

Elkins, a newcomer with sterling credentials,

who, it was hoped, would heighten the uni-

versity's academic standing.

But soon Elkins clashed with the alumni,

still largely loyal to Byrd. By the late 1950s,

the alumni lobbied for two representatives on

the board of regents. The administration

fought back.

"The administration was opposed to it be-

1 cause they didn't want to be told what to do

and how to run the university," said Brigham.

"I went with my convictions, which were that

the alumni should have direct representatives

... but the university got their way."

The power struggle between Elkins and

the alumni leaked into hearings in the state

legislature, and into the pages of the Baltimore Sun.

"In those days the alumni were really into

the politics," said Brigham. "I can still show

you some scars. I felt like a badminton bird,

between the two interests."^ —
Amid the struggle for control, the alumni

association changed. Elkins encouraged it to

focus on fundraising, rather than politics. The

alumni resisted.

"They brought in financial fundraisers and

that of course made some conflict with the

alumni too, because they felt it was a mercenary

approach," said Brigham. "They were not

alumni, they were professional fundraisers."

Eventually, Elkins prevailed. In 1964,

Brigham resigned and was replaced by his

classmate]. Logan Schutz, an Elkins supporter.

"During the 1960s, the alumni association

was not as outspoken as it had been earlier,"

said Callcott. "But it was dedicated to Dr.

Elkins' program of modernization and high

standards."

A
lumni still disagree on Dr.

Elkins' relationship with the

association, but it is clear that

Brigham's resignation ended the

association's stormy adolescence.

For the next 17 years, Logan Schutz focused

on building the dues-paying membership

from near 2,000 to near 20,000, and in quietly

supporting the university through fundrais-

ing. In that way, he returned the association

to the days of keeping track of old friends

—

with popular trips, award ceremonies and

newsletters.

By the end of Schutz's tenure, Elkins had

retired. The new university administration,

headed by John Toll, no longer feared alumni

control. Instead, Toll was intent on making

the university one of the top 10 in the coun-

try. With a large body of financially support-

ive alumni headed by Edward Parnell, Toll

and the chancellors who headed College Park

through the 1980s, looked to the alumni for

the political support it would take to increase

state support for higher education.

Once again, the focus was on College Park.

By 1981, the campus had grown so much it

received its own Office of Alumni Programs.

Over the course of the next few years, the

office worked alongside the administration as

the campus strived to achieve top-ten status

and headed toward yet another reorganization.

The alumni "were for College Park's pre-

eminence, for the flagship role College Park

came to play in reorganization," Callcott said.

"It was the alumni more than anything else

that assured that when it was very much in

doubt."

When the reorganization brought all the

state colleges under the University of Mary-

land System umbrella in 1989, the alumni

associations legally separated, and College

Park's alumni returned home.

Once again, they stayed politically active.

"The reorganization really woke up the alum-

ni," said Callcott. "The alumni realized that

either they protected the preeminence of Col-

lege Park or they became just one of a score of

state colleges—scattered. They came to the

aid of their degrees."

After the reorganization, new president

William Kirwan continued to lobby for strong

alumni involvement. And, with the budget

crunch that followed reorganization, the

alumni rallied again.

When news of the impending cuts hit, the

new College Park Alumni Association, head-

ed by executive director Loren Taylor, called

an emergency meeting. Alumni wrote to local

papers and politicians, and testified at legisla-

tive hearings on the university budget, help-

ing stave off the worst cuts.

"It was almost like a replay of the fire of

1912. We had a different kind of fire, a differ-

ent kind of crisis," said President William Kir-

wan. "The support from the alumni was phe-

nomenal and it clearly made a difference in

our budget crisis ... it turned the tide for us

in a very significant way."

Today, the alumni association has melded

what Taylor calls fundraising and "friind

raising" in its return to a focuson College Park.

"On the one hand we're 100 years old,"

said Joan Patterson, associate executive direc-

tor. "On the other hand, we're a brand new

family again."
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CHAPTERS

California Alumni Enjoy a Summer of Activities

M aryland alumni now living on the

West Coast enjoyed a taste of

"home" this summer as a series of

alumni association activities provided the

chance to reminisce and make new friends.

On June 2 "Johnny M's" restaurant in San

Diego threw an old-fashioned Maryland crab

feast to inaugurate the San Diego Alumni

Club. Maryland alumnus John Martin stocked

his restaurant with all the traditional Chesa-

peake fixings—Maryland crab soup, corn on

the cob, watermelon and plenty of hot,

steamed crabs flown in from the Free State.

On June 3 alumni from the Los Angeles

area gathered with university president

William Kirwan at Gladstone's restaurant in

Pacific Palisades for an evening of light

refreshment on the beach.

The San Francisco Bay Area Alumni Club

gathered on July 26 for its first ever family

picnic at Castle Rock Park in Walnut Creek,

Calif. A large number of alumni enjoyed an

afternoon of food, drink and family activities

including softball, volleyball, horseshoes,

face painting and a puppet show.

Regional clubs of the College Park Alum-

ni Association can always use more ideas and

volunteers. For more information on the San

Diego Alumni Club, contact Mike Shapiro at

(619) 280-9400. For information on activities

in the Los Angeles or San Francisco areas, or

other regional club activities, contact Jenny

Volkmann at (800) 336-UMCP.

Apollony Elected

President of

Business Alumni

Chapter

William N. Apollony, MBA 76, senior vice I

president for health care banking at First

National Bank of Maryland, Inc., has been

elected president of the College of Business

and Management's Alumni Chapter. Apol-

lony, a member of the chapter's executive

committee since 1991, took over the reins as

president at the annual Gala Dinner Dance

and Awards Ceremony on May 9. The Gala

has traditionally served as the inaugural for

new alumni presidents. He replaces Michael

Hodge, 79.

Joining Apollony on the executive com-

mittee are: President-Elect Dawn Revis, '86,

MBA '91; Vice President Bob Bedingfield, 70,

partner, Ernst & Young; and Treasurer Ken-

neth J. Waldych 71.

Chapter members are hard at work on a

number of fall and winter activities that will

benefit alumni, students and faculty.

The chapter's student service committee

has over 30 people involved as alumni men-

tors, matched one-on-one with business

undergraduates. The alumni "Corporate

Agents" Program (designed to link the busi-

ness school with companies employing 10 or

more Maryland alumni) is moving forward

through the efforts of the chapter's member-

ship committee. Fundraising has also been a

priority for the business chapter, as the alum-

ni "Buy-A-Brick" program has moved into

high gear—some $20,000 has been raised so

far to sponsor an alumni classroom in the

new business school building.

Recent chapter events have included a

September 22 barbecue at Oriole Park at

Camden Yards and the third annual Mary-

land Business School Alumni Golf Tourna-

ment on October 19. Apollony says the chap-

ter can always use new volunteers. For more

information on the many activities of the

business alumni chapter, contact Bill Apol-

lony at (301) 244-4274 or Shannon Whalen at

(301)405-7766.
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Engineering Chapter Elects New
Officers, ’92 Bull Roast a Great Success

T
he Alumni Chapter of the College of

Engineering elected a new slate of offi-

cers at its annual meeting on May 29.

The officers of the 1992-93 board of directors

are: James Dray, ME '59, president; Deidre

LeMaster Traff, FPE '87,president-elect;

Joseph Necker, CE '69, secretary/ treasurer;

and Chris LeGette, EE '88, assistant secre-

tary/treasurer. New board members elected

at the meeting include: Chester Clark, ChE

71, M.S. 73, Ph.D. 74; Ronald Kolbe, ME 73;

Joel Leifer, ME 79, M.S. AE '89; and Bill Yur-

cik, EE '84.

Also at the annual dinner meeting on May

29, Charles A. Irish, CE '52 received the 1992

Distinguished Engineering Alumnus Award.

Irish is Executive Vice President of The Whit-

ing-Turner Contracting Company.

Engineering's 33rd Annual Bull Roast,

held on Sept. 20 at the NASA/Goddard Space

Flight Center Recreation Center, was a

tremendous success. Well over 200 engineer-

ing alumni,

students, fac-

ulty, staff

and friends turned

out for an all-you-can-

eat barbecue and games.

In other engineering news,

volunteers are still needed for

the Engineering Alumni

Mentor Program. Through

the program, alumni serve as

a resource for students, providing one-on-

one guidance, assistance and advice on aca-

demic and professional issues. Not only is the

mentoring program a satisfying way to

become involved with current students, its a

great way to network with other engineering

alumni.

For more information on the mentor pro-

gram, or to get involved in chapter programs

and activities, contact Pam Stone in the Engi-

neering Dean's Office at (301) 405-3854.

Trumbell Elected President of

Public Affairs Alumni Chapter

Edward Trumbell, an aide to Maryland Gov-

ernor William Donald Schaefer, has been

elected president of the Board of Directors of

the School of Public Affairs Alumni Chapter.

Trumbell is a 1990 graduate of the school's

master of public affairs program. This year

the chapter plans several social and profes-

sional programs in conjunction with the

national and local election campaigns. For

more information on the Public Affairs Chap

ter, contact Shannon Whalen in the Office of

Alumni Programs at (301) 405-7766.

New Leadership for Government

and Politics Alumni Chapter

Lisa A. Caroglanian, a 1982 graduate of the

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, has

been named president of the Government

and Politics Alumni Chapter. She plans to

reinvigorate the chapter with a new

slate of social and professional activi-

ties. New volunteers are needed to

serve in chapter leadership positions.

Would you like to get involved?

Contact Shannon Whalen in the

Office of Alumni Programs,

(301) 405-7766.

Chase to Lead Education

Alumni Chapter

David B. Chase, 72, M.Ed. 79, has taken over

the reins as president of the College of Edu-

cation Alumni Chapter. At the board's annu-

al dinner on June 3, Chase replaced Jenny K.

Johnson, Ph.D. 76, who completed her term

as president this spring.

Chase will now lead a creative leadership

team for a term of one year. Installed with

Chase at the annual dinner was Kathy Rosen-

berger, '81, named president-elect, and Gus-

tava Sutphin, '58, '63, who will serve as secre-

tary-treasurer. There was tremendous alumni

turnout for the annual College of Education-

PDK "September Supper," which was held

on Sept. 17 in the atrium of the Stamp Stu-

dent Union. The focus of this year's dinner

was the new $7 million National Reading

Research Center, a consortium of College

Park and the University of Georgia. During

the dinner, the 1992 Distinguished Alumni

Award was presented to Susan Bredekamp,

72, M.A. 76, Ph.D. '85, director of profes-

sional development at the National Associa-

tion for the Education of Young Children.

For more information on the activities of

the chapter, contact Shannon Whalen at

(301) 405-7766.
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TRAVEL

I
or unforgettable memories, wonderful learning opportunities,

J friendship and fun, consider traveling in 1993 on one or more of the 11

I tours hosted by the University of Maryland at College Park Alumni

Association. All tours are open to current Alumni Association mem-

bers and their families. We welcome friends of the university who may

wish to travel with us; they may do so by joining us as associate members.

You are cordially invited to the 1993 Travel Preview being held on Sunday,

November 1, 2-4 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom Lounge of the Stamp Student Union.

Enjoy light refreshments and meet the travel company representatives who can tell

you about these exciting destinations. Please respond before October 27 by returning

the coupon, or by calling (301) 405-4676 or (800) 336-8627.

Southeast Asia Singapore—

Cruise Indonesia—Bali

—

Hong Kong
February 2-17

Travel to a world where time is not constant

from one island to the next and where ele-

gance and comfort surround you. Depart

Dulles or your gateway city for Singapore

and spend three nights. Board the five-star

Song of the Flower and cruise the Java Sea for

seven nights to Bali. Ports of call include:

Krakatoa, Jakarta, Semarang (to see the Bud-

dhist Temple of Borobdur) and Lombolk.

Disembark in Bali for two nights. Fly to Hong

Kong for two nights before returning home.

$4,995 per person includes airfare, all meals

and beverages aboard ship, all shore excur-

sions and tipping, half-day sightseeing tour

in Singapore, Bali and Hong Kong. American

breakfast and welcome/ farewell parties.

Travel Agency: Alumni Holidays, Inc.
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Trans-Panama Canal
February 6-16

Embark on one of the world's most dramatic

voyages, a cruise from one ocean to another

through the man-made wonder of the Pana-

ma Canal. Fly from your gateway city to Aca-

pulco and board the five-star Royal Princess

for a ten-night cruise. Ports of call include:

Puerto Caldera, Costa Rica; Cartagena,

Colombia; St. Martin; St. Thomas; San Juan.

From $2,549 per person including free air.

Early booking discount of $200 per person for

place reservation by October

31. Price includes all meals

aboard ship, $100 per person

on board credit, plus welcome

and farewell parties. Optional

Acapulco Pre-Cruise Exten-

sion: $285 per person includes

three days/ two nights at the

deluxe Hyatt Hotel, American

breakfast, city sightseeing tour

and luggage handling.

Travel Agency: Thomas P.

Gohagan & Co.

Egypt
March 2-14

To visit Egypt is to witness the glories of a

people with a history more than 63 centuries

old. Fly from JFK or your gateway city to

Cairo and spend three nights. Fly from Cairo

to the resort village of Sharm el Sheikh locat-

ed on the Red Sea to spend two nights. Con-

tinue your journey by flying to Luxor to

board the M.S. Nephtis for a four night Nile

River cruise. Ports of call include: Esna,

Edfu, Korn Ombo, Aswan. Disembark at

Aswan and motorcoach to Abu Simbel before

flying to Cairo for two nights. Return home

from Cairo. $3,999 per person from JFK

includes airfare, deluxe hotel accommoda-

tions, American breakfast daily, sightseeing

hours, all meals aboard river cruiser, one din-

ner, and welcome/ farewell reception.

Travel Agency: Intrav



Cruising the Mississippi River

and the Civil War Campaign

in the West
April 8-18—
Join us as we capture the spirit of Mark

Twain's Mississippi River and explore the

themes of America's Civil War with one of its

great interpreters, Ken Burns. Fly from BWI

or your gateway city to Memphis and spend

one night. Board the Delta Queen for a seven

night cruise from Memphis to New Orleans.

Ports of call include: Greenville, Vicksburg,

Natchez, St. Francisville, Baton rouge, Oak

:
Valley and New Orleans. During the cruise,

Ken Burns and other Civil War experts will

bring this fascinating segment of American

history to life. Disembark in New Orleans

and spend two nights before flying home.

From $3,095 per person includes airfare, hotel

accommodations, all meals aboard the Delta

Queen, welcome/ farewell receptions.

Travel Agency: Thomas P. Gohagan & Co.

Canary Islands and Morocco
April 17-29

Take spring, when the weather is at its most

delightful. Add to it a colorful collage of

|

scenery, folklore, food, people, history and
' culture from Morocco to Spain. Include the

Song of Norway, recently voted the "Ship of

the Year," and you have the makings for an

exotic cruise vacation. Fly from your gateway

city to Tenerife and board the ship. Ports

of call include: Las Palmas, Gran Canaria;

1 Santa Cruz, La Palma; Arrecife, Lan-

zarote; Agadir (Marrakech); Casablanca,

Morocco; Gibraltar; and Barcelona, Spain.

From $2,595 per person includes: free or

reduced airfare, all meals aboard ship,

welcome/ farewell receptions.

Travel Agency: Intrav

Great Rivers of Europe

(Danube, Main and Rhine)

July 15-28

There is something magnificently extrava-

gant about a river cruise past Europe's

romantic castles, quaint village churches,

lush valleys and vineyards. Only with the

opening of the Danube Canal in 1992 is it

possible to sail three classic rivers of Europe

in one continuous itinerary. Fly from vour

gateway city to Vienna and board the M.S.

Switzerland. Overnight on board ship in Vien-

na. For the next 11 days visit the following

ports of call. On the Danube, Krems, Melk,

Linz, Austria; plus Passau, Deggendorf, and

Regensburg, Germany. On the Main and

Rhine rivers, Rothenburg, Miltenberg, Hei-

delberg, Rudesheim, Koblenz, Bonn and

Cologne. A special highlight is a daytime

transit of the brand-new Danube Canal.

$3,899 per person from JFK. Price includes

airfare, all meals aboard river boat, welcome

and farewell receptions.

Travel Agency: Intrav

Scandinavia

July 27-August 10

See breathtaking fjords and storybook castles

in contrast to some of the world's most

sophisticated cities. Flv from Newark to

Copenhagen and spend three nights. Board

the DFDS Ship and cruise overnight to Oslo.

Enjoy a city tour of Oslo and then motor-

coach to Ulvik, Norway for two nights.

Spend a day cruising the fjords. Transfer to

Bergen for two

nights via scenic

motorcoach, Flam

Railway and ferry.

Fly from Bergen to

Stockholm and

spend two nights.

Now enjoy a two-

night round trip Baltic mini-cruise to Helsin-

ki aboard the deluxe Silja Cruise Ship before

departing for home from Stockholm. $3,499

per person from Newark. Price includes air-

fare, deluxe or first class hotel accommoda-

tions, American breakfast daily, two lunches,

eight dinners and citv sightseeing tours.

Optional four dav/three night tour to St.

Petersburg available from Helinski. S899 per

person includes first class hotel accommoda-

tions, breakfast daily, two lunches, three din-

ners and sightseeing.

Travel Agency: Vantage Travel Service
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Tours to be featured

in forthcoming issues:

The safety of our passengers is of utmost importance. Final sponsorship of any 1993 tour is sub-

ject to the favorable social and political climate of the destination.

Alaska

July 31-Aug. 7

Join us on the 100-passenger Yorktown Clipper

as we explore wilderness areas beyond the

reach of ordinary travel. Eight day/seven

night cruise. From $1,950 per person plus

air fare.

Travel Agency: Clipper Cruise Line

Scotland and England, Too

Aug. 9-16

View the spectacular Military Tattoo in Edin-

burg and live as Lord as Lady of an English

Manor House in England! Visit Windsor Cas-

tle, Oxford, the Costswolds and Stratford-

upon-Avon. Explore Edinburgh, the leg-

endary lake of Loch Lomond, and St.

Andrews, best known for golf. $1,795 per

person includes airfare, deluxe and first class

hotel accommodations and breakfast and

dinner daily.

Travel Agency: Matterhorn Travel Service

Mediterranean/Black Sea Cruise

August 17-31

Thirteen nights on the "ultra-deluxe plus"

Crystal Harmony cruising the Mediterranean

and Black Seas. Ports of call include:

Naples/Capri, Italy; Valletta, Malta; Herak-

lion (Crete), Greece; Rhodes, Greece; Athens,

Greece; Kusadasi, Turkey; Yalta, Ukraine;

Odessa, Ukraine; and Istanbul, Turkey. From

$4,859 per person from JFK.

Travel Agency: Intrav

I

South Pacific

November 4-21

How would you like to explore the "land

down under"? New Zealand and Australia

from $3,949 per person from Los Angeles or

$4,259 from BWI.

Travel Agency: Vantage Travel Service

1993 ALUMNI TRAVEL PROGRAM

For more information, or to receive detailed brochures, call or return the 1993 tour coupon to:

Mrs. Joan Patterson

Traveling Terrapins

University of Maryland

Rossborough Inn

College Park, MD 20742-5425

(301) 405-4676 or 1-800-336-8627

Name

Graduate of (College) Class/Year

Address

Citv State Zip

Phone (H) (O)

Quoted prices include airfare (unless otherwise indicated) hotels, all meals aboard cruises and

other featured meals, parties, transportation, and special

double occupancy and are subject to change.

programs as noted. Prices are based on

Check the tours which interest you:

Alaska Cruise Mississippi River Cruise

Canary Islands and Morocco Scandinavia

Egypt Southeast Asia Cruise

England and Scotland South Pacific

Great Rivers of Europe

Mediterranean/Black Sea Cruise

Trans Panama Canal Cruise

___ # in Party for Preview

I am a current dues-paying member of the College Park Alumni Association.

I am an Associate Member

1 am not a current member. Please send me a membership application.

Eligibility: Tours sponsored by the University of Maryland at College Park Alumni Association,

Inc. are open to alumni, their families and friends. Non-members and friends of the university

are welcome but may be asked to join the alumni association as a regular or associate member.
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OBITUARIES

33
Margaret “Judy" Turner Herring

Gamble, a French scholar, died in

May 1992 at 81. After earning

her B.A. and M.A. at Maryland,

Gamble received her Ph.D. in

French from the University of

Pennsylvania, where she was the

first woman to receive a doctor-

ate. She then taught French at

Maryland for four years, and cre-

ated and directed "The French

House," a summer program for

French students. In 1940, she

married
J.
Ross Gamble, a Wash-

ington and New York lawyer,

and worked at the Library of

Congress. When the Gambles

moved to Hanover, N.H., she

continued to teach high school

French. She is survived by her

husband and large family.

Dale H. Scott, M.S., a profession-

al engineer, died in April 1992 at

76. Scott had served in several

positions at the Consumer Prod-

ucts Safety Commission and

retired in 1981. In World War II,

Scott taught in the U. S. Navy's

VI 2 program. After the war,

Scott worked at the Naval

Research Laboratory in Wash-

ington, D.C., and later at the

Goddard Space Flight Center in

Greenbelt, Md. He is survived

by his wife, Elinor, and his

daughter, Nancy.

Jean E. Spencer, ARHU, M.A.

'62, Ph.D., '66, the deputy chan-

cellor of the University of Mary-

land System and assistant pro-

fessor of government and

politics, died in March 1992 at 58.

Previously, she was vice presi-

dent for policy and planning at

University of Maryland Central

Administration, and an assistant

to the university's president. Dr.

Spencer also worked in the

White House as assistant to the

President's counselor for

women's programs and assistant

to Vice President Spiro Agnew as

director of press, research, and

information. She is survived by

three sisters.

A. Ward Greenwood, ENGR, retired

from the U.S. Bureau of Public

Roads in 1963. He now lives in his

old family home in Orbisonia, Pa.,

where he was born in 1906.

35
Tracy C. Coleman, ENGR, and Vir-

ginia I. Coleman, EDUC, married

after their graduation and had two

children who later graduated from

the University of Maryland. Their

daughter, Anne Coleman Chambers,

graduated with a degree in educa-

tion ('62) and with the help of her

parents, opened the Indian Creek

School near Annapolis, Md. Her

brother, Tracy Jr. handles the physical

plant and bussing for the school. The

Colemans live in Crownsville, Md.

38
Albin 0. Kuhn, AGRI, has been

named to serve a three-year term on

the Cattlemen's Beef Promotion and

Research Board. Kuhn is one of 12

new appointments announced this

year by U.S. Secretary of Agriculture

Ed Madigan. The board consists of

111 members from 38 states.

41
Robert E. Moreng, M.S. '48, Ph D.

'50, was elected to the Colorado

Agriculture Hall of Fame in 1990,

following a one-year senior research

fellowship in Australia. Moreng is

professor emeritus of poultry science

at Colorado State University, and

owns the Diamond Peak Ranch in

Colorado with his wife, Miriam.

Carl Sachs, AGRI, celebrated his

50th wedding anniversary with his

wife, June, in 1992. Sachs served 26

years in the Marine Corps and

earned the rank of Colonel. Upon
retiring, he taught biology for 13

years at Oakton High School in Vir-

ginia. The Sachs's have been living

in Arlington, Va., for 27 years.

Charles R. Finch, ENGR, Ph.D. '54,

has been elected Fellow of the Soci-

ety of Plastics Engineers in recogn-

tion of his contributions to the plas-

tics industry. Finch has written

numerous papers and lectures on

interfacial instability in coextrusion

detailing his work in boundary defi-

nition, and holds two U.S. patents.

Stanley E. Rubenstein, ARHU, was

recently appointed to the board of

the United States Committee on

Sports for Israel, a national not-for-

profit organization whose mission is

to help Israel develop as a nation

through physical education and

sport. Rubenstein, a public relations

consultant with the New York firm

of S.E. Rubenstein, specializes in

financial institution communica-

tions. The father of five, Rubenstein

lives in Great Neck, N.Y., with his

wife, Ruth Anne.

Robert deZafra, CMPS, Ph.D., is a

professor of physics at State Univer-

sity of New York at Stony Brook. He
leads a team of Stony Brook re-

searchers that verifies information

gathered by the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration's

Upper Atmospheric Research Satel-

lite. DeZafra is also collaborating

with scientists from nine European

countries on their comprehensive

ozone depletion study, and has just

returned from a two-month study in

Greenland.

John S. Stiles, Jr., AGRI, M.S., has

retired from the USDA Poultry Divi-

sion in Washington D.C.

James W. Pinholster, BMGT, is vice

president of First Virginia Insurance

Sendees in Falls Church, Va. and has

been recognized by the American

Institute for Property and Liability

Underwriters and the Society of

Chartered Property and Casualty

Underwriters for completing the

necessary requirements in the Con-

tinuing Professional Development

Program. He and his wife, Joyce, live

in Vienna, Va.

m
Ray Johns, AGRI, M.A. '65, Ph.D.

'69, a professor of economics at

Hagerstown Junior College, was

awarded a Fulbright Fellowship and

will spend 10 months instructing

students at the University of Nitra in

Czechoslovakia and surrounding

business owners and farmers on

how to make the economic transition

from communism to capitalism.

Johns will also be helping to develop

a new curriculum for the university.

Courtney B. Burdette. AGRI, is pres-

ident of Agway Energy Products of

Syracuse, N.Y. Burdette resides in

Manilus, N.Y.

Judith Kruse Philippides, LFSC, Ph.D

'88, is a research associate at the Tri-

angle Coalition for Science and Tech-

nology Education. Philippides is

also a part-time professor at Mary-

mount University in Arlington, Va.

KEY
AGRI = College of Agriculture

ARCH = School of Architecture

ARHU = College of Arts & Humanities

BMGT = College of Business

& Management

BSOS = College of Behavioral &

Social Sciences

CLIS = College of Library

& Information Services

CMPS = College of Computer,

Mathematical, & Physical

Sciences

EDUC = College of Education

ENGR = College of Engineering

GRAD = Graduate School

HUEC = College of Human Ecology

JOUR = College of Journalism

LFSC = College of Life Sciences

PERH = College of Physical

Education, Recreation,

& Health

PUAF = School of Public Affairs

UGS = Undergraduate Studies
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An Adventurer Beneath the Surface

’65
Robert W. Christina, M.A., Ph.D.

70, has been appointed dean of the

School of Health and Human Perfor-

mance at the University of North

Carolina at Greensboro. Christina

has been a professor and administra-

tor at State University of New York

at Buffalo and at Pennsylvania State

University. Christina specializes in

the field of motor control and learn-

ing. He has published many papers

on the subject, and co-authored two

books: Coaching Young Athletes and

Coaches' Guide to Teaching Sports Skills.

Harry deMoll. EDUC,J.D. 74, has

opened a law office in Frederick,

Md., where he will specialize in real

estate and general business law.

DeMoll currently serves on the

American Bar Association's Forum
on Affordable Housing and Com-
munity Development Law. DeMoll

is also a member of the Bar Associa-

tion, Board of Education, and

Builders Associations of Frederick

County. DeMoll and his wife,

Joanne, have two children.

’67
Ellyn Bache, ARHU, M.A. (English),

recently published her third novel,

Festival in Fire Season. She has also

published three dozen short stories,

and edited the Antietam Review from

1982-1985. She lives with her family

in Wilmington, N.C.

Andres Siy Ho. CMPS, is a professor

of electrical engineering, electronics,

and telecommunications at Capitol

College in Laurel, Md.

William J. Byron. BSOS, Ph.D., has

been president of Catholic Universi-

ty of America in Washington D.C.

since 1982. He will step down in July

1992 to write a book and perform

pastoral work at Holv Trinity

Church in the city's Georgetown

area. Byron has authored four books

and numerous articles.

'Hi, this is Ed Suarez, I can't come to the phone right now, but as

soon as I come up for air, I'll give you a call."

That's what Edward Suarez's answering machine tells callers,

and, more likely than not, it should be taken literally. Suarez, BA

72, is an accomplished underwater explorer who has seen the bot-

tom of several oceans and some famous shipwrecks.

With a bachelor's degree in psychology and history from Col-

lege Park and two master's degrees—in clinical psychology from

Towson State University and in Administration in Information Sys-

tems Technology from George Washington University—Suarez is a

man of many interests.

First certified as a diver in 1967 while serving in the Air Force

in Taiwan, Suarez renewed his passion for the sport in 1984, while

working for the Social Security Administration. Since then, he has

taught diving, owned part of a diving equipment store, and made

882 dives as of June 1992.

Still at Social Security, Suarez spends his free time following

the trail of deep sea wrecks around the world. But finding buried

treasure can be a risky proposition, especially when exploring noto-

rious wrecks like the Andrea Dorm, where he's made 41 dives.

"It's in 248 feet of water, and it's deep, and down that deep it's

dark, and it has a lot of nets on it," Suarez says. "Divers don't like to

get too near nets because you get trapped on them, and the wreck-

age is swept with strong currents, and it's . . . cold."

"In the diver's world, the Andrea Doria is considered the

Mount Everest of diving," he says.

In his time, Suarez has recovered hundreds of artifacts, most of

which he's put on permanent loan at museums, so the public can

enjoy what he found in the depths of the sea.

Suarez' election as a Fellow in the Explorers Club in January

1992 was a high point of his "second career," and he expects to con-

tinue living up to the club's name with more deep sea diving.

As he says: "If there's water, I want to look underneath."

Robert Liftig, ARHU, has been

named to the alumni council of

Teacher's College of Columbia Uni-

versity, where he earned his Ph.D. in

the Teaching of Writing. Liftig is

currently a member of the English

Department at Fairfield University

in Connecticut.

’70
Linda Rhein, LFSC, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.,

has been appointed to the position

of director of medical affairs for the

Consumer Health Division of Fisons,

a Rochester, N.Y.-based pharmaceu-

tical manufacturer. Dr. Rhein will be

responsible for clinical and sensory

testing of products, and for optimiz-

ing their sensory properties.

Stewart J. Culkin, EDUC, M.A., will

become pastor of St. Rita Parish,

Alexandria, Va. Culkin was previ-

ously pastor of St. Luke Parish in

McLean, Va., and has served on the

Arlington Diocesan Personnel Com-
mittee, and the Executive Committee

of the Priests' Council. He also

served as chairman of the Religious

Education Committee.

Leon Seidman, ARHU, is the presi-

dent of Cosmic Pet Products Inc.,

which markets and sells a variety of

cat products, including scratch

posts, toys, snacks and catnip. Seid-

man owns the Hagerstown-based

company with his wife, Pam.

72
Michael A. Blank, ARHU, has been

an international attorney in Palm

Beach, Fla., for the past 15 years,

specializing in immigration and

cross-border transactions with non-

U.S. corporations establishing sub-

sidiaries, and with individuals

investing in the United States. Blank

is also the Honda representative of

Bank Julius Baer, a private bank

headquartered in Zurich with

brancnes throughout the world.

Linda Jeanne Blatz, HUEC, was
recently honored as an outstanding

volunteer at the New York Junior

League Winter Ball. Blatz has been a

member of the League's Board of

Managers since 1987 and is currently

co-chairman of the Long Range

Planning Committee and a member
of the Personnel Committee. At

UMCP, she was a member of the

Alpha Xi Chapter of Alpha Gamma
Delta Fraternity.

73
Wanda Lorraine Queen Draper,

JOUR, was appointed to the position

of public affairs manager at

WBAL-TV in November of 1991.

Draper was previously the director

of community affairs at the National

Aquarium in Baltimore, Md.

74
Paul F. Ottinger, M.S. , Ph.D. '77

(theoretical plasma physics), a

research physicist in tHe Naval

Research Laboratory, has won the

1992 Plasma Science and Applica-

tions Committee award. Ottinger

began work at NRL after completing

his graduate studies in 1977 as a

National Research Council research

associate. In 1986, he became head of

the Theory and Analysis Section in

the Pulsed Power Branch of the Plas-

ma Physics Division. Ottinger and

his wife, Mary Ann Ottinger, a pro-

fessor at the University of Maryland,

live in Seabrook, Md. with their

three children.
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Steven N. Tanner, LFSC, is the assis-

tant to an administrator of USDA's
Federal Grain Inspection Service.

Tanner is also the chairman of

FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius'

Committee on Cereals, Pulses, and

Legumes.

75
Randolph J. Forrester, BSOS, M.A.

Public Administration, has been

named operations director of the

New Mexico Arts Division. Previ-

ously, he served as the President of

the Moreno Valley Arts Council, and

was a member of the Board of Arts

of New Mexico. He completed his

master's degree after returning from

Vietnam, where he was a first lieu-

tenant.

John A. Koby. BMGT, has been

appointed vice president of corpo-

rate development at St. Agnes Hos-

pital in Baltimore, Md. Koby will be

responsible for coordinating man-

aged care contracts and providing

management services for off-campus

activities.

Jeffrey H. Marcus, ENGR, recently

moved to Oklahoma City where he

became the manager of the Protec-

tion and Survival Lab of the Civil

Aeronautical Institute of the Federal

Aviation Administration. Previous-

ly, Marcus has worked for the

National Highway Safety Adminis-

tration, and served as secretary of

the Engineering Alumni Board. Mar-

cus and his wife, Helene (UMBC
77), had their first child, Matthew,

in 1991.

Njeri Nuru, BSOS, Ph.D., has been

appointed vice president for minori-

ty affairs at Cleveland State Univer-

sity. Nuru has also been appointed

a professor with tenure in CSU's

department of speech and hearing.

Nuru was previously dean of the

School of Communication at Gal-

laudet University, where she helped

build the faculty and develop gradu-

ate degree programs.

76
Henry. N. Wixon, AGRI, M.S. '80

(zoology), is a new partner of the

Washington D.C. law firm of Hale

and Dorr in the firm's Intellectual

Property Department. Wixon spe-

cializes in counseling biotechnology

clients in the acquisition and strate-

gic use of all forms of intellectual

property. His practice will empha-

size licensing and technology trans-

fer, litigation and patents.

77
Bill Bronrott, ARHU, M.A. '80,

received the 1992 David Apter

Memorial Award for Public Service

presented by the Public Relations

Society of America. Bronrott

launched Bronrott Communications

after serving as press secretary to

Montgomery County, Md. Congress-

man Mike Barnes from 1979 to 1987.

Bronrott co-founded the Washington

Regional Alcohol Program in 1983,

which, while sponsoring education

and enforcement campaigns, focuses

media and public attention on the

drunk driving issue.

Major Raymond M. (“Hondo")

Davids, USMC, AGRI, became the

commanding officer of the Military

Entrance Procession Station in

Louisville, Kentucky in August 1991.

Davids and his wife Misuk, have

two children, Chris and Gina, and

reside in Louisville.

Alan Steven Goldfarb, ENGR, a lead

engineer with the MITRE Corpora-

tion in McLean, Va., has been named
a Fellow of the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers. To qualify, a

person must be a practicing engineer

for a minimum of25 years, a mem-
ber of the institute for 10 years and

be sponsored by five of his or her

E
eers. In honoring the Columbia,

Id., resident, the institute cited his

expertise in environmental systems

analysis, pollution abatement and

chemical processing engineering.

Thomas S. Kubala, EDUC, Ph.D.,

has been appointed president of

Delaware Technical and Community
College. Previously, Kubala served

as head of the Office of Community
Colleges for the State University of

New York. He has written six text-

books on mathematics and electron-

ics, and published several papers on

community college education.

Albert W. Rubeling, Jr., ARCH, has

been installed as a director repre-

senting the middle Atlantic region

on the board of directors of The

American Institute of Architects.

Rubeling is the president of Rubel-

ing & Associates Inc., an architecture

and interior design firm near Balti-

more, Md., which he has owned
since 1981. He and his wife, Denise,

have three children and reside in

Monkton, Md.

78
Luis Luana, BSOS, is currently the

director of the Greater Salisbury

Committee. After earning a law

degree from Georgetown University,

Luana spent 1
1
years working for

members of the House and Senate,

and in 1988 helped write the Nation-

al Drug Abuse Act. He is engaged

to realtor Bonnie Nelson.

One Good Intern Deserves Another

When Joyce Bose got an internship as a Uni-

versity of Maryland art student in 1972, she

might have suspected she was launching

her own career. But she couldn't have guessed she'd

also taken the first step in launching a number of other

College Park students into the advertising world.

Bose, founder of Boscobel Marketing Communica-

tions Inc., so appreciated her internship experience

that twenty years later she opened Spring Street Stu-

dios, an adverbsing agency staffed solely by College

Park students.

Bose, B.A. 73, first interned at the Arbitron Compa-

ny, the nation's largest broadcast measurement service. She was

hired immediately after graduation and worked there until 1978,

when she founded her own marketing and design firm. In 1982, she

began an internship program for College Park students, some of

whom she later hired.

When the campus was forced to cut some of the advertising-

design curriculum, Bose and her fellow alumni at Boscobel tried to

come up with a way to help more than just three interns a semester.

Their answer was Spring Street Studios Inc.

Spring Street, which opened in January 1992, employs ten Col-

lege Park students: juniors, seniors and recent graduates. The stu-

dents, who use Boscobel facilities on nights and weekends, offer

design and marketing services to small companies for lower-than-

usual rates. The idea immediately attracted attention. According to

Bose, in the first four months of its existence, Spring Street Studios

drew more than 24 clients.

Besides giving the students valuable experience and a little extra

money, Spring Street Studios has already launched two new careers.

The company connected one student with a small firm that offered

the graduating senior an immediate job. And one graduate didn't

even have to go that far. He joined the staff of Boscobel.

As for the students' unusual schedule working nights and week-

ends, Bose harked back to years at College Park for that idea, too.

"I figured when I was a student that's when I worked anyway,"

she said.
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79
Ray Badders. BSOS, has been an

associate with Newton Manufactur-

ing Co. for six years and in 1991, he

placed in the top three percent of

the company's 1,400 member nation-

al sales force. Badders also serves as

the assistant chaplain for the Ameri-

can Legion—College Park Post #217.

He and his wife, Katherine, live in

Riverdale, Md„ with their three

daughters.

Marita McKenna Danek, Ph.D., is a

professor and co-director of the

Rehabilitation Counseling program

in the Department of Counseling at

Gallaudet University. She was a co-

recipient of the 1991 Research in

Counseling Award presented by the

Association for Counselor Education

and Supervision in April 1991. She

also received the Human Resources

Award for 1991 from the Maryland

Rehabilitation Association. Dr.

Danek is married to Dr. Joseph

Danek, Ph.D. 75, and they have

three children.

Kathleen Baldwin-Cassel, AGR1,

Ph.D., is the Forensic Director/

N1DA Manager for the clinic of

Smith, Kline and Beecham in Van

Nuys, Calif. Baldwin-Cassel is mar-

ried to John Cassel who is a 727 cap-

tain with American Trans Air. They

reside in Saugus, Calif.

Madeline Iselin, JOUR, has been

appointed director of public rela-

tions at Sanna, Mattson, MacLeod,

and Macri, Inc., an advertising, mar-

keting, and public relations compa-

ny in Smithtown, N.Y. Previously,

Iselin operated her own public rela-

tions and advertising company,

Iselin and Associates, in Washington

D.C. Iselin is a member of the Amer-

ican Marketing Association and was

listed in the 1990 "Who's Who in

Advertising."

Edward Joel Lake, BMGT, received a

J.D. degree in May 1992 from the

Touro Law Center in Huntington,

N.Y. Lake also received the school's

Special Service Award.

’81
Frank J. Coale. AGRI, is an associate

professor at the University of Florida

Everglades Research and Education

Center with extension and research

responsibilities. Coale earned his

Ph.D. in agronomy in 1986 from the

University of Kentucky. Coale's

wife, Sharon, is also a 1981 graduate

of the University of Maryland. The

Coales have two daughters, Sarah

and Rebecca. They reside in West

Palm Beach, Fla.

Anna Mae Golden, EDUC, is aca-

demic dean of Holy Cross College in

Notre Dame, Ind.

Matthew J. Grice, ENGR, is a new
stockholder at Henry Adams Inc., a

Baltimore, Md., consulting firm spe-

cializing in engineering for institu-

tions, utilities, government agencies

and commercial firms. Grice is a reg-

istered professional mechanical

engineer and project manager at

Henrv Adams Inc., and is also a

member of the American Society of

Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Con-

ditioning Engineers.

Jannie M.S. Lathan. ENGR, M.S., is

a manager for the McDonnell Dou-

las Helicopter Company and has

een elected to the board of directors

of the Actors Theater of Phoenix

(ATOP). ATOP is a non-profit the-

ater company dedicated to provid-

ing top quality production and to

employing and nurturing artists.

’83
Beth Daniel, JOUR, has been

appointed domestic energy manager

at Knight-Ridder Financial, where

she will develop new products and

act as the American liaison to

Knight-Ridder's energy managers in

Europe and Asia. Daniel was previ-

ously a reporter and editor, focusing

on news and price reporting, for Tel-

erate and then Knight-Ridder.

Daniel lives in New York City.

Mary Christine Balluff Fanning.

AGRI, M.S., has co-authored a book

entitled Soil: Morphology, Genesis, and

Classification, published in 1989. Fan-

ning wrote the book with her hu-

band, David Fanning, a College Park

faculty member.

Robert J. Ignarri, ARCH, is a princi-

pal at the architecture firm of Kolbe,

Poponi, Ignarri and Lummis in

Cherry Hill, N.J. Ignarri and his

wife, Mindv
,
have two children,

Grace and Thomas.

Edward J. Lanen, BMGT, recently

assumed the position of regional

sales and marketing executive for

Travelogue Inc., in Washington D.C.

Previously, Lanen was regional

marketing manager for the Beacon

Hotel Corporation in Boston.

’84
Reed White, BMGT, has been named

to the performance management

staff of the Office of the Secretary of

Defense. White received an M.B.A.

from the University of Pittsburgh in

1985 and an M.S. from George

Washington University in 1991. He
and his wife, Pamela Arya, live in

McLean, Va.

Karen Sue Weinberger, BMGT,
received a doctor of jurisprudence

degree from South Texas College of

Law in May 1992.

’85
William Russo, ARHU, is currently

practicing law as an associate with

Margolis, Sakayan and Holtz. Russo

specializes in personal injury law,

and practices in Maryland and

Washington D.C.

Mary Sheridan, ARHU, has been

promoted to customer service super-

visor for the Maryland Insurance

Group in Baltimore.

Karen Myers. ARHU, has been cho-

sen as the director of media relations

for the U.S. Naval Academy in

Annapolis, Md., where she and her

staff are responsible for liaison with

outside print media. She moved to

Annapolis after serving four years as

a media relations specialist for the

National Endowment for the

Humanities.

David G. Pellegrino. BMGT, has been

promoted to assistant vice president

at March and McLennan Inc., a

multinational insurance broker in

New York.

Gerald S. Schultz, CMPS, is

employed as a computer assistant

for the Federal Government's

Department of the Armv-MTMC in

Falls Church, Va.

John A. Welling III, ENGR, has

accepted a position with Bristol-

Myers Squibb Company as supervi-

sor of fire and loss prevention.

Welling was previously employed

by Webb, Murray and Associates of

the Johnson Space Center in Hous-

ton, and the National Railroad Pas-

senger Corporation in Philadelphia.

’87
Maury A. Cooke Koch, UGS, mar-

ried David R. Koch on September 9,

1990. She is currently working at the

law firm of Dewey Ballantine in

Washington, D.C.

Alison E. Littell. BSOS, is a special

assistant to the General Counsel of

the Department of the Treasury

under the Bush Administration.

Prior to this she was special assistant

to the chairman for the National

Endowment for the Humanities. Lit-

tell resides in Silver Spring, Md., and

is an active member of the Junior

League of Washington.

Edgar A. Pimental, BSOS, is at St.

Elizabeth's Hospital at the Tufts Uni-

versity of Medicine as a resident in

internal medicine.

Robin A. Sharff. ENGR, after work-

ing for five years as an aerospace

engineer at Rockwell-North Ameri-

can Aircraft, has decided to pursue

an M.B.A. degree from the Universi-

ty of Virginia.

Elyse G. Adler, UGS, has been

named the director of marketing of

the Mobile Civic Center in Mobile,

Ala. Her responsibilities will include

the advertising, marketing, promo-

tions and public relations for the

building and its many events. While

at College Park, Adler received a
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Echoes of the Past

B.S. in sports marketing and public

relations through the Individual

Studies program.

Stevens H. Mark, BSOS, received a

j.D. degree from the New York Law
School in June 1992.

Theresa Marie Thomas Melton,

ARHU, is an on-air promotion coor-

dinator at WTTG/Fox Television

Channel 5 in Washington, D.C.

Melton and her husband, Julius

Albert Melton, have just purchased

their first new home in Largo, Md.

Holly Teigland Mueck, BSOS, mar-

ried Robert P. Mueck (BSOS '85) in

1989 at the campus Memorial Chapel

and now works for Shannon and

Luchs Realty. The couple is expect-

ing their first baby in December.

Jonathan D. Reingold, BMGT,
received a J.D. degree in May 1992

from the Touro Law Center in Hunt-

ington, N.Y.

Kelly Sheridan, ARHU, recently

received her M.A. in Mass Commu-
nication from Towson State Univer-

sity. She has accepted a position as

development director at her alma

mater, Towson Catholic High School.

Jeffrey Lee Weiss, BSOS, is a senior

analyst at Electronic Innovators.

Maureen Heneberry. JOUR, has been

appointed account executive at The

Weightman Group, a large commu-
nications company in Philadelphia.

Heneberry will be responsible for

account management functions for

the agency's Wendy's account in

upstate New York and the Wilkes-

Barre/Scranton area. Previously,

Heneberry was senior account exec-

utive at the Leffler Agency in Balti-

more.

David Charles Parks. BMGT,
received a J.D. degree from New
York Law School in June 1992.

Ian S. Reddock, BMGT, graduated

with a J.D. degree in May 1992 from

the Touro Law Center in Hunting-

ton, N.Y.

A
s a history graduate student in the late 1970s, Caroline Keith

often parked her car behind Tydings Hall, and cut through

the building to get to class. She didn't know then what the

name Millard E. Tydings would mean to her career.

"It's one of those little ironies, you see the name every day and

years later it becomes a major part of your life," Keith, the author of

a biography of the Maryland senator, says now.

Keith, M.A. 79, is a writer of history and fiction whose short sto-

ries have appeared in literary journals and whose book For Hell and

a Brown Mule, The Biography of Senator Millard E. Tydings, was pub-

lished in 1991.

For Keith, who came to the university to study history, College Park turned out to

be pivotal to her writing career.

"I learned the most important thing I've ever learned about writing from (pro-

fessor) Walter Rundell," Keith said. "He said three words: write with vigor, grace

and clarity.. .Vigor, grace and clarity is what I try to do."

The university has played a consistent role in Keith's career, ever since she was recom-

mended by another professor to research Senator Jacob Javits's autobiography. After that, Keith

won a Maryland Historical Society grant to write the Tydings biography.

Though she didn't always agree with the acerbic senator, Keith said she was fascinated with the history

of his clashes with Franklin Roosevelt and, later, Joe McCarthy.

"He was a man of real courage," she said. "He was honest in that he would stand up and take an

unpopular view, debate it, talk about it, vote it. The title of the book comes from an incident of his honesty

...he shouted, T don't care tor hell and a brown mule, I'm going to do what I think is right.’ 1 thought that

was symbolic."

With the book done, Keith is writing short stories again, and considering a return to historical writing

and research, for which she must occasionally return to the campus library. And now, when she passes

Tydings hall, it's more than a shortcut from the parking lot.

Lana D. Rosen, BMGT, graduated

with a J.D. degree in May 1992 from

the Touro Law Center in Hunting-

ton, N.Y.

Eunice Harris Washington, BMGT,
received a J.D. degree from George-

town University Law Center in May
1992. Washington will join the legal

department of the Service Employ-

ees International Union in Washing-

ton D.C. as a staff attorney specializ-

ing in labor and employment law.

’90
Senior Chief Petty Officer Ronald A.

Signore, BSOS, has been selected for

an assignment to the joint chiefs of

staff and presidential staff, which

will finish out a U.S. Navy career

with over 26 years of active service.

Thomas J. Sneeringer, BMGT, is a

CPA working for Wolpoff and Com-
pany in Baltimore, Md.

Bertrand-Michel Uberall, CMPS,
M.A., is a mathematical statistician

at the Statistics of Income Division of

the l.R.S. Uberall was married in

August 1992 to Rebecca Chandler

Robertson, a programmer analyst at

STI of Rockville, Md.

Marine Staff Sgt. Sarah A. Medina.

ARHU, A.A., recently reported for

duty with Headquarters and Service

Battalions, Hawaii. Medina joined

the Marine Corps in February 1983.

Jeffrey Merrell. LFSC, recently grad-

uated from the Navy Supply School

in Athens, Ga., where he learned the

operations of food service depart-

ments, disbursing offices and retail

stores aboard ships and shore sta-

tions. Merrell has been with the

Navy since 1985.

Lesley Moorehead. BSOS, has

assed the American Association of

tate Social Work Boards social

work license examination in Ohio

and has accepted aposition with the

Hamilton County, Ohio, Department

of Human Services.

Navy Ensign David B. Oates. BSOS,

recently completed the Basic Surface

Warfare Officer's Course. During the

course, students are taught ship-

board watch and division officer

duties.

Norida Torriente. ARHU, was mar-

ried to Bruce Corfield, Jr. (BSOS '90)

on October 6, 1991. Torriente is an

account coordinator for the public

relations firm of Patricia Bario Asso-

ciates in Washington, D.C.
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OCTOBER
Highlights: The Maryland

Handel Festival begins Oct.

29, with four days of concerts,

symposia, and lectures. Diversi-

ty Week. October 26-31, fea-

tures ethnic and international

events on campus, including con-

certs, festivals, lectures and

movies. Call 405-2838 for infor-

mation.

Me1 University of Maryland

Chorale Fall Concert, 8 p.m.,

Tawes Recital Hall. Free and

open to the public. Call 405-5537

for information.

Concert Society at Mary-

land Olde Musicke Series pre-

sents the Amsterdam Baroque

Orchestra, Ton Koopman, conduc-

tor, 3 p.m. University College

Conference Center Auditorium.

Preconcert discussion, 1:30 p.m.

Tickets are $18, $16.50 (facul-

ty/staff), $15.50 (seniors), and

$7 (students). Call 403-4240 for

information.

Graduate and Profession-

al School Fair,through Oct. 28,

Career Development Center,

Hornbake Library. Alumni are

welcome. Call 314-7225 for

information.

Msl International Student Job

Fair, Career Development Center,

Hornbake Library. Alumni and

friends are welcome as job-seek-

ers or employers. Call 314-7225

for information.

Maryland Handel Festival Con-

cert features chamber music by

the Lieberman-Krueger-Knoll Trio

at 8 p.m., Tawes Recital Hall.

Tickets are $11, $6 (seniors and

students). Call 405-5568 for

information.

EM American Handel Society

Lecture, John Roberts, 5:00

p.m., Tawes Recital Hall. Call

405-5568 for information.

University of Maryland Chorus

performs Handel and Bach under

direction of Paul Traver and with

the Smithsonian Concerto

Grosso, 8 p.m., Memorial Chapel.

Tickets are $13, $11, $9, $6

(students and seniors), Call 405-

5568 for information.

Baha’i Chair for World Peace

Benefit, 6 p.m., Center of Adult

Education. Call 405-4630 for

information.

UM Football vs. North Carolina,

1:30 p.m. at Byrd Stadium. Call

304-7070 for information.

“Midnight Madness” Men’s Bas-

ketball First Practice, featuring

Dick Vitale, Gary Williams and the

1993 Terrapin team. Games,

prizes, contests beginning at 10

p.m., Cole Field House. Free

admission. Call 314-7018 for

information.

NOVEMBER
Maryland Handel Festi-

val, Hercules, performed by the

University of Maryland Chorus,

directed by Paul Traver. Precon-

cert lecture, 1:30 p.m., Maryland

Room, Marie Mount Hall. Concert

3 p.m., Memorial Chapel. Tickets

are $15, $13, $9, $6 (students

and seniors). Call 405-5568 for

information.

Maryland Handel Festival

Conference, Session I: “Handel

and His Circle Before 1730."

Papers presented beginning 9

a.m., Hornbake Library. Call 405-

5568 for information.

Alumni Association

Maryland Handel Festival Young

Artist Recital. “Handel and ^

Brahms—A Collaboration,” a

formance of Handel chamber

duets as realized for piano and^
voices by Brahms, 5 p.m., Tawgr

Recital Hall. Call 405-5568 for

information.

Maryland Handel Festival

Recital. “Mrs. Cibber: Her Life

and the Music She Sang”, a per-

formance by Molly Donnelly,

mezzo-soprano, 8 p.m., Tawes

Recital Hall. Tickets are $9, $6

(students and seniors), Call 405-

5568 for information.

Concert Society at Maryland

Chamber Music Series presents

Zuckerman and Friends in a pro-

gram of Handel, Beethoven,

Prokofiev and Delibes, 7:30 p.m.,

UC Conference Center Auditori-

um. Tickets are $17, $15.30 (fac-

ulty-staff), $14.50 (seniors), $7

(students). Call 403-4240 for

information.

m Distinguished Lecturer

Series of the Graduate School

Peter Raven, director of the Mis-

souri Botanical Gardens, 3:30

p.m., Zoo-Psych Lecture Hall.

Free and open to the public. Wine

and cheese reception to follow.

Call 405-1487 for information.



Guarneri String Quartet Open

Rehearsal, 7 p.m., Tawes Recital

Hall. Free and open to the public.

Call 405-5548 for information.

HjH School of Public Affairs

Election Reception. Election eve

returns on wide-screen TV. Join

alumni and friends at the new

School of Public Affairs Building.

Call Ed Trumbell, (410) 974-5149

for time and details.

Through Nov. 8. Men’s

Soccer ACC Tournament. Call

314-9090 for information.

Concert Society at Mary-

land World Music Series pre-

sents “A Concert Powwow:

North Meets South," music of

the Northern and Southern Plains

Indians, 8 p.m., UC Conference

Center Auditorium. Preconcert

discussion, 6:30 p.m. Tickets

are $15, $13.50 (faculty-staff),

$12.50 (seniors), and $7

(students) Call 403-4240 for

information.

Artist Scholarship Benefit

Series presents “Music for Cello

and Piano,” Evelyn Elsing, cello,

Thomas Schumacher, piano, 8

p.m., Tawes Recital Hall. Tickets

are $15, $9 (students and

seniors). Call 405-5548 for ticket

information.

Maryland Football vs. Florida

State at Florida State. A recep-

tion for area alumni will be held

prior to the game. Call 405-4637

for information.

School of Public Affairs,

Boggs Distinguished Board of

Visitors Lecture, Congresswoman

Lindy Boggs, her son Tommy

Boggs, and daughter NPR political

reporter Cokie Roberts. 10 a.m.,

School of Public Affairs Auditori-

um. Call 405-6342 for informa-

tion.

E5J The Art Gallery Art Facul-

ty Exhibition Opening, 5:30-7:30

p.m., Art Sociology Building.

Through December 18. Exhibition

hours: Mon.-Fri., 12 noon to 4

p.m.; Wed. 12 noon to 9 p.m.,

Sat. and Sun., 1 to 5 p.m.

U53 Through Nov. 14. Univer-

sity Theatre presents The Heidi

Chronicles, 8 p.m., Tawes

Theatre. Tickets are $10, $7

(students and seniors). Call

405-2201 for information.

Itl Maryland Football vs.

Clemson, 12 noon, Byrd Stadium.

Call 304-7070 for information.

Concert Society at Maryland

Olde Musicke Series presents

Anonymous Four, a female quar-

tet, performing “Paris 1200,” with

works by Leonin, Perotin, and

contemporaries, 8 p.m., UC Con-

ference Center Auditorium. Pre-

concert discussion, 6:30 p.m.

Tickets are $17, $15.30 (faculty-

staff), $14.50 (seniors), and $7

(students). Call 403-4240 for

information.

yjj The Heidi Chronicles,

special performance with audio

description, 2 p.m., Tawes The-

atre. See Nov. 12 for details.

KM The Heidi Chronicles,

school matinee, 9:30 a.m.,

Tawes Theatre. See Nov. 12

for details.

Criminal Justice Alumni Associa-

tion Mentor Reception, 6 p.m.,

Atrium, Stamp Student Union.

Call 405-7766 for information.

Men's Basketball Exhibition

Game vs. Holland Bestmate

Time TBA, Cole Field House. Call

314-7070 or 1-800-IMA-TERP for

ticket information.

1 1-1 Distinguished Lecturer

Series of the Graduate School.

William Cronon, historian, Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, Madison,

"Telling Tales on Canvas: Land-

scapes of Frontier Change,” 3:30

p.m., Art-Sociology Lecture Hall.

Free and open to the public. Wine

and cheese reception to follow.

Call 405-1487 for information.

KM Through Nov. 21. Univer-

sity Theatre presents The Heidi

Chronicles, 8 p.m., Tawes

Theatre. Tickets are $10, $7

(students and seniors). November

21 performance with sign inter-

pretation. Call 405-2201 for

information.

Through Nov. 22. “Aca-

demic Knowledge & Political

Power,” an international interdis-

ciplinary conference examining lib-

eralizing and conservative trends

in academia. Call 405-6434 for

information.

Through Nov. 22. Women's Vol-

leyball ACC Tournament. Cole

Field House. Call 304-9090 for

information.

K-EK Through Nov. 22. Mary-

land Field Hockey, NCAA Tourna-

ment. Call 304-7070 for informa-

tion.

Concert Society at Maryland

Chamber Music Series presents

the Takacs Quartet. 8 p.m., UC

Conference Center Auditorium.

Tickets are $17, $15.30 (faculty-

staff), $14.50 (seniors), $7

(students). Call 403-4240 for

information.
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CALENDAR
The Heidi Chronicles, special per-

formance with sign interpretation,

8 p.m., Tawes Theatre. See Nov.

12 for details.

Annual Colonnade Society

Dinner. College of Business &

Management Atrium, by invitation.

Call 405-7734 for information.

Men's Basketball Exhibi-

tion Game vs. Verich Reps. Time

TBA, Cole Field House. Call 314-

7070 or 1-800-IMA-TERP for tick-

et information.

University of Maryland Bands

presents “22nd Annual Show-

case Concert," featuring the

Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Con-

cert Band, Jazz Ensemble, and

the Marching Band, 8 p.m. Tawes

Theatre. Tickets are $7, $5 (stu-

dents and seniors). Call 405-

5542 for information.

DECEMBER
Men's Basketball. UMBC

vs. Maryland, Time TBA, Cole

Field House. Call 314-7070 or

1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket infor-

mation.

University of Maryland

Symphony Orchestra, 8 p.m.,

Tawes Recital Hall. Free and open

to the public. Call 405-5548 for

information.

EH University of Maryland

Chorus Christmas Concert, Paul

Traver conducting, 8 p.m., Memo-

rial Chapel. Tickets are $8, $6

(faculty, staff, students, and

seniors), $3 (children 10 and

under). Call 405-5568 for infor-

mation.

University of Maryland

Chorus Christmas Concert, Paul

Traver conducting. 4 p.m.,

Memorial Chapel. See Dec. 5

for details.

Men’s Basketball. UMES
vs. Maryland. Time TBA, Cole

Field House. Call 314-7070 or

1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket infor-

mation.

1^1 Guarneri String Quartet

Open Rehearsal, 7 p.m., Tawes

Recital Hall. Free and open to

the public. Call 405-5548 for

information.

University of Maryland Chorale. 8

p.m., Memorial Chapel. Free and

open to the public. Call 405-5537

for information.

Men's Basketball. Ameri-

can vs. Maryland. Time TBA, Cole

Field House. Call 314-7070 or

1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket infor-

mation.

Fall Semester

classes end.

Commencement.

Men’s Basketball. Tow

son State vs. Maryland. Time

TBA. Cole Field House. Call 314-

7070 or 1-800-IMA-TERP for tick-

et information.

Ril Men's Basketball. Mor-

gan State vs. Maryland, Time

TBA. Cole Field House. Call 314-

7070 or 1-800-IMA-TERP for tick-

et information.

23 Men's Basketball.

Louisville vs. Maryland, Time

TBA, Cole Field House. Call

314-7070 or 1-800-IMA-TERP for

ticket information.

JANUARY
EHI Men's Basketball.

Howard vs. Maryland. 8 p.m.,

Cole Field House. Call 314-7070

or 1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket

information.

EH Men's Basketball. Geor-

gia Tech vs. Maryland, 4 p.m.,

Cole Field House. Call 314-7070

or 1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket infor-

mation.

23 Men's Basketball. Wake

Forest vs. Maryland. Time TBA,

Cole Field House. Call 314-7070

or 1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket

information.

2ll Women's Basketball. Vir-

ginia vs. Maryland, Time TBA,

Cole Field House. Tickets are $5,

$3 (students). Call 314-7070 for

information.

IfeM Spring Semester

classes begin.

23 Concert Society at Mary-

land Chamber Music Series pre-

sents Parnassus. Anthony Korf,

conductor, 8 p.m., UC Conference

Center Auditorium. Preconcert dis-

cussion, 6:30 p.m. Tickets are

$17, $15.30 (faculty-staff),

$14.50 (seniors), $7 (students)

Call 403-4230 for information.

Women’s Basketball.

Florida State vs. Maryland. Time

TBA, Cole Field House. Tickets

are $5, $3 (students). Call 314-

7070 for information.

Concert Society at Mary-

land presents the Arcadian

Academy, 8 p.m., National Pres-

byterian Church, Washington,

D.C. Tickets are $17, $15.30

(faculty-staff), $14.50 (seniors),

$7 (students). Call 403-4230 for

information.

Men's Basketball. Duke vs.

Maryland, 1:30 p.m., Cole Field

House. Call 314-7070 or 1-800-

IMA-TERP for ticket information.

Women's Basketball. N.C. State

vs. Maryland, Time TBA, Cole

Field House. Tickets are $5, $3

(students). Call 314-7070 for

information.

FEBRUARY
Black History Month is observed

with a full range of campus activi-

ties. The President's Commission

on Ethnic Minority Affairs, the

Department of Afro-American

Studies, other academic depart-

ments and various student organi-

zations are planning a calendar of

events. Call 405-1158 for more

information.

|
Men's Basketball. Vir-

ginia vs. Maryland, 8:00 p.m.,

Cole Field House. Call 314-7070

or 1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket infor-

mation.

Women's Basketball.

Duke vs. Maryland. Time TBA,

Cole Field House. Tickets are $5,

$3 (students). Call 314-7070 for

information.

EH Artist Scholarship Benefit

Series. "Happy Birthday, Mozart,”

8 p.m., Tawes Recital Hall. Tick-

ets are $15, $9 (students and

seniors). Call 405-5548 for infor-
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Concert Society at Mary-

land Chamber Music Series pre-

sents Eliot Fisk, guitarist, 7:30

p.m.. UC Conference Center Audi-

torium. Tickets are $17, $15.30

(faculty-staff), $14.50 (seniors),

$7 (students). Call 403-4240 for

information.

Men's Basketball. North

Carolina vs. Maryland. 9 p.m.,

Cole Field House. Call 314-7070

or 1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket infor-

mation.

Women’s Basketball.

Miami vs. Maryland, Time TBA,

Cole Field House. Tickets are $5,

$3 (students). Call 314-7070 for

information.

Men’s Basketball. Florida

State vs. Maryland. 1:30 p.m.,

Cole Field House. Call 314-7070

or 1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket infor-

mation.

FEB Concert Society at Mary-

land Chamber Music Series pre-

sents Sergei Babayan, pianist,

7:30 p.m., UC Conference Center

Auditorium. Tickets are $17,

$15.30 (faculty-staff), $14.50

(seniors), $7 (students). Call 403-

4240 for information.

m Women's Basketball.

Clemson vs. Maryland, Time TBA,

Cole Field House. Tickets are $5,

$3 (students). Call 314-7070 for

information.

Concert Society at Mary-

land Olde Musicke Series pre-

sents the Tallis Scholars. 8 p.m.,

National Cathedral, Washington,

D.C. Tickets are $17, $15.30

(faculty-staff), $14.50 (seniors),

$7 (students). Call 403-4240 for

information.

North Carolina vs. Maryland

Time TBA, Cole Field House. Tick-

ets are $5, $3 (students). Call

314-7070 for information.

Ml Men’s Basketball. N.C.

State vs. Maryland, Time TBA,

Cole Field House. Call 314-7070

or 1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket infor-

mation.

M"1 Through Feb. 28. Univer-

sity Theatre presents Hamlet, 8

p.m., Tawes Theatre. Tickets are

$10, $7 (students and seniors).

Call 405-2201 for information.

(21 Men's Basketball. Clem-

son vs. Maryland, 12 noon,

Cole Field House. Call 314-7070

or 1-800-IMA-TERP for ticket

information.

Women's Basketball. Wake For-

est vs. Maryland. Time TBA, Cole

Field House. Tickets are $5, $3

(students). Call 314-7070 for

information.

Concert Society at Maryland

Chamber Music Series presents

the Ying Quartet. 8 p.m., UC

Conference Center Auditorium.

Tickets are $15, $14.50 (faculty-

staff, seniors), $7 (students). Call

403-4240 for information.

Ml Hamlet, special perfor-

mance with audio description. 2

p.m., Tawes Theatre. See Feb. 25

for details.

MARCH
March marks Women's History

Month. The President’s Commis-

sion on Women’s Affairs, the

Department of Women's Studies

and a broad range of other cam-

pus organizations are planning a

women in past and contemporary

history. Call 405-6877 for a

schedule of events.

Hamlet, school matinee

at 9:45 a.m., Tawes Theatre. See

Feb. 25 for details.

Through March 6. Univer-

sity Theatre presents Hamlet. 8

p.m., Tawes Theatre. The Mar. 6

performance with sign interpreta-

tion. Tickets are $10, $7 (stu-

dents and seniors). Call 405-

2201 for information.

Artist Scholarship Benefit

Series Second Annual Kennedy

Center Concert, “The Pleasures

of Music,” 7:30 p.m., Terrace

Theater, Kennedy Center. Tickets

are $15, $9 (students and

seniors). Call 405-5548 for infor-

mation.

IM Through March 14. Men's

Basketball ACC Tournament.

Charlotte, N.C. Call 314-7070 for

information.

Through March 21.

Spring Break.

Concert Society at Mary-

land Chamber Music Series pre-

sents the Takacs Quartet. 8

p.m., UC Conference Center Audi-

torium. Tickets are $17, $15.30

(faculty-staff), $14.50 (seniors),

$7 (students). Call 403-4240 for

information.

20 Women’s Basketball. series of events and lectures to 23 Through March 28. Uni-

versity Theatre presents To Be

Young. Gifted and Black, 8 p.m.,

Pugliese Theatre, Tawes Fine Arts

Building. Tickets are $10, $7

(students and seniors). Call 405-

2201 for information.

IkfrU Concert Society at Mary-

land Chamber Music Series pre-

sents the Arden Trio. 8 p.m..

UC Conference Center Auditori-

um. Tickets are $17, $15.30

(faculty-staff), $14.50 (seniors),

$7 (students). Call 403-4240

for information.

Through April 4. Universi-

ty Theatre presents To Be

Young, Gifted, and Black, 8 p.m.,

Pugliese Theatre, Tawes Fine

Arts Building. Apr. 3 performance

provides sign interpretation.

Tickets are $10, $7 (students

and seniors). Call 405-2201 for

information.

APRIL
Concert Society at Mary-

land Chamber Music Series pre-

sents Richard Savino, guitar, and

the Artaria Quartet, 8 p.m., UC

Conference Center Auditorium.

Tickets are $17, $15.30 (faculty-

staff), $14.50 (seniors), $7 (stu-

dents). Call 403-4240 for infor-

mation.

Distinguished Lecturer

Series of the Graduate School.

William Merwin, poet and env-

ronmentalist, Haiku, Hawaii; “Poetry

and the Living World.” 3:30 p.m..

Art-Sociology Lecture Hall. Free

and open to the public. Wine and

cheese reception to follow. Call

405-1487 for information.
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Finding Scale, 1989, Oil on Canvas, 76" x 76"

W. C. Richardson

has taught drawing

and painting at the

University of Mary-

land at College Park

since 1978. His

work, and that of his

colleagues in the

Department of Art

will be on display in

the Faculty Exhibi-

tion at the universi-

ty Art Gallery begin-

ning November 11,

1992.

W. C. RICHARDSON
“In the arts at a major university such as Maryland, creative work is

considered to be research. Far from mere formal exercise, art in the

20th century constantly seeks connections and cross fertilization with

wide ranging fields of knowledge.

“Since its inception, abstraction has been the preferred visual lan-

guage for exploring inner emotional and psychic states and for explor-

ing philosophical ideas. I have always found a resonance between the

tradition of abstract painting and developments in physics, particularly

quantum mechanics, cosmology and, most recently, chaos theory.”
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University Grandfather Clock

W e take great pride in offering the University of Maryland

Grandfather Clock. This beautifully designed commemora-
tive clock symbolizes the image of excellence, tradition, and

history we have established at the University of Maryland

at College Park.

Recognized the world over for expert craftsmanship, the master

clockmakers of Ridgeway have created this extraordinary clock.

Special attention is given to the brass lyre pendulum which depicts

the Official University Seal in deeply etched bas relief; a striking

enhancement to an already magnificent clock.

Indeed, the clock makes a classic statement

of quality about the owner.

Each cabinet is handmade of the finest

hardwoods and veneers in a process that

requires over 700 separate steps and the

towering clock measures an imposing

83”H x 22 1/4”W x 12 1/2”D. Finished in bril-

liant Windsor Cherry, the clock is also

enriched with one of the most advanced

West German timing mechanisms. Excep-

tionally accurate, such movements are found

only in the world’s finest clocks.

Enchanting Westminster chimes peal

every quarter hour and gong on the hour.

If you prefer, the clock will operate in a

silent mode with equal accuracy. Beveled

glass in the locking pendulum door and

the glass dial door and sides add to the clock’s timeless and handsome

design.

You are invited to take advantage of a convenient monthly

payment plan with no down payment or finance charges. Reser-

vations may be placed by using the order form. Credit card orders may
be placed by dialing toll-free 1-800-346-2884. The original issue price is

$899.00. Include $82.00 for insured shipping and freight charges.

Satisfaction is guaranteed or you may return your clock within

fifteen days for exchange or refund. Whether selected for your personal

use or as an expressive, distinctive gift, the University of Maryland

Grandfather Clock is certain to become an heirloom, cherished for

generations.

RESERVATION FORM • MARYLAND GRANDFATHER CLOCK

Please accept my order for University of Maryland Grandfather Clock(s) @
$899.00 each. (Quantity)

(Include $82.00 per clock for insured shipping and freight charges).

I wish to pay for my clock(s) as follows:

By a single remittance of $ made payable to “Sirrica, LTD.",

which I enclose.

By charging the full amount of $ to my credit card indicated below.

By charging my credit card monthly @ $89.90 for a period of ten (10) months.

Freight charges will be added to the first payment. I understand there is no

downpayment and no finance charges.

Full Account Number: Exp.:.

"On shipments to North Carolina only, add 5% sales tax.

Signature

.

-Telephone I

(Necessary for Delivery)

Mail orders to: University of Maryland Clock. c/o P.O. Box 3345, Wilson, NC 27895

Purchaser’s Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip:_

Credit card purchasers may call toll free 1-800-346-2884.

All callers should request Operator 717CM.

NOTE: All orders telephoned or postmarked prior to December 5 will be guaranteed

\

Christmas delivery. Installment orders subject to credit approval.
Symbolizing a tradition of excellence.

83”H x 22%”W x 12y2”D. Weight 107 lbs.



Get Credit Without Going
BackTo School.

Get the University of Maryland at College Park Alumni Association Visa f

Every time you make a purchase with this special card, the Bank of Baltimore will make a contribution

to the Alumni Association. The contributions help support alumni programs and services on campus.
And it’s all at no cost to you. In fact, you may save a little money— because this special Visa has one

of the lowest rates around. When you’re a member of the association, it’s a low 16.3% APR, with

no annual fee the first year. After that, the annual fee is only $17. There are a number of other

benefits, too— travel insurance, purchase protection, extended warranties, auto rental insurance,

ATxM access and much more. -pi ip D A Nil/' Si:
So give yourself some credit—with the UMCP Alumni Association | flL Lj/\l > IX = I:

Visa.You can even apply by phone. Just call between 9am and 4pm EST. OF BALTIMORE fMu
1
-800-252-9002 — —

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
Office of Alumni Programs

Rossborough Inn

College Park, Maryland 20742-5425
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